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These past four years have been our time to
mature and grow from adolescence into adulthood. These have been our years to learn, to
develop skills, and to take on new responsibilities.
During these days at Bay Shore High School, we've
had some time to reflect on our pasts and to plan
for our futures. We leave the halls of this building
and the familiar faces of our friends and teachers
to pursue new goals. While some of us go on to
college and others prepare to enter the work force,
we can never forget these important formative
years. For many of us these have been the best
years of our lives. We leave the high school so
different from the way we began. We realize that
our fate or destiny is in our own hands. Our futures
will be what we make of them. Our parents, teach·
ers, and friends have all played an important role
in our development. For their contributions we are
all grateful.
As we close this chapter as high school students,
we stand ready to begin another. The book is not
finished, and we await the arrival of new people to
fill in the pages of our lives.
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The '92 Marauder Staff

(top)Even the rain didn't stop the freshmen and juniors
from e'1ioying and getting a great deal from the Refuse
Cruise.
(middle)To departing seniors, the Bay Shore Marina Is a
sight to be missed.
(above)AII of these friends wanted to make sure that
they were included in the picture since they have spent
so much of their four years together.
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(top)The Fire Island Ferry stands as a perennial source of both transportation and
employment for Bay Shore students.
(middle)The school cafeteria served as a meeting place for friends to share some
free time and a light lunch.
(above)Katle Moynihan and Jennifer Kelly prepare to return to school after lunch a
favorite eatery.
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his is a question many of us have
asked ourselves, but for which very few
of us have an answer. The dictionary
defines a Marauder as "a rover in search
of booty or plunder, especially one who
is part of a wandering band of plunderers." It is derived from a French word which means rascal
or vagabond. It is a person In a group of people who
pillage, and it Is usually associated with the Nordic Vikings, fierce warriors in battle.
Originally, the athletes in Bay Shore High School were
called the Maroons or the Maroon and Whites. When look·
ing for a mascot or school symbol to represent the student
body, school officials selected the Marauder as their mascot. There are many reasons why this was an appropriate

choice. Like their Nordic forefathers, Bay S
cnts
reside close to the water on which they rei
c r1 and
pleasure. But most Importantly, the marauder wo. ( icked
because it represented the strength and tcna 1 of the
mighty viking. The athletic teams felt that this would be an
ideal symbol as they prepared to meet any challenge on
the ballfield or in the gymnasium.
Even though no one knows for sure the origm of the
marauder as the symbol for Bay Shore, it has become part
of the tradition. It has come to be a symbol of the excellence Bay Shore has shown throughout the years. Both
academically and athletically, Bay Shore has exhibited the
strength and perseverance of the Mighty Marauder.
-

Donald Swenson

What is a

Maraude-r?

top)The marauder logo can be seen all over the building even
on the uniforms and helmets of our athletic teams.
(bottom)Chrtstlne Watson, Danlelle Weissert, and Kathy Fiala
are members of the award-winning Marauder Marching Band.

"The Marauder symbol expresses the heart and fire of
the spirit for which Bay Shore
has become famous.''
- .Michael Vannonl

"The Marauder is the unifying
symbol that brings all Bay
Shore students together.''
- Jennifer Maroney

"The Marauder is symbolic of
our strength and ability to
conquer any opponent in an
athletic competition.''
- Cllriatopher Torge

(top)Kelth Knacke, Mike Williams. Brian
Belford, and Bryan Stewart are members of
the champion Marauder football team.
(mlddle)Senlors Todd C8sale, Kelly
falconer. Matt Maas. and Tony DIMatteo
proudly display tb Marauder Yearbooks
spanning their high school years.
(left) Marauder Cheerleaders, Karen
Pralzgraf, Sherry Stensaker. Damlen Rivera.
Sussy Hidalgo. and Jessica fernandez
bring a smile and their school spirit to
every occasion.
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nee upon our time, there was a
FRESHMAN class. which entered
the castle on Third Avenue in 1988
with high expectations and great
hope for the future. Crossing the
footbridge was a new experience
for these ladies and lords as they treaded lightly over
the mystifying waters of the murky moat. With many
of their dreams realized, they encountered new experiences and faces with the sands of time passing all
too quickly. Before they knew what had happened,
they completed their rite of initiation, and they became SOPHOMORES. No longer the apprentices of
the land, this wandering troop of marauders on the
road of life became deeply involved in the activities of
the manor, and they began to look onward as they
envisioned a prosperous JUNIOR level of achievement. And this too came to pass along with the
tradition of the rings, banquets, and tests of chivalry.

Then one beautiful September mom this group became SENIORS.
The class of 1992 was suddenly
the oldest in the castle. The former freshmen now
took their tum as the leaders and role models of the
castle, and they graciously accepted the scepter to
guide the underclassmen. But always in front of them
was that vision of what the future would have in store
for them. They mournfully realized that come June
they would have to part; this band of marauders that
had spent four years together would be no more. But
forever in their hearts they would store their memories, and they knew that even apart they'd always be
together. And each time they tum back the cover of
this book the memories are rekindled, and so the tale
lives on.
-

KeUy Falconer and Matt Maas

Seniors: Adkison- Barot

David Agoglia

Jennifer Aldrich

Christopher Alleyne

James L. Amodeo

Jessica A. Amodio

Michael Anastasi

Christian Antunes

.Evelyn Arenilias

Thomas 0. Argondizza

Jennifer M. Baker

Melissa Ann Barcia

Kuldeep Barot

Leah Basclano

Brian A. Belford

Marc Berger

James A. Beringer

Jason Bernstein

Joseph Blanca

Steven Boland

John A. Borromeo

Rebecca Bowes

Melodee L. Britt

Scott R. Brothers
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Katie Berka

Tara Bonomo

Jason fl. Brann

Collette Anne l3reton

Salvatore catanzaro

Kristin Buksa

Cynthia E. Burkhart

Dominick A. cappiello

Nicole caradona

Steven carroll

Todd P. casale

David Chichester

Deepak Chopra

Peter Ciesluk

Kate Clark

Stephen Clock

Thomas Coe

Darlene Colburn

Thomas Comerford

I hope the weather clears up because I am
going to be flying today. Not only am I a student
at Bay Shore High School, but I am also a second year student in the BOCES aviation academy. Every Tuesday and Thursday of the week I
go flying. Hopefully, by the time I graduate from
high school, I will be receiving my private pilot's
license. At the Suffolk Aviation Academy, we do
a lot of things related to aviation. As a first year
student I had my ground school in preparation
for my fAA private pilot's test. I had to pass the
test if I wanted to continue to my second year. I
also had a chance to fly.
In my second year I had to prepare for my oral
test and build up enough flight time. Bay Shore
has given me a chance to pursue my lifelong
ambition of becoming a pilot, and from here I
will enter a branch of the military to further my
training and increase my flight time.
-

Sara J. Conklin

John Boromeo

Michael Connolly

Seniors: Ciesluk- Connolly
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Jesse P. Cooper

Jennifer A Corozza

Arlene Cotto

Jesse D 'Ella

JohnDaSUva

Rahmon D. Dally

Kristen M. Davies

Terrance Dawson

Jennifer Day

Sandra Decaro

Brett P. DeNatalle

Louis V. DeVirgillo

Seniors: Contacessa· DeVirgilio

Mara 0 . Delgado

Brian E. Dennis

Mel-lynn Destouche
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Michelle Dleumegard

Peggy Dolan

Michele Donofrio

Deanna Eccleston

Joyce L. .Fabrizio

Erich Faggart

Allison C. f'eren

Alberto .f'emandez

Allan M . .f'emandez
Seniors: Delgado- Ferreira

Katherina Fiala

Danlelle Flaherty
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The time came, and the time went- all in
a blink of the eye. I guess time really does
fly when I am having fun, so I'm glad I
stayed in school and had fun. I guess I
didn't realize how much fun high school is
until I realized that I would be leaving for
the real world.
I hope all of the students eqjoyed their
stay while they were here. Soon enough
others will be in my spot, looking back too.
Good Luck to the Class of '92.
-

'·
Nla Mallka Foster

Joe Lombardi

Robert A. Gagliano

Sean L. Gallagher

Jonathan Greaker

Steven Oarcla

Charles J. Olels

Martin Oolden

Jonathan Dolder

Marla Ooldman

Dennis Oortakowskl

Mark A. Graham

Tracy Ann Graham

Danielle Ounn

Sheila Hairston

Brendan Hand
Seniors: Galvin- Hand

Alan David Hansen

Christopher Hansen

Stacey I. Harper

Bobby Henderson

Alicia Henry

Paul/feuskin

Nicole Hines

Audrey Hodges

Qui Ching Hu

Kathryn R. Hubert

Jennifer A. Imhoff

Kerry Jaworowski

Jonathan Jemison

Jeanette Johnson

Marc B. Johnson

Monique Johnson

~ Seniors:

Hansen- Johnson

Kenneth C. Jones

Ronald Jones

Sean Jordan

Brian Kearney

/feather Kearon

Justine Keegan

Jennifer A. Kelly

Matthew Key

Cecelia Koenig

Kristen Kroger

Stacy Lagoy

Matthew Lawlor

Colleen Lawrence

Brian J. LePrell

Alfred Landolfi

Seniors: Jones- LePrell

~

Wllliam Leyrer

Ramiro Loachamin

Joseph Lombardi

Rosemary Lombardo

Juan Lopez

Leticia Lopez

Jeannine A. Lowery

KietLuong

Michael 0. Lyons

Matthew L. Maas

Oregg P. Macey

Angela Madison

Bryan J. Mahoney

Michael C. Mahoney

Steven C. Malone

Michael A. Marin-Parra

~ Seniors: Leyrer· Marin·Parra

Melanie Maroldi

Jennifer Martin

Anthony W. Martinez

Wllltam A. Martinez

Jennie Mauro

Christopher McCollum

Getting involved in activities in Bay
Shore High School is one of the biggest
advantages I had during my high school
years. Being a part of many organizations,
such as FBLA, Peer Support, Interact,
baseball, soccer, and student government
enabled me to meet new people and make
many friends throughout the school population. Joining activities in the school
brought me recognition from my teachers
and fellow classmates.
As I leave the High School, I recommend
that all students get involved by joining as
many activities as possible to make these
years the most memorable and enjoyable.
-

Andrea L. McCormick

Karen A. McGregor

Stephen Clock

l1Jonne M. McKenney

Tanya A. Mealing

tlariklla Megas

Jessica A. Meyer

DawnMicker

Danielle J. Miles

Thomas Mitchell

Keith Molin

Norman J. Monsen

Theresa A. Monsen

Juan Francisco Montano

Sahin Mauricio Morales

Brigld Moran

Danielle Morello

Seniors: Mcintyre· Morello

Allee Mortak

Kathryn Moynihan

Andrew Mulqueen

Kerl Lynn Nelson

Kiet Nguyen

Patrick Niebling

Regan O'Connell

Michelle O'Grady

Joseph C. Ohrablo

Stacy Orlando

Jennifer M. OWen

David V. Padden

Miguel Palacio

David S. Paul

Johanna Perez

Elizabeth Peters

Seniors: Mortak- Peters

Anthony P. Pianellt

Theresa Piazza

Sandra Marla Pittman

Jeanine Quagllo

Vlto C. Randazw

David Reiss

Bryan Riso

Adllno Rivera

Damien Rivera

Tenisha A. Rodgers

Aida Rodriguez

Ann Marie Rodriguez

Seniors: Pfeffer- Rodriguez

.Eleanor Rogers

Llza M. Rosado

Douglas Rosener

Anthony Ruivo

I remember when we were freshmen and how
Influential the seniors were to us. I can 't believe
that the time has come for us to be the seniors now
and create an example for the younger minds In the
school. Bay Shore has helped me to develop Into an
Individual and learn how to stand tall In the [ace of
peer pressure.
-

Michael Ruivo

Tanessa Russell

Michael ConnoUy

Back In eighth grade 1 used to say that 1 couldn 't
walt to graduate. Now I wish that I were back In
eighth grade. I guess that Is one of the Ironies of
life. Being a senior here at Bay Shore has been
different from what I expected, but U certainly has
been an Interesting experience, one I 11 never forget.
I wish all my friends good luck.
-

Janice Sabol

AI Landolfi

Lisa Marl Sanchez

Seniors: Rogers- Sanchez ~

~~~

Maria Santiago

Tracy Santos

Gtaclnto Sapienza

James D. Schneidman

Seth Schoen

Lisa A. Sctammarella

Jason M. Sears

John R. Sepulveda

Michael Serino

Matthew Siben

Melissa Siegel

Helen Simeona

Seniors: Sansone- Simeona

Christopher Simons

Robert Slnram

Justine Skala

Vallna Slater

Maya D. Smith

Anthony Sotomayor

Richard Sparling

Allison Stack

Victoria Stack

Jennifer Stallone

Dawn Stark

Tammy Stefko

Regan Stephenson

Thomas Stringer

Matthew Stumpf

Melissa 0. Suarez

Seniors: Suess- Turner

Laura Sweeney

Donald M. Swenson

Carrie Tangulllg

Ted M. Terzakos

Mareena Thomas

Kane Thornberg

Catherine Tiemann

Tracy romney

Brad Troise

Jonas Tucker

Wllltam Tunstall

Jennifer L. Tumer

Peter VanSchaick

Ricardo Vega

Melissa Venters

Evelyn Vlllanueva

Gregory Vozzo

Paul Vozw

&!ward W. Walker

Jennifer Walters

Christopher Ward

Christine Watson

Danielle N. Weissert

Danielle Wemersbach

Julie A. Whitaker

Christine M. Williams

Dasha Williams

Michael D. Williams

Seniors: Van Schaick- Williams ~

Additional Members
of the
Class of 1992

Eric M. Wllson

Janet R. Wllson

Thomas Wlnant

Philip Winkle

Jose castillo
Luis Constante
Norman Cotto
Wllllam Cramer
Vlctor R. Domingos
Paul Espada
Felix Garcia
Michael Green
John Gregory
Anthony lfenry
Jose Hernandez
Jakeith Hewlett
Shelly Monique Jackson
Jennifer Kirwan
Faith Angela Malave
Tonya Mealing
Randolph Mims
Ignatio Molina
Miquel A. Morales
Wayne Ram/stella
/folly Rago
Rafael Ramos
Eric Rojas
Raymond Rosado
Gregory Stubbman
Peter Swiatkowski

Evelyn Villanueva and Tracy Santos

Tennesha Ramsey

To Tfie Cfass of 1992
After years of 6eing togetfierJ
The time. has come. for us to part.
We have 6un through so much,
And at times it seemed"
We'd never malie it.
As we stand" now}
In our Cast moments together}
We must remember our triumphs}
But we cannot Cose sight
Of these years have taught us.

aa

E~perien.ce

has 6un a great teacher}
We have Ceamed much.
Acceptance} toferation, and CoveThese must 6e remembered
As we move on.

- Ke!Cy FaCconer

CONGRATULATIONS
After four years filled with memories, the time has come to leave. As high school graduation
draws near, it is necessary to gaze into the future, but not lose sight of all the friendships and
dreams that were born and nutured within the corridors of Bay Shore High School. Sincerest
thanks to all who touched our "once upon a time" and made our years here so memorable.

Ja.mes Berift9er- Historian

Gfe99 Maay- PresUfrnt
Mark GraJiam- Vice-PresUfent
] ermifer Ke.ffy- Secretary
Nirofe Canufona.- Treasurer
Marc Ber9er- Historian

Rebecca Bowes- Historian
Ke.ffy Fafroner- Historian
Danieffe Wiessert- Historian

Mr. Wiilla.m

Hoffman.- Advisor

Seniors~

Eleventh grader, Lissette Geigel , helps raise funds
for the Thespian Troupe and advertise the fall
production.

UNDERCLASSMEN

Ithough the senior year is the one
that most people look upon as the
most important and memorable,
there is much to be said for the
years that precede it. This year the freshmen, sophomores, and juniors have been just as involved with a
variety of new and traditional activities. Combining a
Crafts Fair with a Pancake Breakfast, instituting a
Junior Dinner Dance, and conducting a Christmas
Toy Drive were some of the new activities added to
the growing list of programs. All of these activities

~

Underclassmen

were enormous successes thanks to the advisors and
class officers who worked to make them possible. In
the following pages, the Marauder has tried to capture some of those activities and the memories that
accompany them. As we all work toward our final year
in the High School we build on to the traditions that
existed before we came to this building. The years fly
by all too quickly, but when we look back on these
pictures and stories we remember what we did once
upon a time.

-David Balsamo

(top)Freshman, Karen Walker. lends a shoulder to Denise Adams.
(bottom)Barbara Barcia, Noelle Broschart, and Candice Filangeri
wait to make their entrances onto the stage.

(top)Carol Sanchez displays a radiant smile at last year's prom.
(bottom)Joe Croce and Howie Meehan exchange ideas and get to
know one another during the Refuse Cruise.

Underclassmen

Rosemarie Abrams
Frances Acampora
Melissa Adkison
Michael Albergo
Joseph Albury
Brian Alinovi

Jennifer Alternative
Rebecca J. Anderson
Star-ella D. Arbouin
Edward Artura Ill
David M. Balsamo
Barbara Ann Barcia

Michael Barnett
Jamie-lyn Bauer
Danielle Bellando
Georgina Benyei
Jeffrey M. Beringer
Amanda Jane Boff

Rebecca Marie Bonnano
Roger M. Bonilla
Nicole Michele Bordies
Tracy D. Brooks
Johanna Brown
Tamika Brown

Jessica M. Bryan
Jeffrey Alan Bunge
Brian William Butler
Sheila Callaway
Patrick capone
Michelle cappiello

Deborah Lynn Carr
Pamara carter
Christa Ann Ciccone
Colleen Ann Close
Stephen Patrick Coates
Brian Cohen

Michael Lydon Cole
Charles W. Corbett Ill
Salatiel Correa
Dennis Cortes
Lauren Costella
Victoria C. Coughlin

~ Juniors

UUIOfiS

The class ofl99.3 had yet another outstanding year
packed full of activities both traditional and inno~
vative.
At the start of this busy year, "UNITY" was chosen
as the word most descriptive of the class, and there~
fore the one to be put on the class ring. The week
before Homecoming is traditionally Spirit Week and
for the second time since entering the ffigh SchooL
this class proved to have the most spirit. As sponsors
of Battle of the Classes in November, the juniors
placed second. As always, the Pancake Breakfast, co~
sponsored with the Seniors, was a huge success.
Students had fun decorating the cafeteria and serving
breakfast to residents of the community.
One of two new activities begun this year was a
fund raiser. Selling hot pretzels during football games
turned out to be a very profitable way of raising

money as the pretzels quickly became popular. Looking
for a new way to celebrate the winter holidays, the
juniors created the Holiday Dinner Dance. They trans~
formed the cafeteria into a winter wonderland. This
night is not soon to be forgotten as juniors once again
had a chance to demonstarte their unity and class spirit.
The winter dance is sure to become a long~lasting tra~
dition.
Class officers, Kelly Durant Jeff Beringer, Anne
Simons, and David Balsamo, were very pleased with the
number of students who accepted the challenge of
"getting involved" this year. More students attended
class meetings this year than ever before. After such an
exciting year, the class of '9.3 has one final message~
"Watch out senior year, here we come!''

-Dave Balsamo

Juniors~

(top)Chrls VanDyke, Mike Rodriguez, Keith Knacke, and Danny Kroger
recount their weekend before heading off to homeroom.
(bottom)Pattl Eichhorn, Daniella Rianna, Laura Eichhorn, and Heather
Jones store their instruments for rehearsal later in the day.

Student life with all its
daily. ..

Rituals
At 7:00A.M., Monday morning, the halls of Bay Shore High
School are still and silent. The first buses arrive, and suddenly the halls are filled with confusion. Students hurry to
their lockers to drop off books before falling into morning
rituals. The bathrooms are crowded with people putting the
finishing touches on their hair or making last-minute outfit
a<ljustments. Small groups gather along the walls in a desperate attempt to finish forgotten homework assignments. In
scattered comers, a few drowsy kids catch up on missed
sleep as crowds of students drift back and forth, chattering
and laughing about their weekends. The warning bell rings
and a massive traffic jam instantly fo~ as everybody pushes his way toward homeroom. Finally the homeroom bell
rings, and the hallways slowly regain tl eir previous silence.
The familiar loud greeting of " Good Morning, Bay Shore!"
echoes over the P.A. as another week begins.

-Debicarr

Richard Cox
Elizabeth F. Crespo
Taryn Crespo
Joseph Thomas Croce
Tamara Tania Danglade
Thomas John Davide

Carla DellaVedova
Karine P. Derlyn
Kenneth H. Dignon
Laura Jeanne Doran
Dwayne Dorsett
John P. Dromerhauser

Kelly Elizabeth Durant
Samuel Duval
Laura E. Eichhorn
Patricia Ann Eichhorn
Maria Estrada
Audra Dare Falco

~Juniors

(top)The gang's all here! Seniors always flock to their class
meetings.
(bottom)Chris Gleis, Dwayne Dorsett Jed Stocks, and Mike
Albergo relax by the cafeteria before practice begins.

Get ready for weekend .

At 1:44, Friday afternoon with only one minute until the
start of the weekend, students have begun to fidget and pack
up books. RING! The race is on! Doors burst open as everyone makes a rush for his locker to meet up with friends and
discuss weekend plans. One entry to the girls' gym is crowded with hungry teenagers trying to buy a snack before practice or a meeting. A mad dash ensues as people try to catch
the bus or get to their cars to go home. Lockers slam open
and closed, while laughter and screams of excitement echo
throughout the halls, wb.ere-mrffierous groups have gathered
to discuss the latest
everything from couples to music to
parties. As two o'clocK rolls around, there's a mass migration
towards locker rooms and meeting rooms. for some students this marks the end of the week, but for many it's only
the beginning.

p

-Debicarr

Jessica Fernandez
David Ferrer
Jill Allison Fifield
Candice Marie Filangeri
Keith Filaski
Adam Douglas Fox

Seth Franco
Timothy M. Fusco
Joseph Gancedo
Lizzette Danisa Geigel
Ricardo Gelpi Jr.
Dominick Gomez

Eric Gonzalaz
Gregory Gordon
Keith Gordon
Denise Gwendolyn Green
Gregory Green
Keith L. Greenwald

Juniors~
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Jessica Greiner
Danielle M. Guarasclo
Sonia Pamela Harper
Tanya Monique Hanis
Visna Hartis
Altaf Hassan

Derek Hatcher
Sussy Hidalgo
John Paul Hieronymus
Gregory Thomas Hill
Michelle Himaya
Brian Allan Hoff

Eric W. Holdsworth
Daniel C. Holmes
Christine Howard
Kenneth Hurt
Billy Joe Johnson Jr.
Paul Johnson

Heather Jones
Melissa Jones
Robin Ann Kahl
Keith Elliot Kastner
James Kavanagh
Keith Patrick Kelly

Amina Terryl Kendrick
Jed Kennedy
Larry Key Jr.
Theresa M. Kistner
Keith John Knacke
Lauren Knuth

Robert Nile Kohl Jr.
Lori Ann Kowalski
Michael Vincent Kuhlman
Jessica Ann LaMantia
Stephen LaTorre
Richard Edward Lane IV

Regina Law
Gina Licata
Metin Lika
Catharine J. Loughlin
Vicky Lozado
Jadeine Ludwigsen

Juniors

(far left}Junior
Ronald Bieder
can ' t believe
the song he just
heard on his
Walkman.
(left} Chris
D'Angelo and
Tammie Danglade check out
the contents on
Chris's locker.

5-0Mi~OJL jUWoJL {fACES
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(above right} While Angelique LaGrandier and Cheryle
Stoutenberg check out the pictures on the locker door, Pam
Carter mugs for the camera.
(above} Did Anne Simons, Johanna Brown, Lori Kowalski, and
Jon Golder call each other the night before to coordinate their
outfits?

bwWiVLg!

Juniors ~

The Science of. ..
Anthony Luisi
Joseph Madden
William J. Mahler Jr.

Diana L. Mahr
Scott Major
Faith Angela Malave

John Philip Maniscalco
John Vincent Maresca
Donald Douglas Maroney

Terrance Lamont McCray
Kimberly Ann McDonald
Patrick McGee

John Patrick McGovern
Jason McGuigan
Amy McKay

Buy-ology

Where do Bay Shore students shop to
achieve the diversified appearances that
can be seen around the building? An informal lunchtime survey was conducted to
investigate where people preferred to
shop. The most popular answer, given by
the majority of students surveyed, was the
Gap, followed by Complete Athlete. Surprisingly enough Macy' s finished third. The
Gap was obviously selected because it offers a wide variety of "preppy style" clothing for both men and women. The majority
of the boys polled stated that they shopped
here for all of their clothing.
In an additional survey girls stated that
they purchased most of their footwear at
Macy's and Bakers. The popularity of Macy' s is proven by the countless girls who
are wearing Bass and Nine West shoes.
Following these two stores were Wild Pair
and J.C. Penny's.
This survey revealed that Bay Shore students shopped in stores primarily located
in the South Shore Mall thus proving that
it's really not necessary to travel far to find
the look that high school students want.
-

Chenoa Brathwaite and Kelly Fal·

coner

Nadine Renee McKenzie
Douglas James Meehan
Howard Vincent Meehan
Elizabeth Ann Mehler
Michael P. Meisenholder
Simone Mickle

Christopher Miller
Millie Elizabet Moncion
Travis Morek
Mark Murray
Robert Musacchio
Suzzanne Napodano

(top)The facade of J . C. Penney stands as the
gateway to the shopping plaza within.
(bottom) Heather Jones picks up a bargain at the
crafts Fair held in the school before the holidays.

Matthew Murray Nash
Tien Ngoc Nguyen
Jennifer Nyberg

Peter J. Oakes
James Shawn Oosterom
Krupa Panchal

Joseph Papandrea
carlos Pardo
Kyung Shik Park

Eric Pascale
John Christopher Payne
Brian J. Pepito

Daniel C. Perico
Mary Persson
Karen Norma rfalzgraf

Renee Kristen Pickett
Stephanie Rose Piraino
Keith Pitt
Joseph Pizarro
catherine Pope
Georgia Poumaras

Diallo Powell
April Pyatt
Saeeda Rahaman
Sean Vernon Ratcliff
Arnie Rettaliata
Daniela Rianna

Juniors

(above) Michelle Cappiello
and Debbie Shiffman are on
their way home after a hard
day at school.
(right) Mike Barnett and
Rosemarie Abrams find time
to relax during homeroom.

(left)Candice Filangeri awaits her tum to perform on stage during a rehearsal of
"Inherit the Wind."
(above)Jen Alternative. Fran Acompora, Jamie Bauer, and Jeff Beringer plan the
day in Mrs. Jones's homeroom.

Blaisa Marold! and Sue Pray are all set to leave school with
coats and walkman in hand.
(below) Maria Sanchez and Stephanie Pirano
check out college offerings at College Day.

Taking time
out from
making
pancakes
are Renee
Pickett,
Kami Ward,
and Jamie
Bauer.
(far
left) E'1Joying
the
Homecoming
Festivities are
Tammy
Danglade,
Nadine
McKenzie, Mrs.
Thompkins,
Nicole Hines,
and Simone
Richardson.
(left) Relaxing
in the
cafeteria,
Benny Heights
and Kathryn
Stiles wait for
their next
period class.

(left) Mrs.
Schwartz
congratulates
Robin Kahl after
the Junior class
won the Spirit

Award in
Homecoming ..

Robert Scully, Regina Law, Mrs. M. Piasecki, Louis Marshall, and Pat McGee do a taste
test for Wise Cheez Doodles.

Juniors

JUNIOR HOLIDAY
Despite the chill outside, on the evening of De·
cember nineteenth, the cafeteria heated up very
quickly. This was the night of the Junior Holiday
Dinner Dance for which preparations had been begun
two months earlier. Because this was the first time
such a dance was held, there was much planning to
be done; a D.J. had to be contracted, chaperones and
security had to be arranged, and decorations had to
be purchased. A semi-formal dance within the school
was a new idea, so people had to be convinced to
come. Although ticket sales started off slowly, the
end result was that a large crowd attended. A group
of students stayed after school that day to help transform the cafeteria into a winter wonderland, complete
with snowflakes. Before the dance began, the soonto-be-emptied buffet tables were laid out with a dazzling array of food encompassing a range from salads, heroes, cakes, and cookies.
Students began arriving at 6:.30 and immediately
began to inspect each others outfits. The general
phrase "semi-formal" allowed for diversified interpretations. The girls' outfits ranged from a simple
skirt and blouse to full-fledged prom dresses. The
guys, however, had less opportunity to be creative.
Button-down shirts, ties, and jeans or dockers were
the standard. One thing was clear, though: everyone
looked great! Although the juniors were not all pro·
fessional dancers, they all had a great time out on the
dance floor. In addition to the normal dances, they
had a conga line, a chicken dance, and, for a finale,
they had a kick-line to the tune of "New York, New
York." The evening proved to be a wonderfuL exciting event which has set a standard for dances for
years to come.

-Anne Simons

(top)Laura Doran, Bill Mehler, and Jessica Kirchner step off the
dance floor to watch their friends enjoying themselves.
(above left)Chlis Ward had a great time.
(above right) Mary Persson brough along senior, Jesse D' Eiia.
(right)Keith Knacke and Steve LaTorre model the latest in Gap
ties.

Juniors

DINNER DANCE
(right) Kami Ward models the latest in Mexican sombreros.
(below) Christa Ciccone, Barbara Bienkowski, Tim Fusco, and
Arnie Rettaliata sit this dance out.
(bottom left) Lauren Knuth rests her tired legs on Rob Sinram's
lap.

(top left) Christine Howard and Daniela
Rianna get ready to go home for the night.
(top right)Ricky Gelpi and Randi Paige sit
down for a quick snack between dances.
(above) Eric Gonzalez and Patti Eichhorn
had a great time at the dance.
(left) Eric Holdsworth, Rafaela Nikas, Jeff
Beringer, Jen Saracco, and Don Maroney
sit down to have a refreshing drink.

Juniors ~
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Simone Richardson
Aurora Rivera
Thomas Rodriguez
Jeanine Collette Romain
Devan Rosen
Michelle Ruhl

Erich Rulz
Jeremy Roger Sabiston
Joann Salentlno
Michele Sanchez
Nicole Sanders
William Sawtelle

Craig Robert Scharf
James Lawrence Schmidt
Zachary Matthew Schmidt
Robert Scully
Jennifer Seizer
Karilee Shannon

Melissa Shaw
Deborah Ann Shiffman
Anna Marie Siddons
Albert Signorelli
Anne Marea Simons
Monica Lee Skala

Bernardo Solano
Edeiiz f. Sotomayor
Catherine Stiles
Robert James Stocks
Cheryl Stoutenburg
John C. Szekalski

Juan C. Tapia
Michael Stuart Tashbook
James D. Taylor
Alexandra Tejada
Ronale R. Thomas
Allison Troise

Jonathan R. Tuscanes
Tracie Lynn VanDina
Leonardo Viana
Craig Joseph Wagner
Kami Ward
Kerry Alfonso Ware

~ Juniors

Before seeing "Miss Saigon" on Broadway, students er\)oyed dinner at La Veranda.
(top)Steve LaTorre, Rob K.ohl, and Matt Nash anxiously await the arrival of their dinner.
(bottom) Mary Persson and Renee Pickett enjoyed the evening and couldn't wait to see the
show that they had heard so much about.

Camera Shy

Katherine Lynn Werner
Gary Williams
Jakemia Monet Wilson

Lara S. Wireman
Jason Robert Wltteck
David George Woodward

Sean Abraham
Matthew Amodeo
Leticia Arce
JowidAzlm
Matthew Barlna
Ronald Beider
Rasheed Beny
Barbara Bienkowski
Marques Brown
Kevin J. Brunner
Bernie Burgos
Aleda Monique Cardenas
Renee Connely
Karen A. Craig
Christian D'Angelo
Tanika Renee Davfs
Aramy Delgado
Scott Alexander Dumala
Tamika S. Fells
Jessica M. Freeman
Nick Georges
DollyL. Gil
Tarsha Glover
Carvette R. Goodwin
Luis A. Guzman
Stacy-ann Harris
Tara Hitlin
Dwayne Hobbs
Edward Hubbard
Amanda Imhoff
Jose Infante
Ericka Jackson
Drew King
Joshua Lee King
Angelique LaGrandier
Julie Lawlor
Chritlna L. Leahong
Simone N. London
Dina Mack
Blaisa Maroldi
Louie Andrew Marshall
Brandt Matherson
Catherlne McGrady
Jason K. McLaurln
Dawn Marie Micker
Darius Mobley
Cheryl Moore
Jason Murray
Kim Thi Hoa Nguyen
Sandra Noftell
Nicole Notaro
Miguel Olivera
Casey Orlando
James Pacheco
Thuy Pham
Joann Evette Phifer
Jeanine Ann Quaglio
Cerise Maria Quintyne
Ruben A. Reyna
Carlos Javier Rodriguez
Inez Rodri~uez
Nancy Rodriguez
Tanessa Russell
Tammy Ann Salentlno
Cory Scalicl
Richard J. SciammareUa
Michelle Anne Sclafani
Anna M. Sevey
Charmaine Smith
Adam Jon Steinhauser
Regan Stephenson
Bryan Stewart
Freddy Tejada
Mark A. Van Schaick
John Williams
Thomas Joseph Wilson Jr.
Jonnie Lynne Zammettl
Dwayne Zollinger

Juniors~

Displaying their school spirit for spirit week
Megan Mahoney, Rand! Paige. Jen Ewald, Frances
Sorrentino, Gayle Gregory, and Kim Nomes
posed for the camera during lunch.

(above) Members of the Sophomore class
watched the Varsity Volleyball team in awe as
they made their way to another victory.
(right) David Harris and his harem took a
break from the homecoming festivities.

The Class of 1994 had another great year
under the leadership of President Jessica
Loudon, Vice- president Heather Alleyne, Secretary Christie Driscoll, and Treasurer Jenny
Rajkowski.
"Once upon our time" is certainly a fitting
theme for this industrious group of officers who
are continually working to make their high
school years memorable and exciting. Together
with their advisor, Mrs. D. Kaplar, the officers
introduced new activities and planned for the
future. At the beginning of the year the class
donated money to a child who had needed a

liver transplant. Next, the sophomore class was
responsible for running the pep rally on Homecoming weekend, and the following day, the '94
float took first place in the Parade. The class
also ran the annual candy cane sale in December and raised a considerable sum of money for
the treasury.
Mrs. D. Kaplar is very optimistic about this
sophomore class and has said, "If they keep up
the hard work, they will make a great senior
class."

-Jaime Forlano

Sophomore class officers, Jessica Loudon, Heather Alleyne, Christie Driscoll, and Jen
Rajkowski helped to make the year a productive one.

Sophomores

~

A Hero for Our Time ...
·-

~'>'~:·~~~..<·::·magic Johnson~~·~.. .-.,.
:~~~,_-

One of the names in the news that
stood out this year was that of Magic
Johnson. Known for his outstanding
basketball skills and quiet demeanor,
Magic also received top publicity by
coming forward and admitting publically that he is HIV positive. One of
the tragedies to hit "our time" is the
AIDS virus which to date still remains
incurable. Bay Shore students were as
shocked as the rest of the nation
when Magic made his announcement
on prime-time television. Sports fans'
favorite basketball idol now took on a
new role, and all shared in the tragic
ending of his playing career. Now Mag·
ic has become the spokesman for the
disease and has begun working to
raise money for research. He also has
begun his own personal crusade to
inform the public of preventative
measures to avoid contracting the vi·
rus. What was once regarded as a dis·
ease for "those" people has been

brought to the attention of the whole
world as capable of striking anyone.
Magic Johnson is now involved with
press conferences and making the
front page for something other than
basketball stats. Most agree that it's a
shame that this had to happen to
someone with such a promising ca·
reer. Senior, Mike Scherer feels, " It's
a shame but maybe now the population will become aware that AIDS
isn't a drug thing or a homo thing; it's
a death thing. " Junior Jeff Bunge
agrees with Mike but adds, " Either
Magic Johnson should be treated like
all other AIDS victims, or all other
AIDS victims should be treated like
Magic Johnson. " Freshman Laurie
Jao has a positive outlook on Magic's
diagnosis, " Because he still has the
ability to inspire young minds. "

-Jaime Forlano

Magic Johnson broke the news to the world In a press
conference that left everyone shocked.

~ Sophomores

Norma Acevedo
Sharif Ali
Heather N. Alleyne
Melissa Amato
Jean Amodeo
Maria E. Balanta
Archana Barot
Leah Basciano

Kristian Becker
Jason Berrios
Jennifer Besendorfer
John S. Bodolai
Renee Bonello
Yudelka Bonilla
Joseph Bono
Chris Boone

Michelle A. Bruno
Rory Byers
Jose A. Camacho
Jose M. Carballo.
April F. Carhart
David Casciano
Christine Castellano
Codell Castillo

Dagmara Cesarski
Sharon A . Coates
Rosemary A. Corozza
Erin Coughlin
Michelle Cruz
Roy Dana
Corrie Day
Thomas J. DeLeon

Craig DeMott
Christa DeVirgilio
Ross DeVore
Jennifer L. DeWitt
Richard D. Dean
Katherine Dennis
Christine D. DiPalma
Kerri M. Dibble

Eric Dieckmann
Brian M. Dieumegard
Jennifer Doran
Christie Driscoll
John Thomas Ehelers
Trey Engelhardt
Mark Ervin
Bruce Lee Evans

Jennifer Ewald
Eric Fesefeldt
Raymond Fifield
Agripino Figueroa
Mathu L. Filiberto
Vincent Filigenzi
Jaime R. Forlano
Kathryn Fortunato

Sophomores ~

Patrick E. Fox
Diane K. French
Christian E. Gelpi
Elizabeth Anne Germano
Gregory Giarratano
Michelle Giuliano

Teshia Glenn
Scott L. Golder
Kevin Goodman
Marcie Gorsline
Michelle S. Graham
Kurt Gre~nwood

Gayle Gregory
Nadine Guzman
Tonya Hammonds
Gregory Andrew Hansen
Michelle L. Harrell
David Harris

Tojuan Hawkins
Elizabeth Heering
Benny Heights
Eneida Hernandez
Bryan Christopher Hodge
Jonathan W. Hoff

Randolph Howard
William Howard
Glenn A. Howitz
Kate Hucke
Jennifer E. Hulse
Kareem Hyman

Laura Jemison
Christine Johnson
Mattie Jones
Brendon J. Kalinowski
Colleen A. Kay
Julia Kim

William Knoth
Peter Kramer
George Krill
Daniel Kroger
Edward Kunz
Matthew LaPenta
N

~Sophomores
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James Lawlor
Brian Charles Lawrence
Kevin P. LePrell
Erik C. Lee
Courtney Leggio
Dawn Lewis

Matthew J . Linger
Vincent Littmann
Charles M. Loachamin
Louis Lodato
Caterina Longo
Juan Lopez

Thalia Lopez
Cynthia Lorenz
Jessica Loudon
Vanessa J . Loughlin
Lisa Lowe
Kevin A. Lyons

Megan A. Mahoney
Gregory Philip Marshall
Richard Mateo
Michelle McCarthy
Sean B. McCormick
Shawana Mcintyre

Rudolph J. Melendez
John A. Messing
John L. Metzger
Patricia A. Micallef
John William Michel
Mandel Natasha Mickle

Kristin Miller
Sunshine Mills
Kenneth C. Milton
Thomas Modica
Eillen Morales
Maryann Morano

George J. Morris
Erika Murray
Gregory G. Murray
Nicole Musso
Keith Napodano
Catherine Napolitano

Sophomores~

Nicholas T. Nappi
Jonathan Navratil
Rafaela E. Nikas
Kimberly Nornes
Robert J . Oswald
Dennis Owen

'
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Randi Paige
Michelle Panciarello
Fernando Panjoj
Bryant Parks
Timothy Parks
Jaime Ann Pasquerella

Jennifer Payne
Dorene Pearce
Ruben Penalbert
Alfonso Perez
Cristy A . Perico
Joan Perrone

Thomas Pers
Liz Peters
Stephanie Pickett
Dena Poggi
Jeananne Pohl
Lynn Pohlman

Suzanne Pray
Christine Puntervold
Hiram Quezada
Tervon Quinones
Jenny Rajkowski
Glenn Rajotte

Kenya Rambert
Lissette Ramirez
Francisco Ramos
Paul Ramos
James Rice
Henry Riviera

Johanna Yvette Rivera
Mildred Rivera
Orden Roberts
Anthony Rodriguez
Iris Rodrigeuez
Michael Rodrigeuz

~Sophomores
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Happy Birthday . ..

Childhood has long gone, and the teenage years have passed one by
one. Thirteen was followed by fourteen and fifteen, but nothing compared to Sweet 16. Where has the little girl gone?
Just yesterday she was daddy's little girl, and today, she stands in the
midst of a gala affair with a fancy dress and manicured nails. She stands
on the threshold of adulthood, ready to take the leap into becoming a
woman.
Surrounded by handsome suits and beautiful gowns, an air of adventure, excitement, and romance fill the room. Compliments are
exchanged, cameras click, presents given, and bodies dance to the
beat. Balloons are pushed aside with each
shuffiing step. As the evening ends, party favors and good-bye kisses send the revelers
out into the night. The excitement of the
event has been captured for all on a
camcorder. The compliments of the evening
fade along with the last strains of music from
the D.J.
No matter how a young lady celebrates her
sweet sixteen, it still remains an important
occasion and milestone in a girl's life. Being a
Sweet 16 will only last one year, but the memories will last a lifetime.

-Jaime Forlano

(upper left) Jen Ewald flashed a "Kool-Aid" smile as she was greeted by
balloons from friends on her sixteenth birthday.
(above) Megan Mahoney blew out the candles at Awareness Weekend on her
birthday.

(above)Jen Stange revealed a gift: as family and friends
looked on.

Sophomores

~

Student Achievements at the Breakfast of. ..
(top)Mr. and Mrs. Stack sit back after their
breakfast while their daughter Allison Is
introduced to the audience.
(bottom)Joe Madden was Mr. W. Duprez's
outstanding technology student

•

tons
A program that was instituted a few years ago by Mrs. M. Petralia and Mr. J.
Okulski was the Breakfast for Champions. Bringing together outstanding students in a variety of academic, athletic, and cultural arts areas, this was an
occasion to celebrate the achievements of the many outstanding students in
Bay Shore High School. Parents, teachers, and guests met each month at the
forum Diner for a sumptuous breakfast, to receive a complimentary tee shirt,
and to hear a guest speaker. One guest speaker, Mr. Dieumegard, spoke of the
fantastic educational opportunities offered to Bay Shore students. Everyone
who attended the breakfasts had nothing but praise for the program that sang
of the accomplishments of these students who served as role models for the
rest of the building. In addition, the names of the recipients were published in
the OUR SCHOOLS newspaper, and their photographs were posted on display
in the main lobby.
Parents and teachers were proud of their students and hoped that others
would follow in their footsteps.

-Anthony DiMatteo

Danielle Guarascio beams
proudly as does her
mother.

EUssa Rezac, student of the month for extra-curricula activities,
celebrated her achievements with Miss B. Thomas and her
parents.

Matt Maas and Kristina Niforajoined their parents and staffmembes,
Mrs. N. Wolff and Mrs. C. See.

Angel Rosado
David K. Rose
Alison L. Roth
Marci D. Rothman

Sheron Ryan
Robert Salerno
Diane Sanchez
Maria V. Sanchez

Fatima Santana
Jennifer Saracco
Gregory Sassone
Vipul Sawhney

Natalie Schultz
Kelly Schulz
Shawna Amber Seaman
Andrew Sennes

Todd Seplavy
Elissa Sevier
Virat Ravlndra Shukla
Gregory A. Siben

Christopher Siegel
Ricardo Simmons
Jason Simone
Kimberly Slater

Michael Smith
Lucy Softye
Harris Solis
Frances A. Sorrentino
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Sophomores ~

Laurie Stack
Jennifer Stange
Richard Stasio
Sherry Lynn Stensaker

John Stocks
Timothy Stringer
Ana Suarez
Roberto A Suarez

Jason Szewczyk
Estelle Tanner
Thomas J Terzakos
Peter Thall

Angela Todd
Debra Lee Torres
Magdalene Torres
Toni Torres

Justin Truglio
Ryan Vetter
Craig Vitale
Christopher Vitolano

Rachel L Walker
Matthew Walters
Ming·Li Wang
Mathew Ward
Richard Watts
Crystal Denis Whitehead

Tiffanee Wimbush
Steven Wolfort
Felirleen Wright
Marian Wright
James Wyss
Yan Qin Zhang

~Sophomores
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Shuffle, Ball, Change.

eep the 'Beat
If you had a class under room 321 or if you were around
the building after schooL then you probably heard the
sound of people practicing tap dancing routines. A major
part of this year's musical, "Me and My GirL"
was the important group tap dancing num·
bers that appeared throughout the story.
Most of the forty-five member cast had lim·
ited, if any, tap experience, and learning the
intricate choreography was a challenge and a
chore. Tap dancing requires precision timing,
and everyone doing the exact same step at
the same time. That's why members of the
cast put on their tap shoes whenever they had
a free moment and there was someone to
review the steps with them.
According to veteran thespian, Tony DiMat·
teo, "The steps aren't too difficult if everyone

(above) David Balsamo, Johanna Brown and Katie Hurt practiced their
moves.
(below)Tap shoes stood ready to go into their dance.

goes home and practices each night." Senior Rosemary
Lombardo who originally felt that she would never be able
to master the steps was pleased with how much she
accomplished once she put her mind to it.
She even volunteered her services to anyone
who was having any problems. She, along
with many other dancers, stayed many hours
to practice after others had gone home. "It
really was fun once you get the hang of it,"
admitted Rosemary.
The hard part was making the dance steps
look easy for the audiences. Everyone had to
remember to keep their heads up, not watch
their feet, and SMILE.
-

Alison Roth

(below) With sore feet, the cast of "Me and My Girl"
perfect their steps

Ya down wit. ..

m~v

?!!

"Music Televsion" is what people are talking about in "our time."
Is it the videos, the music, the Saturday Night Live reruns, or Yo MTV
Raps? Many people who watch the popular rap programs feel that the
music and the videos are sending out a definite message. However,
the great part of MTV is it's twenty-four hour a day programming. The
network even has its own game show, "Remote Control," which is
hosted by Ken Ober.
After polling twenty-four people, eighteen of them voted John
Norris as their favorite host. Norris hosts "Awake on the Wild Side"
and "MTV's Most Wanted," and tills in for Adam Curry on the "Top
Twenty Video Countdown." The music ranges from rap to heavy
metal, and the musicians range from Nirvana and Paula Abdul to
MetalUca and REM.
It is amazing to see how much controversy certain videos have
generated just this year. The first such was Madonna's "Justify My
Love" which was banned from the channel due to obscenity. Michael
Jackson's video "Black or White" was also deemed obscene and
had the last four minutes edited.
Is MTV just a fad or will it last until the twenty-first century and
beyond? Any way that you look at it, MTV is a definite part of our
generation.
-Kelly Omelch

Paula Abdul, "Pop and Dance Queen," rocked the
charts this year.

Sophomores

Tum on your.

One of the most controversial items in the school
today was the ever-popular walkman. Popularized a few
years ago by joggers, the walkman has
reached an addictive status among
teenagers especially. Once only allowed in
the cafeteria area, the favorite listening devices were now found on students in the
hallway and in the classroom- much to the
dismay of the teachers! When listening to
their favorite CO's or cassettes, most teens
were able to block out everything around
them and become completely engrossed in
their music. While this is a form of cultural
development or improvement, it also has
its negative side. It can be a distraction and
a disturbance for some students and teachers. Other

John Bodalai didn't hear the
photographer asking him for permission
to take his picture.

students such as senior Matt Maas feel that listening to his
walkman enhances the mood of certain subjects. tie commented, "I listened to my walkman during art
because it inspired my drawing." Junior Sean
RatcUJf felt, "Listening to a walkman got me
mentally ready for the stress of the day."
While most students agreed that they enjoy
their music and can function perfectly well
while tuned in, their teachers held a different
perspective on the subject.

-Anthony DiMatteo and Alison Roth

Keith Napodano waited patiently for Willie Ulloa to
finish listening to his walkman, so that he could
borrow it.

Senior, John Sepulveda, blocked out the
noise in the halls by listening to his favorite
tape.

Camera Shy
Millinta Berry
Kenneth Bogardt
Laqulsha Boykln
Nick Bradler
Felicia Boykin
Colleen Buksa
Clifford Burgess
Suzanne Caruso
Aida castro
Thomas Caswell
David Cesario
Melinda Lee Charriez
Heather June Clynes
Wendy Cosma
Theresa Cusick
Christian Dalin
Jonathan Gerhardy
Joseph Gianetto
Brian Gish
Jeremy Griffith
Mariela Guarino
Rodney Hammonds
Jasemine Henriquez
Jason Hill
Timothy Horatschek
Christopher Hovanec
Eric Hovanec
Luke Johnson
Andrew Karlson
Brian Kelly
Colleen Krowl
Sherri Ann Lane
Daniel Leonard
Lewis Liebetruth
Sergio Martinez
Gina Mauro
Raymond Mazza
Michael McDonald
Candice Meltzer
Oscar Ruben Montano
Eric Morales
Rasheem Morris
Cheryl O' Kane
Manuel Perrien
Leo Perrien
Lenna Popovoskl
Robert Rankin
George Raynor
Craig Reino-Vitaie
Yency Reyna
Scott Rivera
Cindy Rodri~ez
Ruby Rubm
Judith Sanchez
Luis Antonio Santana
Don Smiley
Joseph Smith
Michael Smith
John Joseph Stafford
Pablo Suarez
Dennis Thomas
Christopher Tomasino
Christopher Tucker
Carol Tunstall
Willie Ulloa
Christopher Van Dyke
Curtis Ward
Christine Weston
Steven Woifort
Lisa Yaroz
Lixen Zhang

(above) Ever full of schools . "t
.
cheering just lon pm , Jocelynn O ' Brien stops
(above nght)Rose M"
.
g enough for a friend!
.
and Janet G
•can, Mackenzie Tyler G"lr
y sm•le.
reene try to see how man
, • Jan Mattimore,
.
.
y they can squeeze into
(nght)Gma Calia and Erin Ph I
the. front seat of a pickup
e an pat•ently await the start of
the Homecoming Parade.
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~ Freshmen

They overcame every
stumbling block, taking
themselves from ...

'GimiditH to 'Griumph
Starting over in a new school means something different to everyone. Almost all freshmen have some kind of mixed thoughts before
entering the High School. Whether it's the new
staff or the larger size of the building, most
freshmen experience some fear or anxiety on
that first day of school. After all, no matter how
many faces are familiar, the mere fact of being
in a new set of surroundings, coupled with the
realization of how important the high school
years are, does tend to intimidate many peopie. This was a trend which was conclusively
proven by interviews with several students of
the freshmen class.
Debbie Perez, one of those freshmen, reported that the first time she entered this
school she was scared of getting lost and being
late for class. Melissa Mayer agreed, "I liked
the feeling of being in such a nice big school,
but I was afraid of getting lost, too."
No matter, though. After their class election,
there was little for students of the High
School's youngest class to fear. The highlycapable team of class president Tonya

Mancini, vice-president Denise Adams, secretary Elissa Rezac, treasurer Gillian Mattimore, and class historians Laura DellaVedova and Patti Owen started their class
year with a bang, raking leaves to raise more
than two hundred dollars for their understocked class treasury. Following a disheartening fourth-place finish in the Battle of the
Classes, the community-minded freshmen
held a toy drive to help Bay Shore's needy
children er\ioy the holiday season. Later, their
Valentine's Day dance brought romance to
the air all throughout the High School.
When it comes down to it, this year's Freshman class did an even better job than their
predecessors in turning fear and apprehension about their new school into feelings of
togetherness and school spirit. Their unsurpassed drive for excellence left the other
classes in the dust and set a new mark
future freshmen to strive for.
-Kathryn Leishman, Kelly Gmelch,
and Michael Tashbook

(far left)Ciass President
Tonya Mancini, Secretary
Elissa Rezac, Historian ~-~·-~
Owen, advisor Miss
Thomas, and Historian
Laura DellaVedova all
pause in their duties for a
friendly and reassuring
smile.
(left)Ciass Treasurer
Mattimore stands with
coworker, Vice-President
Denise Adams.

um•i:ll•.,

Freshmen~

More and more students
are asking themselves . ..

What should I do? Should I be a lawyer, a teacher, or maybe a writer? Most
teenagers spend plenty of time pondering the burning question of what they
want to do after high school. Some are just thinking about college for the time
being, obviously intending to delay the choice for as long as possible. Others
plan to head right into a profession as soon as they graduate. Still others
realize their goals and have already begun planning how to reach them.
Most people, however, don't fit that mold. Instead, they plan to leave
themselves some options. Senior, Anthony Di Matteo says, " I want to be on the
radio or television." On the other hand, Jeff Bunge, a junior, had something
different to say: ' T d really like to be a lawyer or a pediatrician. " Alison Roth, a
sophomore, wants to be either a kindergarten teacher or a child psychologist.
A survey of students reveals that the most popular choice, among all
possible careers, is law. Perhaps it is a wise choice for a country whose divorce
and crime rates are constantly on the rise. However, one can hardly help but
wonder if there are other professions that are just as important to an America
preparing to face the twenty-first century.
-Kelly Anne Omelch

Freshman . Kareem Farmer,
feels that he has plenty of time
to make his career choice and
takes one day at a time.

~Freshmen

Edwin James Acevedo
Denise Adams
Charles Jose Alejandro
Michael Joseph Alves
Robert Amato
Carlos Anaya
Bryant Anderson
Gerhard Barnett

Susannah Marie Barto
John Basile
David Becker
Jessica Behrer
Judith Bellina
Anthony Biddle
Sherisse Danielle Birch
Carla Boeree

Christopher Bonomo
Corinne Booy
Keith Brewer
Noelle Ann Broschart
Glorisha Brothers
Octavia Brown
Eric Bujold
Cherylann Buranen

Justin Butler
Carlos Cabrera
Gina Marie Calia
Carmen L. Camacho
Janine Marie Cappiello
Joann Marie Carbone
Scott Casey
Anne Marie Cassara

Michelle Catalano
Christopher Cavuto
Jennifer Cheung
Renny Cheung
Win Cheung
Jennifer Ciesluk
Jennifer Clock
Brett Michael Clyne

Matthew Costantino
Ralph Francis Costello
Robert Costello
Anthony Coughlin
Jason L. Coyle
Jason Raymond Craddock
Denise D'Aiessandro
Jason Dadiomoff

William Datkun
Robert Francis Davide
Genesis Dawson
Braulio DeLeon
Melissa Dell'lsola
Laura Della Vedova
Thron Dennard
Lisa Di Cicco
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Freshmen ~

Linda Di Legge
Eric Douglas
Karen Lynn Dromerhauser
Kathy Durant
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Nadege Excellent
Danielle Faggart
Aubrey Fane
Kareem Farmer
lmeliza M. Fernandez

Jason Howard Finger
Debra Ann Finlayson
Denise Marie Finlayson
Brooke Finnigan
Edward Flint
Kelly Ann Forster

Why live in Beverly Hills?
Life's the same in our
own ...

··· 'BaH Shore 11706

~ some oftelevision's glitter, Bay Shore has its own active
Forget Rodeo Drive; try Main Street instead. Shedding

~

clones of Dylan McKay and Brenda Walsh. If you look
closely, you might even see a few duplicates of Andrea
Zuckermann, Brandon Walsh, or any of the other
teenage stars of " Beverly Hills, 902l0." Sometimes it
~' appears that the only things missing are the fat trust
t) funds and the mall shopping sprees.
The similarities, however, demonstrate the significance of the show's overwhelming popularity among
Bay Shore students. While most other television programs fail to portray typical teens faced with believable
crises, "902l0" really hits home. For example, in a
certain episode, one character's drinking problem forces him to come to terms with the fact that he can no
· longer avoid attending an Alcoholics Anonymous meet-

I

s

~

Freshmen

ing. In another episode of the program, the search for
his true parents leads another character through painful
soul-searching. The television solutions to these problems provide help for Bay Shore's high schoolers, some
of whom may be faced with similar problems of their
own.
As you walk down the halls the students could be
found in Beverly Hills just as easily as they are in Bay
Shore. The town you're in might not be Beverly Hills, but
the students and their problems and experiences are
pretty much the same no matter what coast you 're on.
There aren't any television cameras, but everything else
seems the same. Who needs Beverly Hills, 902l0, when
you've got Bay Shore, ll706?

-

KeUy amelch and Michael Tashbook

Ann Marie French
Francisco Fuentes
Sabatino Fusco
Anthony Galvin
Anthony Garafola
Harriette Gardner

Christopher Giannetto
Quincy Marcel Gibbs
Kasandra Glover
Kelly Ann Gmelch
Kristopher Goebel
Sonia Gonzalez

Terrell Gordon
Kristy Green
Janet Greene
Melinda Greiner
Eric Gronert
Steven John Gross
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If you look closely, many of the smiling faces of the full cast of
" Beverly Hills 902l0" resemble students at Bay Shore High
School.

(above)Jennifer Kelly and
Mike Anastasi at a dance
could have stepped right
out of the segment in the
series where all the Beverly
Hills crowd attended the
prom.
(left) Like their television
counterparts, Damien
Rivera, Shona Wireman,
Dave Balsamo, Anna
Solvay, Deanna Eccleston,
Joe Bianca, and Jessica
Behrer enjoy their classes
and each others' company.

Freshmen~

Francisco Guerrero
David Guest
Carlos Guzman
Jill Marie Gwinn
Kerri Harris
Robert John Hawkins

Eric Heaton
Alfred Heckel
Kelly Ann Heeralal
Tara Hoffman
Katie Marie Holmes
Ryan Horvath

Haslyn Howard
Can Xiong Hu
Jarett Hubbard
Zachery Nigel Humphrey
Katie Hurt
Timothy Hurt

Kaseem Hyman
Stephen lacona
Andrea lndemaio
John Ippolito
Timothy Jackson
Laurie Jao

Jacqueline K. John
Allyson Johnson
Joseph Jones
Willie Jones
Priti Kalra
Daniel Patrick Kavanagh

Megan Kearon
Paul Kelly
Cindy Kennedy
Eric Kern
Laura Ann Kinney
Trisha Lea Knight

Cathleen Kumberger
Sean Albert Lammens
Marco Landeo
Jeanette Lania
Matthew Lauckhardt
Shaun Leggio

~Freshmen

Kathryn Leishman
Greggory Fortune Lewis
Keri Ann Ludwigsen
Kimberly Anne Macey
Patricia Marcotte
Jennifer Maroney

Raykel Martin
Gillian Mattimore
Melissa Rae Mayer
Roy McCloud
Michael Arthur McKee
Coleen Mary McNulty

Kevin Meehan
Jose Melendez
Michelle Melendez
Lene Nyree Mercado
Christina Merenda
Rose Micari

Christina Miccio
Debra Ellen Milton
Paul Mirabella
Farrah Moncion
Michael Montanez
Bryan Montello

Tricia Moore
Rebecca Moran
Melissa Mountain
John James Mulqueen
Laura Ann Mulroy
Amy Mundo

Arthur Murray
Justin Murray
Reginald Myrick
Ann Theresa Najdek
Allison Mary Navratil
Annisha Nazlr

Peter Nerwinski
Matthew Newman
William Nichols
Kristina Nifora
Sara Nock
Judy Norris

Freshmen ~
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Jocelynn Tara O ' Brien
Peter Oosterom
Patricia Owen
Melissa Paradine
Jimena Pardo
Hyun Ah Park
Jessica Parker
Allen Parrish

Christopher Passias
Lorraine M. Perretti
Deanna Marie Perrone
Erin Phelan
Phaeryn J 'lin Phillips
Michael Posillico
Gerrianne E. Puntervold
Jason Ramos

Heather Ratcliff
Sandy Reina
James Riccobono
Ricardo Rivera
Jantel Roberts
Robby Roberts
William Robinson
Jeremiah Rockfeld

Michelle Rodriguez
Sara Ruppel
James Ryan
Bunnie Sabella
Nicole Sabo
Patrick Sabol
Joseph Sadler
Anthony Sanchez

Marilyn Santiago
Victor Santos
Kristin Sarrapede
Debra Ann Schaaf
Kristin Scharf
Cynthia Marie Schiavone
Angelina Schimmenti
Henry Charles Schwindt

Craig Thomas Sears
Pamela Seebold
Jennifer Marie Serviss
Dina Marie Shaw
lan Patrick Shea
Peter Sheehan
Jonathan Sholder
David Alan Sitone

Lonnie Shelton Slater
Lolita Smiley
Marc Anthony Smith
Nicole D. Steffens
Jill Steinhauser
Keenan Stephenson
George Stiles
Richard Stretch , Jr.

~Freshmen

And miles to go
before they sleep
with aching . ..

Are you exhausted from walking up and down staircases all day? Most of those
freshmen surveyed answered with a resounding " Yes! " The High School is, after aiL
a very big change from the Middle School. While the Middle School has six staircases, the High School has a total of thirteen. That makes about six hundred steps
that freshmen have to get used to climbing up and down each day.
By the time the freshmen graduate, most members of the class will probably have
bigger biceps than Arnold Schwarzenegger. The reason for this is their constant
struggle to get their lockers open. Also, some students can 't even make it to their
lockers between classes and are forced to haul around tons of books!
Severe confusion is another one of the dubious joys of being a freshman. Talk
about fatigue! The physical fatigue matches the mental exhaustion that emanates
from trying to read daily schedules. Some freshmen thought that their schedules
were written in foreign languages when they first received them in the mail. Some
sought the help of an older brother or sister or an upperclassmen to translate the
difference between day one and day six. Another mind-boggling concept that is
difficult for some to get used to is: If a person enters through the front doors, he
finds himself on the second floor, and if that person enters by the gym entrance, he
is on the first floor.
All in all, the freshmen have managed to overcome their perplexing schedules.
And the scurrying? WelL let's just say that a foot soak and a massage at the end of
the day are welcome reliefs.

-

Jocelynn O'Brien

(left)Yvette Reynolds leans on Dolly Gil to help her
down the hall.
(above)Freshmen, Melissa Paradine, Cristina
Merenda, Haslyn Howard, and Gerrianne Puntervold,
find relief at the end of the day by walking arm-inarm down the hall.

Freshmen~

Student volunteer Army . ..

'J-{elps out at Southside 'J-{ospital

In an era of medical crises, hospitals are finding themselves unable to afford sufficient staff to deal with increasing numbers of patients. Overworked health care
professionals thus find themselves in need of people who
can help them take care of their patients but lack the
finances to pay additional staff.
Southside Hospital has found a solution, an army of
male and female high school volunteers. These junior
volunteers, from all grades in the High School, are trained
to perform checks on the status of patients, spend time
with patients, and assist with clerical duties. Included in
this corps of volunteers are Tamika Brown, Marisol Carrillo, Jennifer Ciesiuk, Erin Coughlin, Genesis Dawson,
Kerri Dibble, Maria Estrada, Ann Marie French, Michelle
Graham, Denise Green, Jennifer Imhoff, Stacey LaGoy,

Lauren Stutsky
Jennie Suarez
Kristine Marie Swenson
Robert Teamer
Kory Thornberg
Michael Tierney

Richard Todd
Christopher Torge
Emily Torres
Mackenzie Tyler
DenniUIIoa
Rico Valderrama

David Valdez
Michael Vannoni
Vanessa Varela
Margarita Vega
Frank Velardo
Philip Vigliotta

~Freshmen

Christina Leahong, Vicky Lozada , Candice Meltzer,
Jocelynn O 'Brien, Stacy Orlando, Phaeryn Phillips, Gerrianne Puntervold, Lissette Ramirez, Liza Rosado, Jonathan Sholder, Michael Tashbook, Evelyn Villaneuva, and
Karen Walker.
These compassionate workers don 't mind donating
some of their free time to community service. " Our main
goat " says coordinator Mr. Henry Ruter, "was to give as
many students as possible real-life experiences as they
prepare for their future careers. " This year was the first
installment of the high school's junior volunteer recruitment campaign, but both Southside and Mr. Ruter are
hopeful for an increasing program each year.
-Michael Tashbook

Members of the Volunteer Corps: Vicky Lozada , Maria Estrada , Jonathan Sholder, Jenny Wilson ,
Genesis Dawson, Michael Tashbook, Jocelynn O ' Brien, Phaeryn Phillips, and Jennifer Ciesluk.

Getting ready to practice CPR on one
of its members, the army of
volunteers is ready to take on any
challenge.

Karen Walker
Ivan Ward
Alexander John Werner
Terry Dion Whitehead
Timothy Widor
Andre Williams

James Williams
Jenny Lynn Wilson
Tara Karina Wireman
Eleni Xikis
Michael Yenusonis
Jun Quian Zhang

John C. Zimmermann
Rachel Zipkin
Dawn Zuchtmann

Freshmen~

Camera Shy
Jay Abraham
Alejandro Acosta
Douglas Acosta
Samuel Andaluz
Christopher Boone
Chenoa Brathwaite
Kimberley Bruno
Angelique Burton
Edwin Cabrera
Perry Coleman
Aida Colon
Jamie Crispo
John William Ferraro
Tyson Fields
Irving A. Flecha
Simeon Amiel Forstell
Juan Jose Fuentes
Edwardo Gerena
Kendra Gibbs
Christopher Gleis
Acquilla Green
Nadine Guzman
Shawana Talika Hill
Amy Hogan
Mark Hovanec
Barrocka Jones
Kory G. Langs
Richard Legari
Brett Richard Lewis
Takasamaya Long
Robert Mahr
Tonya L. Mancini
Kelly McGovern
Anne Marie McGuire
Daniel Morales
Joel Moreira
Barbara Musmacher
Nick Negron
Tracy Orlando
Nereida Ortiz
John Joseph Oswald
Demian Payne
Kendrick P. Pena
Amy Perez
Debora L. Perez
German Pinzon
Rhina Pizarro
Tervon Quinones
Bernadette Rapisarda
Francis Rapisarda
Catherine Reynolds
Yvette Reynolds
Elissa Rezac
Samuel E. Rivera
Marcelino Rodriguez
Tennille Rogers
Justino Rosado
Alexander Sanchez
Dina Schnugg
Robert J. Sciammarella
Haywood Seals Shelton
Rashid Shirley
Antoine Smiley
Ameathia Strickland
Janice Suarez
Steven Taylor
Michael Francis Tripoli
Jesus Ulloa
Corey Williams
(top left) Waiting their turn in the Battle of the Classes are freshmen , Hyun Ah Park
and Ange lina Schimmenti.
(top right)Danielle Faggart enjoys being a member of the Marching Band.
(above)AIIison Navratil gently nudges a wet Kory Thornberg to the other end of the
bench during the Refuse Cruise.

~ Freshmen

Freshman Faces

(left)Giorisha Brothers
has enjoyed her
freshman year and has
found that the key to
success " is keeping a
smile on her face. "

(left)"What should I say?" wonder Janine cappiello, Carla
Boeree, and Denise Adams during a discussion at the Refuse
Cruise.
(above)Jessica Parker, Heather Hagmann, Michelle Di Cicco,
Eleni Xikis, and Christina Merenda show some serious
concentration on their group's discussion topic.

Freshmen ~

Well-known faces around the High School include: Tim Stringer, Carol
Tunstall, Kuldeep Barot, Mr. C. Roye, Mrs. M. Burley, Jesse D'Elia,
and Mr. J. Okulski.

ACADEMICS
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summer, but then reality re-=====-1turned and students once again
filed back into the hallowed halls of the
High School. Wearing new sneakers and
the latest Gap fashions, students were eager to get the new year off to a good start.
Carrying new notebooks and texts, each
began the year with high hopes and good
intentions.
At the beginning of the new school year,
students and teachers settled right down to
work and started down the long road preparing for Regents, AP exams, and finals.
Juniors and Seniors had to worry about the
PSAT and the SAT tests, and tension
mounted as the deadlines for college applications neared.
With the help and support of the dedicated classroom teachers and staff, Bay
Shore students had another successful
year.

-Kathryn Leishman

(top)Brian Butler and Debi Carr look over Mr. G. Broadhurts's
shoulder at some recent AIDS research.
(bottom)David Reiss gets some pointers on delivering a sales
pitch on Frookies.

Academics~

Keeping Up With tfie Beat
The music program at Bay Shore High School sets the
standard for other high schools to follow. Students are
proud to be a part of the award winning Marching Band,
the outstanding Jazz Band, the superb Concert Band, the
imcomparable Orchestra and the harmonious Choir. Another area that has been receiving more and more attention is the Music Theory Lab. At one time only music
majors were familiar with the equipment and staff found in
the George Senecal Music Lab.
Upon entering the room, one is immediately impressed
with the eight Macintosh Computers, eight synthesizers,
and hundreds of feet of wiring and electrical cords. After
the initial shock wears off, one is next amazed to find the
high tech equipment and synthesizers, which are being
properly used and programmed by the students with a
little direction from the teachers. Students with little or no
musical background can put together a simple and basic
composition. Advanced students can create musical symphonies, or heavy metal songs. With the synthesizers, a
student has the option to use a Grand Piano, or trumpet or
even have both play at the same time.
Through today's advanced technology, and Bay Shore
High School's Music Program, students can now become
more involved than ever before with a rapidly changing
music scene.

-Jeff Bunge
Freshman, Tim Hurt, uses the mouse to direct the cursor on his
screen and then listens to what he has just played on the
keyboard .

rescent C. Bella more·
Superintendent
Jerry Berka· Board
President
Randolph Kirchner·
Board
Corey Alleyne- Board
Harry Brown· Board

Anne Mahoney- Board
John Okulskl· Principal
Arlene Schwartz· Asst.
Principal
Rose Bonanno· Director
of P.E.
James t1opkins- Dir. of
Cultural Arts
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(left)With his extensive musical background, Mike
Scherer creates his own composition.

(below left) Brett Lewis develops his keyboard skills
with a special program that teaches him just what to
do.

(below right) Mr. C. Morrow watches and listens to
Tricia Moore's composition as Danielle Faggart takes
time to wave.

Sylvia Aday- English
Jean Baker- Foreign
Language
Maxine Bedford- English
Robert Bell- Business
Gayle Bellaflore- Special
Ed

Geoffrey BroadhurstHealth
Noreen Bums- Special
Ed.
Reynard Bums- Cultural
Arts
Carl CampbellChemistry
Emily Caquias- ESL

Home Sweet Home
This year, many graduating seniors will bid a fond farewell to a place that is
very dear to their hearts. They will be leaving their childhood homes of Day
Shore to Brightwaters to explore different parts of this country or even another
country. For all of them , and for all of the other students at Bay Shore High
school, this area contains many memories of the good times they've had.
Southside Hospital is the place where many of the students were born. Many
might also remember it as the place where they got twenty-five stitches because
they fell off their bike or out of a tree. The salty air of the Bay Shore Marina will
surely conjure up images of lazy summer days spent fishing with friends. It was
also the site of the annual fireworks display, lighting up the night sky during the
traditional Fourth of July celebration . Mr. Wyatt will always be remembered as
the man who conducted those hikes through the green peacefulness of Gar·
diner's Park. The glassy stillness of the Brightwaters Lakes will always hold the
image of some fuzzy baby ducklings on a spring morning or of a couple sharing
a kiss under a canopy of leaves.
For some, the empty stands at the High School field will always echo with the
cheering of hundreds of people as Bay Shore's football team won a close game
in the last moments of play. Of course, anyone who attends this school will
remember having lunch at Joe's or Leggio's, treating someone to a sundae at
Coyle's, and spending a rainy Saturday afternoon hanging out at the mall with a
group of friends. As students leave Bay Shore for whatever reasons, they will
carry with them the memories of this attractive seaside community where they
spent their childhood.
Jessica Parker

(top) Southside Hospital where many of the students were born
and have received medical care. (middle) Main Street. Bay Shore
resembles the downtown of many Long Island communities.
(bottom) The railroad station on Fourth Avenue gives Bay Shore
residents a primary access to the City.

Bruce Cash
Social Studies
Noel Certain
Social Studies
John Cody
Earth Science
Margret Cohen
Special Ed.
Michael Cohen
Mathematics
Joseph B. D'Antoni
English
Rick Damore
Phys. Ed.
Catherine DIPane
Occupational Ed.
Greg Domoff
Earth Science
Donna Doyle
History

~Academics

Spanish Pen Pafs
For some students, taking a language is one of the
Students found it very interesting to hear about the
more difficult parts of school today. Comprehending a lives of other high school students. In the letters that
whole other world of words
were received, the students
can sometimes be quite troufrom Oregon described
blesome for high school stutheir likes, dislikes, and told
dents. Foreign language
about their hometown, Hillteachers continue to do their
sboro.
best to make classes easier
When asked about the
and more enjoyable for their
letters, Miss See explained,
students.
" The pen pal letters give
Spanish classes were inthe students an opportunity
volved in an interesting exto demonstrate their Spanchange program started by
ish skills in writing, while
Spanish teacher, Mrs. R. Nencultivating new friendships
ninger, who left Bay Shore and
and learning how other stuis presently teaching at
dents around the states enGlencoe High School in Portjoy their Spanish classes. "
land, Oregon. Her present
The entire experience
Spanish students wrote to
was both fun and educasome ninth grade Spanish
tional. All the students who
classes here at the high
participated enjoyed learnschool. Those letters were
ing about students who are
written in Spanish and were
their age in another part of
distributed. Each student in
the country.
the Spanish classes had at Melissa Mayer and Kelly Gmelch work together writing their
- Melissa Mayer
least one pen pal from the letters to their new friends in Oregon.
state of Oregon.

Wayne Duprez

Occ. Ed.
Eleanor Eckman
Physical Education
Josie Eichenlaub
Music
Maria Fagan
Business
June Fandale
Social Studies
Jane Faraci
Mathematics
Daniel Farrell
Phys. Ed.
Kathleen Faulkner
Business
Linda Finnegan
English
Helen flowers
Library

Academics
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Haffoween Fun

All Hallow's Eve, as it is traditionally
called, found an assortment of costumed students roaming the halls.
While most students and staff members were dressed in their usual
school attire, some were dressed up
for the occasion. All shared a laugh
and a smile at those who chose to get
into the spirit of the October holiday.
Among the many painted faces and
sprayed hairstyles were a bejeweled
Elvis, two friendly witches, a ghoulish
vampire, and several adorable babies. Halloween was a great, exciting
day which everyone enjoyed. Whether
dressed to spook or just for fun,
everyone had a wonderful time admiring others' bizarre costumes. A
few teachers even handed out candy.
Altogether, Halloween this year, was
an ef1ioyable and memorable day at
Bay Shore High School.
-

MeUssa Mayer

Frank fontinell- English
Thomas Ford- English
Clro Gentile- Special Ed.
Werner GoebeiMathematics
Ross Goldin- Dean

Mary Ann Gomezforelgn Lang.
John GuzasMathematics
Scott Hecht- Dean
Roger Herold·
Technology
Jack HesseiPsychologlst

~ Academics

Alan Adkison 's Elvis costume was perfect even down
to the tight-fitting pants.

Everyone gathered around to see how Judy Bonilla's baby was doing.

(Ieft)Lou DeVirgJUo
makes a scary
vampire.
(below)Secretarles,
Mrs. L. AgogUa and
Mrs. C. Martin, came
as the witch sisters.
Which sister is good;
which is bad?
(bottom)Dorene
Pearce and her
nameless friend are a
happy looking
couple.

WiUiam HofmannScience
Carol Jones- Art
Charles Jones- Social
Studies
Denise Kaplar- Science
Karen Kauer- Phys. Ed.

Charles K.avanaghSdence
Jean K.ranzle- English
Thomas Kumpf- Science
Jeff Lane- Foreign
Language
Donald LempMathematlcs

Academics~

Bay Shore
on Broacfway
On a warm evening in October, ninety-two people, including students and teachers, made the trip to the City to see the Broadway
musical Miss Sai on. Thanks to Mrs. N. Wolff's planning, the group
was able to enjoy a sumptuous repast at an Italian restaurant before
heading to the theater.
The play, about an American G.I. in Vietnam who fell in love with a young Vietnamese woman, was an outstanding production enjoyed by all for its tenderness and
lilting songs. All were especially impressed
with the landing of a helicopter on the stage
to return the Gl's to the States. The elaborate
sets and huge cast numbers added to the
drama and suspense created by the production.
Bay Shore's students enjoyed the entire
evening and h oped that additional trips
would be planned in the near future. This is
the second time the English Department has
conducted such an outing and judging from
its success another will be offered next year.

-David Balsamo

(top)Melissa Siegel and Andrea Mercado get an
autograph from a cast member.
(right) Mary Persson smiles as one of the stars of the
show Jonathan Pryce, gives her an autograph.

Anthony LiBrizziSodal Studies
Ursula LimpertLibrary
Marie Littlefair- Social
Studies
Charles LitwinScience
Richard LukaschekMathematics
Chairman
Michael MahoneyLanguage Chairman
Robin MaloneyBusiness
Gail MarinoMathematics
Jess MarkinGuidance
David McGilvrayMathematics

~Academics

(above)Jeff Bunge, Ken Hurt, and John Sepulveda enjoy their
drinks before the meal is served.
(Ieft)Mei-Lynn Destouche and Maya Smith stand in front of the
cast list for the evening's show.
(lower left) Katie Berka, Jen Walters, and Tara Bonomo eagerly
wait to get inside the theatre to find their seats.
(below) Mr. J. Morrison, Kate Clark, Jen Stallone, and Mrs. L.
Finnegan prepare to board the bus that will take them to the City.

James McGowan- Social
Worker
John Morrison- English
Peter Morrison- Science
Craig Morrow- Music
John Nash- English

Ronald A. O'Neill·
English
Sharon OrobonaForelgn Language
Peter Palumbo- Art
John ParkerMathematics
Marina PetraliaOuldance Chairman

Academics

Students Show Schoo[ Spirit

One week out of every year, students participate in Spirit
Week. This week is designated as a way for students to show
their spirit and support of school activities. This year Spirit
Week preceded the Homecoming Weekend, and it was a
week of fun for all who participated. Assistant·Principal, Mrs.
Arlene Schwartz was seen each day taking pictures of crowds
of students dressed in the day's regalia. The fun came when
she displayed her photos in the lobby showcases.
Spirit Week was a huge success. Students from all four
classes participated each day, and everyone had a great time
in the process. Even the custodians joined in the act and
dressed for the occasion. As always, there was a variety of
colorful tie·dye shirts. Many students wore hats that had their
favorite college teams on them, and some students wore
large Mexican sombreros. Many faculty members and stu·
dents wore ties, some store bought and others hand made,
and on Maroon and White Day, the entire building proudly
displayed the school colors.
Next year Spirit Week promises to be bigger and better.
Students are looking forward to getting another chance to
show off their school spirit.
- Jonathan Shold er

Jill rtluke- Special
Education
David Phillips- Guidance
Margaret rtaseckiSpecial Education
Frank Pltem- Guidance
Patricia Ponzl- Social
Studies
Rosemary Reilly- Nurse
Ray Richardson- Social
Studies
James RornanskySclence
Rlchard Rosener- Social
Studies Acting-chairman
Henry RuterOccupationaiEd.
Chairman

~ Academics

(top)Angelina Schimmenti, Lonnie Slater, Janine cappiello,Tyson
Fields, Melissa Deii'Isola, Dina Shaw, Shaun Leggio, Anthony
Galvin, Katie Holmes, Ivan Ward, and Laura Kinney show the
latest in millinery wear.
(above)Wearing tye-dye shirts are Jen DeWitt, Megan Mahoney,
Kim Nomes, Jen Ewald, Sherry Stensaker, Vinny Flligenzi, and
Jen Rajkowski.

(top}Ties could be worn by men or
women as proven by Aurora Rivera,
Dave Balsamo, Tenessa Russell, and
Edeliz Sotomayor.

(above)Seniors Tara Bonomo, Kristen
Kroger, Heather Kearon. and Nicole
Caradona show that they have school
spirit by wearing their tie-dye shirts.
(above)John Basile, Gregg Lewis. and Judy Norris are taking a break from class
to show off their stylish ties.

Hope Saravts- foreign
Language
Judith Sause- english
Theodore Scalzo- Music
Carolyn See- foreign
Language
Paula Selzer- Home
Economics

Gary Schecter- Sdence
Department Chalnnan
Linda SimpsonPsychology
Marian Sklrbe- English
Allee Stabler- Guidance
Andrew Stem· Social
Studies
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Dedicate!( Cfass Advisor
There's no doubt about it. Junior class advisor Mr. carl
Campbell loves to teach. Thirty years may seem like a long
time, and it is. Yet, Mr. campbell has enjoyed each one of
the thirty years he has been teaching at Bay Shore High
School. He enjoys all of his students and wouldn't want to
teach anywhere else. During these thirty years at Bay
Shore, Mr. campbell coached track for thirteen years and
has been a class advisor for a number of years as well.
Mr. Campbell lived in Bay Shore for a number of years,
and his children went through the Bay Shore Schools. He
feels that all of his children received a quality education
and is glad that they went through this district.
Mr. campbell is a firm believer that everyone is entitled
to an education. He also pushes his students to continue
and get a college education so they will be better prepared
for their future. Mr. Campbell believes that the children of
today are the leaders of tomorrow.
This thirty-year veteran has earned the respect of students as well as his fellow teachers. Mr. Campbell is a
dedicated teacher who finds a great deal of happiness in
his job and is proud to be a teacher in the Bay Shore High
School.
-

MeUssa Mayer and Jeff Bunge

Beth Thomas- Special
Education
Candace TomsettSpecialEducation
James ThompsonSpecial Education
Verde! ThompsonForeign Language
Jack Twyman- In
School Suspension

Ingrid VetschMathematics
Sue Warshay- Foreign
Language
Nina Wolff- English
Dept Chairman
Marcia Wright- E.S.L.

(right)Mr. C. Campbell sits behind his
counter and prepares
to teach his chemistry

class.
(below)Mr. Campbell
helps Eric Gonzalez
and David Balsamo
with a very difficult
chemistry problem.

Just Ask for He[_p!
Whenever students are in need of help
to do research for a report or find a book
to read for an English class, they will find
a staff of qualified and dedicated librarians ready and happy to assist them.
Leaving their books at the table as they
enter, students find a variety of tools at
their disposal and a staff eager to make
their jobs as painless as possible. Head
librarian, Dr. H. Flowers, makes sure that
the library is always fully prepared to
serve the needs of the students in the
building. If she does not have the material available, she can direct the students to another source. She works very
closely with the staff in the building to

coordinate the library's materials to projects and assignments given in the classrooms. She conducts tours of the library
and explains the facilities to all freshmen
and anyone needing assistance.
Along with her staff, Dr. Flowers maintains a quiet atmosphere in the library
where students can go to browse through a
magazine, participate in a student-faculty
read-in, or just study for an upcoming test.
Along with the staff members from the Media Center, Bay Shore has a resource and
library department that it can be proud of.

-Jeff Bunge

(top left)Mrs. B. Mauro handles the secretarial duties for the library,
(top right)Mrs. E. Mayott runs the Media Center.
(above) Mrs. S. Paige hands out candy canes to students who gave
them a verse of a Christmas carol.

Head librarian, Dr. H. Flowers, greets each visitor seeking help with a warm
smile.

Academics
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Hi9fi Schoo[!

These are the words that have woken many faculty members
and students at the start of a school day. The morning announcements are an important part of each day because they
keep students and staff informed of daily activities and meetings. Be it the football team's latest victory or the Junior Class
meeting after schoot students can keep up with the never
ending list of activities that happen every day. The announcers
usually come into the main office at 7:15 to practice once or
twice, and then they're ready to go. The format is usually the
same: "Good Morning. Today is day three. Please stand for the
pledge. '' Although still half asleep themselves, these volunteers
must be awake enough to read a variety of different announcements, including the long lists of names of students requested
by the guidance department. Of course, there is always that last
minute announcement which is handed to them as they are "on
the air". But they always stand ready and eager to give it their
best shot.
Although many students and staff would rather sleep through
h omeroom or start the day off quietly, the morning announcers
are always there ready to greet them with the news. A word of
thanks should be given to these dedicated broadcasters for
their time and effort.
-

David Balsamo

(top)Tony DiMatteo checks the pledge of allegiance one last time before going
" on the air."
(below) Katie Holmes waits for her tum, while Dave Balsamo reads his final
announcement.

Linda Agoglla, Secretary
Judy Bienkowski, Secretary
Helen Collins, Secretary
Maureen DiLegge, Secretary
Vicki Kristiansen, Secretary
Nancy Marson, Secretary

Christine Martin, Secretary
Barbara Mauro, Secretary
Winnie Oustecky, Secretary
Barbara Spiegel, Secretary
Grayceanne Stitch, Secretary
Nancy Zose, Secretary

Academics

{back row)Aldes include:
Carol Calla, Patricia Brandl,
Catherine Metty, Brenda
Cooper, Diane Darmiento,
Sheny Balsamo (front
row)Connie DeLoiuse,
Theresa Garguilo, Eileen
Mayott, Karyln Blomberg_
Maria Sparacio.

Members of the Security Staff: Adam Clarke,
Warren Smalling. and Gerald Goldman.

Academics~

{clockwise from left)Mr. D'Antonl's
fourth period English class prepares to write another j ournal entry; David Reiss and Michelle
Dieumegard talk to each other on
their homemade telephones; Mr. J .
Nash prepares to show the video
L rd of th Flies · Liza Rosado
works diligently on her artistic
masterpiece; and Mrs. S. Balsamo
tries to keep dry during the Refuse
Cruise.

~
~

uring our time here in the
High School, many of us
have proudly participated on the various athletic
teams, offered by the school. We chose
to vent our frustrations, prove our prowess, and enjoy ourselves in hand-tohand combat with our opponents from
neighboring school districts. Whether
the sport was basketball, football, lacrosse, tennis, baseball, field hockey,
volleyball, cheerleading, gymnastics,
soccer, or track, our athletes always
fought with determination and perseverance. While the outcome may not have
always been what we hoped for, we enjoyed the challenges and always put
forth our best effort to succeed. We have
enjoyed the competition, the camaraderie, and the agony and ecstasy of defeat
and victory. We have learned the meaning of hard work and teamwork. As
members of the Marauder teams we
have always worked hard to maintain
the winning tradition of the school's athletic programs.
-

The Marauder Staff

(below)Captalns Mike Williams, Tom WI·
nant, and John Anitra.
(bottom)Tom Winant holds the ball as Keith
Knacke takes the kick for the extra point.

·'This year was an exciting
season. I feel that we accomplished many goals and made
a lot of good things happen. I
feel privileged to have gotten
to play with so many great
guys. I loved the times we
shared in the locker room. ,
-Jim Schneidman

0

nee upon a time athletes
fought their battles on
jousting fields in competitions to
win the hand of their fair maid·
ens. In our time the '91. Maraud·
er Football Team continued this
heraldic tradition by conquering
each of its opponents, fighting
valiantly at every tum. The extended season ended with a glo·
rious 44-24 triumph over Patch·
ogue in the playoff games. Jim
Schneidman, Tom Winant, Matt

Pfeffer, Chris Alleyne, and Mo Morales
were awarded All-League honors
while Mike Williams and John Anitra
were named to the All-County team.
The players proved to be skillful and
courageous in the face of their en·
emies by ending their triumphant sea·
son with a record 5-3. The JV squad
upheld the Marauder traditions by ,
fighting gallantly, although not as sue·
cessfully as the Varsity team.

-Anne Simons and Debl Carr

VARSITY TEAM :(ftrst row)Keith Pitt, Rob Sinram, Jason McCiausln, Chris Miller, John Dromerhauser,
(second row)Leroy Brown, Bryan Stewart, Mark Murray, Chris Alleyne, Jim Schneidman, (third row)Mo
Morales, Ed Hubbard, Brian Belford, Mark Graham,
John Payne, (fourth row)Ron Thomas, Mike Williams,
Tom Winant. John Anitra, Mike Barnett, (fifth row) Matt
Pfeffer, Greg Hill, Kerry Ware, Reneldt Howard, (sixth
row)Coach Mr. T. Cox, Dom Gomez, Craig Scharf,
Keith Knacke, Coach Quagarelli, Coach Mr. R. Cox, Sr.

JV TEAM:(first row) Pat Capone, Bob Hawklngs, Ralph Costello,
Brian Dieumegard, Nick Bradley, (second row) Anthony Biddle,
Reggie Myrick, Tony Figueroa, Sheron Ryan, Haslyn Howard,
(third row)Dale Dalin, Chuck Corbett, Mike Tierney, Anthony
Galvin, John Stafford, (fourth row)Chris Giannetto, John Hieronymus, Jerry Barett, J.P. McGovern, Keith Gordon, (fifth
row) Coach Mr. C. Gentile, Frank Velardo, James Kavanagh,
Coach Mr. J. McNulty.

(top)John Hieronymus lines up the ball ready to make a
catch during practice.
(bottom)Tom Winant runs upfleld to score a touchdown
during the Homecoming Game.

s
ay Shore's young varsity marauder
soccer team, composed mostly of
juniors and sophomores, started out its
season with high hopes, enthusiasm,
and potential. The team members
agreed that a major improvement from
last year had occurred because the players were playing more like a unit with no
one player dominating the field. Under
the coaching of Mr. J . Cody, the team
showed improvement with every practice and demonstrated these improvements in their games. Because the team
is comprised of young players, many will
be returning next year. Doug Meehan
stated, " This is the final year of rebuilding at Bay Shore."
The JV team was
proud of its accomplishments this season and is prepared to make its mark
next year.

s
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(top) Steve Boland dribbles the ball past Dom Cappiello.
VARSITY TeAM: (back row) Coach Mr. J . Cody, VInnie Flllgenzl. Tom f.hlers, Orden Roberts, Chris
McCollum, Jelf Beringer, Stephen Clock. Howle Meehan, Doug Meehan, Rob Kohl. Mlke Rodriguez,
(front row) Leo Viana, Steve Boland, Dan Holmes. James Beringer. Kyung Park, Ricky Gelpi. Dom
Cappiello, Greg Marshall, Dlallo Powell and missing from picture, Doug Acosta.

Sue l'lapodano and Deborah
Shiffman

JV TEAM: (back row) Gillian Mattlmore, Joe Bono, Matt Nash, Joe Croce, Metln
Llka, Steve Wolfert, Justin Truglio, Francisco Guerrero, Kelly McGovern, Coach
Mr. F. Fleischer, (front row) Charles Loachamill, Kevin Lyons, Matt LaPenta, Jay
Uttman, Dave Harris, Jason Simone, Keith Kelly, Alex Acosta, Kevin Meehan,
(bottom) Steve lacona.

(left) Metln Llka and Joe Bono fight for the ball during a
practice session

''This season was the final stage ln the
re-building process of the team. Next
year, the team will be an overwhelming
presence in their league. ,
- Jeff Beringer

(above)Varslty Captains
Dan Holmes, Chris McColllum, and James Beringer.
(below)JV captains Justin
Truglio, Steve Wolfort, and
Joe Croce.

(above)Rlcky Gelpi, Howie Meehan, and Vinnie Filigenzi race to recover the ball first.

(left) Phil Vlgliotta demonstrates his own unique
form and style.
(below)Visna Harris, Deepak Chopra, and
Gregg Macey are in the final stretch of a stren·
uous practice.

''The Bay Shore Boys'
Cross Country had a
great season. There
was a great deal of
teamwork and determination., Deepak
Chopra

(left)Captains Danlelle Morello, Janet Wilson,
Kristen Kroger.
(below)The whole team makes the rounds behind
the building as part of its dally workout.

(above)BOYS' Tr;AM: (back row)Chrla D'Angelo,
Gregg Macey. Matt Key. Deepak Chopra, VIana Harris,
Bill Mahler. Sean Ratcliff, John Sepulveda. r;r1c 8$kt
Coach Mr. R. Hawkins. (front row)Jason safrort, Robert Knapp, JusUn Draycott, Phil Vlgllotta, Robert
Coane. Michael Sepulveda, SanSeen Chopra, Davtd
Casdano, and Jowld Azlrn.
(left)Coach R. Goldin and Colette Taylor jog through
the streets of downtown Bay Shore maintaining perfect stride.

''The JV Team showed a great
amount of dedication and enthusiasm in their playing. AU of our
hard work was reflected in our
highly successful season, which
wm hopefUlly be duplicated or
even improved upon next year. ,
- Alison Roth

VARSITY TEAM:(top) Jill Fifield, Jen Walters, Lauren Knuth, Katie
Moynihan, Jamie Bauer, Coach Mr. J . Morrison, (bottom) Keri Berka,
Lauren Costella, Marc! Rothman, Judie Norris, Christa Ciccone, Victoria
Coughlin.

(above)Jill Fifield keeps the ball moving in the right
direction.
JV TEAM:(back row) Coach Mr. C. Jones, Sue Napodano, Fran Acompora,
Cathy Napolitano, Dawn Lewis, Julie Kim, Jamie Forlano, (front row)
Jessica Louden, Michelle Cappiello, Debbie Shiffman, Diane French, Kate
Hucke, Alison Roth.
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Victoria Coughlin
practices developing
her backhand swing.

Throughout history, tennis has
been known as the sport of ladies
and gentlemen, a sport that tests a
person· s strength, agility, stamina,
and intelligence. The Bay Shore Girls'
Tennis Team had a commendable
season despite its injuries and illnesses. Coach Mr. J. Morrison remarked,
"The sterling play of the doubles
teams led the Varsity Tennis Team to
a winning record in which the team
did not lose a match with their starting
lineup intact. When healthy, we were
the best team in the league." The

girls' dedication and skill, not only in
their matches, but in their practices as
well, brought victories to themselves
as well as their team.
The Girls' Junior Varsity Tennis
Team also had a successful season
under the direction of Mr. C. Jones.
Players on the JV Team are looking
forward to becoming a key part of the
Varsity Team.
-Deborah Shiffman and
Sue !Yapodano

s
s
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''Our friendships
both on and off the
field enabled us to
play beUer as a unit.
This quality guamnteed us a more successfW and e11loyable
season.,
-Anne Simons

T

he fair maidens of the Bay Shore
girls' varsity soccer team, led by
captains Heather Kearon, Laura
Sweeney, and Christine Williams, had
an outstanding season. Despite extreme swings in weather conditions,
the girls' spirits remained undaunted
as they bravely battled and conquered their opponents. All would
agree that the combination of their
unity, determination, and skill was the
key that enabled them to emerge with
a winning record. With a large number

VARSITY TEAM: (back row)Randi Paige, Brigid Moran, Me·
Iissa Shaw, Anne Simons, Jennifer Stallone, Danielle Fia·
herty, Heather Kearon, Christine Williams, Nicole Caradona,
Laura Sweeney, Coach Mr. F. Pittelli, (front)Jennifer Ewald,
Elizabeth Heering, Rafaeia Nikas, Lisa Lowe, Heather Alleyne, Laura Eichhorn, Allison Troise, Aliyson Johnson.

of returning players, the team has set
its sights on next year's champion·
ships.
Though very young, the junior varsity team also had a great year. The
few returning players successfully provided the necessary experience and
guidance to bring the team together.
With great potential, they are looking
foward to making next year's season
even better.

-Laura Eichhorn

JV TEAM:(back row)Coach Mr. V. Agoglia, Laurie Jao, Jaime Pasquerella, Janine Cappiello, Megan Kearon, Mackenzie Tyler, Katie
Holmes, Nadege Excellent. Christie Driscoll, Heather Jones,
(middle row)Melinda Greiner, Patti Owen, Melissa Mayer, Laura
Kinney, Jeanette Lania, Angelina Schimmenti, Kerr! Harris, Kristen
Miller, Jennifer Payne, (front row)Tara Hoffman, Hyun Ah Park.

(left) Nicole
caradona defies
gravity as she
prepares to head
the ball.

•

(left) While Heather Jones watches, MacKenzie
Tyler demonstrates proper striking technique.
(above) Heather Kearon practices her kick.

(below)Vipul Sawhney watches as Dennis Owen pratices
his passing technique before the game.

''Playing on the Varslty
Volleyball team {or three
years was a big part of my
high school career. I hope
the program continues to
grow and provide others
with the same great experiences as it did for
me.,- Marc Berger

JV TEAM (back row) Tom DeLeon, Craig Wagner, Drew King, Alex
Werner, Ken Hurt, (front row) Greg Sassone, Dennis Owen, Mike
Smith, Peter Kramer, and Kris Becker, (missing from picture), Vipul
Sawhney.

s

(top) Doug Rosener dives to put the ball back onto the court.
(above) Drew King displays proper form in passing the ball.

s

(above) James Oosterom bumps the ball to the setter.

league honors; in addition, setter Doug Rosener also
ay Shore' s Boys' Volleyball cannnot be called received All-county honors. Rounding out the starting
" the new sport around" anymore. This was the lineup was senior middle, Brian Kearney.
third year Bay Shore had a boys' team, and five out of
The JV team, coached by Miss Lauren Schultz, also
the six starters were on the team when the program had a winning season and consisted of many players
originated. It was a year in which great achievements who will eventually develop into top Varsity players.
were expected, and by no means did the team fall Next year the Varsity team will be led by three reshort of fulfilling these expectations.
turning players: sophomore hitter Craig DeMott, and
The team finished second place in a most com- juniors, James Oosterum and Keith Filaski. When
petitive league with an astounding 6-2 league record. asked about the teams future, Coach Ms. E. Eckman
Senior captains Marc Berger, Chris Hansen, and said that Bay Shore will continue to maintain a domDoug Rosener provided a strong backbone for the inating boys' volleyball program.
team which helped its success. All three players,
along with outside hitter Steve Carroll received All·
-Marc Berger
B

Boys' Volleyball

(below)Lori Kowalski watches as
Stephanie Pickett lines up a shot
(right)The girls display their skill
as they score yet another goal.

Working together, the Bay Shore girls' field
hockey team made it a season to remember. They succeeded overall with twelve wins, one
tie, and only one loss, not to mention eleven shutouts. Cathy Longo was the high scorer with 13
goals, while Kelly Durant holds this year's record
with ten assists. Through effort,perseverance, and
teamwork, they achieved first place in the league.
Outstanding players who made All-League were
Kelly Durant, Cathy Longo, Jenn Hulse, Michelle
Graham, April Carhart, and Stephanie Pickett. Kelly Durant also made Ail-county and Cathy Longo
received honorable mention. With only one senior
on the squad, the team finished first in its league
with an impressive 12-1-1 record. The team even
beat its most formidable opponent from Newfield.

-Anne Simons and Debl Carr

Varsity:(back)Kerri Dibble, Jen Doran, Cathy Longo, Lori Kowalski, Kelly
Durant. Kathy Durant, Karen Dromerhauser, Michelle Graham, Laura
Mulroy, Ms. Kauer, (rniddle)Rose Micari, Christine Dibble, Mary Persson,
Jen Hulse, Lias Fernandez, Katie Fortunato, Stephanie Pickett, Gayle
Gregory, (front)April Carhart, Nadine McKenzie.

(below kneeling)
Robbie Roberts,
Steve Garcia
(standing) Coach Mr.
J . Pfeffer, Scott
Golder, Marty
Golden, Jesse D'Eiia,
Pat Niebling, Keith
Kastner (missing)
Tom O ' Grady, Luke
Johnson.

The Boys' Gymnastics
team had one of its most
rewarding and outstanding seasons. While the
gymnasts had to overcome many adversities,
such as a team
consisting only
of a total of
eight members,
they
strived for the
best and excelled. The
leadership of
the four senior
co-captains,
Jesse D'Elia,
Marty Golden,
Steve Garcia,
and Pat Niebling, combined with the
power of junior Keith
Kastner, enabled the
team to capture third

place at the New York
State Championships.
Distinction was also given to individuals ranging
from All-League to AllAmerican. The team attributed its
success to the
experience,
knowledge,
and devotion
of its coaches,
Mr. J. Pfeffer
and Mr. E.
Dunton, Jr.,
who helped
make these
achievements
possible.

-Jesse
D'Elia

(top)Co-captains Marty Golden, Jesse D' Ella, Steve Garcia, and Pat Niebling.
(left middle) Pat Niebllng perfected his leg work on the pommel horse.
(right mlddle)Scott Golder kept the rings perfectly still, a task much more
difficult than appearances might suggest.

~--

(above)Varsity Captain
Gary Williams.
(right)JV Captains: Perry
Coleman and Tim
Stringer.

With only three returning players,
this year's Varsity Basketball Team
did not have high expectations for this
season. But surprisingly, the young
varsity team fought and conquered
formidable foes. In games against
Long Island· s premier teams,
Brentwood, Amityville, and Hemp~
stead, Bay Shore came within a single
digit deficit and had a lead in all three.
When its league schedule began, the team went undefeated for six games. Leading the way for Bay Shore High

School was All-County player, Gary
Williams, who averaged over twenty
points a game. Other key players
for the team were juniors, Terrence
McCray and Brian Stewart, and underclassmen Tommy Ehlers and
Andre Williams. They finished the
season with an undefeated league
record of 12-o.
-

Zach Schimdt
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Girls' basketball continued to be one of the most exciting sports around. Players
labored to be the best by playing with discipline and intensity making this a sport
enjoyable for fans and players alike. This year, with a combination of many
returning players and many talented new players, the Girls Basketball program continued to be a successful part of our school's athletic program.
The varsity team, led by the enthusiasm of coach Mr. J. Walsh, had an
exciting season on the court. Captains Pam Carter, Kelly Durant, and Lisa
Lowe provided the team with support and encouragement. Nicole Hines
received the distinction of being one of the highest scorers in the league.
and Sheila Callaway made her presence known on the court.
With Coach Mr. F. Pittelli and captains Kim Slater and Eileen Morales
leading the team, the J.V. team worked hard and with each victory or defeat
gained experience while reaching a new level of achievement.
In each of their games both teams displayed high levels of team spirit
Through their hard work and dedication they have proven that there are no
limits to what may be achieved in the future.

-

Christie DriscoU and Mandel!Yatasha Mickle

(right)J.V. Captains Eileen Morales and Kim Slater
(below right) Varsity Captains Kelly Durant, Pam Carter, and Lisa Lowe
(below) Despite the confusion at the net Nicole Hines managed to get a shot off.
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(top, first row)Joann Phifer, Michelle O 'Grady, Sussy Hidalgo, Stacey Harper, Sheny
Stensaker, Natalie Martins, Thersea Schirnmentl, Karen Pfalzgraph (second row)Coach
Mrs. D. Kaplar, Michelle Madonna, Jessica Fernandez, Aurora Rivera, Damien Rivera,
Andrea McCormick, Rose Abrams, Corrine Dunnigan (absent) Elizabeth Munoz.

The Bay Shore Varsity Cheerleaders are definitely a sight to see. This year the team made
some major changes, such as the addition of a
male cheerleader, Darnien Rivera.
The season got off to a great start when the
team attended the National Cheerleading Association Camp in Pennsylvania. They stole the
show by receiving four awards; a spirit award, a
spirit stick, award of excellence runner up, and
the T.E.A.M. award. This award was the most
honorable award at camp because it was voted
on by other cheerleading squads. The award's
name means Together Everyone Achieves Miracles.
At a local competition in Longwood, Bay
Shore finished second out of seventeen teams.
In addition, the team was awarded a five hundred dollar first prize for its perfect performance
in the Macy's competition. Along with its busy
schedule with sports such as football and basketball, and other competitions, the team also
collaborated with the Marching Band to create
an award winning show. Its appearance in the
Columbus Day Parade in New York City brought
in a prestigious third place award.
The often unnoticed Cheerleaders have been
trying to gain support from their peers, and in
the future they would like to be recognized as
true athletes.
-Stacey Harper and Andrea McCormick
(above right)Jill Mclntrye, Terilyn Clyne (second row)Jennie
Schombs, Michelle Conrad, Mary Paululis, Jamie Szewczyk
(third row)Dwaneti Brooks, Diane Lawrence, Janha O'Grady,
Krysti Corbett, Coach Miss M. Sired.
(right) Varsity Captains Joann Phifer and Stacey Harper
(far right)J.V. Captains Krysti Corbett and Dwaneti Brooks

(left) Demonstrating balance
and flexibility, the J.V. team
showed off one of its
favorite pyramids.
(above)Michelle O'Grady
and Damien Rivera knew
the importance of a good
warm up before practice.

SP

Captains Monique Johnson, Janet
Wilson, and Colette Taylor
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(first row)Sherisse Birch, Chante Daily, Yashida Groce, Jess Kirschner. Jaime
Pasquerella, Jessica Loudon, Katie Dennis, Stephanie Pickett, Marie Rlvera, Jackie
Pasquerella (second row)Coach Mr. R. Goldin, Kristen Kroger. Colette Taylor, Heather
Kearon, Janet Wilson, Danielle Morello, Monique Johnson, Michele Graham, Coach Mr.

w. Estes

The girls' winter track team got off to a great start this season. Most of
the team was new to the sport but five of the teams top runners; Kristen
Kroger, Monique Johnson, Janet Wilson, Colette Taylor, and Danielle
Morello, returned as seniors. The new team showed a lot of potential
under the leadership of coach Mr. W. Estes, who held high expectations
for the entire team. They attended one of the season's most important
invitationals at Yale University and they did exceptionally well. The
season ended with the girls finishing as county champions.
For the boys, cross country was the building block for the majority of
the team. As a result of placing first in their conference, the guys
brought a lot of self esteem and dedication to their winter season.
Throughout the fall, Coach Hawkins worked them hard both physically
and mentally. The team was also taught how to appear intimidating
while not being intimidated by their opponents. When the winter season arrived, they carried these traits onto the track, pushing their
potential to the limits and savoring the results.
-

ColeUe Taylor, Deepak Chopra, and Matt Key
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The bowling team celebrat- The team looked great on the
ed its twenty-fifth anniversary alleys with sophomore Joe
this year with a terCamacho placing
rific season. The
first in the County.
- - - - team had its highCoach Mr. J. Morriest one game series
son was proud of
of l,048 and its
the team's accomhighest three game
plishments this year
series of 2,9l8.
and felt that Bay
These scores reShore has left its
flected an increase
mark on the league
of ninety pins per
competitions.
game over last year.
-Jaime .Forlano
J

(above) Mike Gagliano always made sure his form
was good enough to ensure the perfect shot.

Time was running out. Legs pumped furiously,
and with the puck safely in his control, the center
bolted towards the other team's goal. His teammates flanked him, ready to deflect any opposing
defenseman who might come too close. tie
glanced briefly at his target and the goalie, shifting
nervously in front of the net, returned his attention
to guiding the puck along. Finally, as he drew near
the goal, his stick's blade twisted
to send the puck soaring
through the air. The other goalie
stretched in vain to intercept the
orange sphere, but the shot was
too well placed. It sank easily
into the goal's soft net. As the
referee's whistle sounded to signal that he had scored, the player trotted to the face-off circle,
ready to repeat the trick if he had another chance.
Scenes like this delighted watchers of the High
School's own floor hockey team. Despite the fact of

its nonprofessional status, floor hockey turned out
to be as violent as, or even more violent than,
regular ice hockey. Known to some as " Death
Hockey," the sport sent numerous players skidding into the gym's bleachers as they pushed and
shoved in their struggle for the puck. Because of
the risk of injury, league coordinator Mr. F. Pittelli
declared and strictly enforced a rule that at the
least, each player had to wear
some form of face protection.
No matter where their team finished at the end of the season,
nearly all of the non-senior players were enthusiastic about next
year's season. "Death Hockey"
or not, these students love and
live to play for keeps and keep
on playing.
-Michael Tashbook

As the whistle is blown, the toughest six minutes of a
wrestler's life begin. Hearts pound as each player fights
desperately to achieve a win by pinning their opponent.
Coaches Mr. R. Rosener and Mr. J. Leggio pushed the team
to do their best and encouraged them to continue Bay
Shore's winning tradition. This year the Bay Shore wrestling
team was forced to confront many obstacles. Illness and
injury plagued many of the team members. With the help of
captain Charlie Gleis and the many other talented wrestlers,
Bay Shore was again able to overcome all obstacles to bring
new meaning to the word "Pride."

-

Craig Scharf
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(left)Miguel Palacio
displays proper
technique at center mat.

(above)Captains Mark
Graham, Charlie Gleis,
and Miguel Palacio.

(first row)Jarrett Hubbard, Jason Coyle, Justin Murray, Chris Pfeffer, Shaun Leggio, Craig Scharf, Robert
Stocks;(second row)Jed Stocks, Eric Pascale, Miguel Palacio, Mark Graham, Chris Gleis, Greg Gordon,
Brian Hoff, Chris Tomasino;( third row)Coach R. Rosener, John Payne, Eddie Hubbard, Charlie Gleis,
Dwayne Dorsett Carlos Pardo.

Kef£y Durant
Kelly Durant has been totally Involved In
sports since entering the high school. In ninth
grade she was on J . V. VolleybalL Varsity Basketball, and Varsity Field Hockey. Now on all
varsity teams, she was co-captain on both the
field hockey team for two years and the basketball team In eleventh grade. Kelly has received All-League, County, and Conference
awards in field hockey for the past two Years.
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Monique ]ofinson
Monique Johnson has aquired many
awards during her high school track career.
Besides the numerous All League, County
and Conference awards, Monlque has been
on championship teams. She was a member
of the mile relay county championship team
both indoors and outdoors and the team finished sixth in the national meet At the Long
Island Championships she placed second in
intermediate hurdles. In her junior year
Monlque was voted the M.V.P. of the county
for indoor track.
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It seemed like more and more teachers and students
were spending their free time in the weight room this year.
The interest in bodybuilding was quite high with some of
the students even participating in the bodybuilding shows
held in the building. Whether they're just trying to stay in
shape, be more impressive in a bathing suit, or trying to
increase their body strength, these male and female athletes were dedicated to their workout schedules and routines. Under the supervision of Mr. J. McGowan, the members of the barbell club enjoyed their daily workouts and
planned on continuing throughout the summer months.

-Kelly amelch

~Barbell Club

Each year the spring track team seems to grow larger and larger.
Every day throughout the spring season, these athletes can be seen
running through the streets of Bay Shore and practicing hurdles, shot
put, or other events on the track. The track team is yet another that has
a tradition of winning here at Bay Shore- from leagues to conferences to
county's. Nothing less was expected from the squad by this year's
coaches either. The many seniors on the team provided great leadership and examples for the younger runners to follow. With such a
large team filled with so much talent the possibilities (now and in the
future) are endless.

-Anne Simons

(first row)Heather Ratcliff, Chenoa Brathwaite, Sherrise Birch, Yashida Groce,
Chante Daily, Jocelyn O'Brien, Emily Germano, carrie Wireman, Katina Hill,
Chris Perico (second row)Coach Mr. J. McGlynn, Tammy Danglade, Melissa
Shaw, Nicole Bordies, JoMarie Sanchez, Luz Fuentes, Nicole Hines, Heather
Alleyne, Kristen Kroger, Monique Johnson, Mandel Nickle, Barbara Saia, Coach
Mr. R. Goldin.
The last moments of a sprint are the hardest!
captains: Mike Williams, Mike Barnett, Ron Jones, Matt Key,
Kristen Kroger, Monique Johnson

Every spring a mass of lacrosse players
shows up ready for try outs. Each one
hopes that he will win a spot on the varsity
team. The lacrosse team figured that after
tryouts were over, they'd still be running
laps. During the first few days of practice
they found themselves shoveling snow instead. At the start of the season Bay Shore
got off to a great start with a 14-9 win over
Islip. Despite recent uneventful seasons,
according to seniors Dave Padden and
Chris McCollum, "This year's unified team
has the will, determination, and talent to
reach their goals and strive for excellence." This is all due to their hard work
throughout both practices and games.
Even the coaches commented that this
year the lacrosse team is definitely looking
forward to a successful season.
-Alison Roth, Jaime Forlano, KeUy
Cimelch, and Anne Simons

(right) Mat Pfeffer cradles the ball on his way to score
a goal.

''This year's unified team has
the wUl, determination and
talent to reach its goats and
strive for excellence. , -Dave
Padden and Chris McCollum

(first row)VARSITY TEAM: Jed Kennedy, John
Szekalski, Marc Berger, Rob Stocks, Keith
Knacke. Rob Mussachio (second row)Chris
McCullum, Diallo Powell. James Beringer, Tom
Winant. Jon Anitra, Jeff Beringer,. John
Sepulveda. Doug Meehan, Dave Padden (third
row)Coach Mr. R. Damore. Matt Nash, Howie
Meehan. Leo Viani. Joe Croce, Rob Kohl. Mike
Cole, Chris Alleyne. Rob Sinram, Metin Lika,
Kane Thornberg, Mat Pfeffer. Coach Mr. T.
Cox.

(first row)JV TEAM: Bill Knoth, John Bodolai.
Chris VanDyke, Brian Hodge, Jason Simone.
Eric Lee. Matt Ward, Mike Tierney (second
row)Kevin Leprell, Rob Oswald, Dan Kroger.
Keith Napodano, Sean McCormick, Greg
Marshall. Will Ulloa (third row)Coach Mr. J.
Cody, Pat Capone, Greg Siben. Jed Stocks.
Ross DeVore (missing)Dave Harris, Richard
Stasio. Chuck Corbett.

Last year marked the first time that girls' lacrosse was
played here in Bay Shore as a school sport. After years
of tossing the ball around with the guys after school. the
girls finally had a team for themselves. After placing
third in the J.V. league last year. a varsity team was
started this spring with a majority of last year's players
returning. Though they were "under dogs" last year.
much is expected of the girls for this season. When the
team gets distracted, coaches Mr. and Mrs. J. Pfeffer and
Ms. K. Schnellenbach make sure that they keep their
heads in the game and they bring out the best in every
member of the team. The team is always working on its
skills because they are the most important and essential
part of the game.
Last year there was much teasing between the guys
and girls as to whose was the better sport. After an initial
full and successful season the lacrosse players at Bay
Shore have come to realize that they are two different
games sharing only fast paced motion. goalie cages and
sticks, and the name of course. One thing all players do
agree on though is that lacrosse is a lot of fun!
-Darlene Colburn and Michelle Graham

Seniors Melissa Suarez. Silvia Alvarez. Carrie Sansone. Michelle
O'Grady, and Heather Kearon

{first row)Roselynn Mlcarl, Pamela Seebald, Beth Mehler. Silvia Alvarez, Michelle O'Grady, Joann Phifer, Jennifer
E:waid, Gayle Gregory {second row) Victoria Coughlin, Melissa Suarez, Debbie Shiffman, Laurie Jao, E:rln Coughli~
Stephanie Pickett, Cathy Longo {third row)Melissa Mayer, Denise D'Aiessandro. Amanda Mazzarella, Renee Pickell.
Carrie Sansone, Heather Kearon, Jessica Louden, Nadine McKenzie {missing)Darlene Colburn, Sue Napodano
Charmaine Smith, Michelle Graham, Megan Kearon, Kelly McGovern, Coaches Mr. and Mrs. Pfeffer, Ms. Schnellenbadl .

The guys on the tennis team work hard in practice, play hard
during the matches, and serve hard each time they start a new game.
The teams' five returning players, among them captains Dave Reiss
and Brendon Hand, provided the leadership necessary for a great
season. From the start of the seaon, Coach Mr. J. Morrison held high
expectations for both singles and doubles players. Eric Gonzalez and
Tim Stringer, who are returning doubles team state finalists, struck
fear into their opponents hearts and with every win, increased Bay
Shore's chances of a high league placement at the close of the
season.

-Anne Simons

VARSITY TEAM(first row)Chris Hansen,
Brendan Hand, Allan Fernandez, Matt
LaPenta, Matt Walters (second
row)Coach Mr. J. Morrison, Devan Rosen,
Zach Schmidt , Tim Stringer, Eric
Gonzalez. Kuldeep Barot

(above)AIIan Fernandez returns his
opponents serve.
(left) Varsity captain. Brendon Hand

Girls' volleyball has long been a strong
point of Bay Shore athletics. With a core of
talented returning players, the focus was
on playing one game at a time. Coach Miss
E. Eckman felt that with this team's level of
skill and dedication came the greatest pos~
sibilities in recent years of realizing goals of
league and county championships. Game
after game the points added up to produce
a very exciting and successful season. With
every bump, set, and spike played, the girls
became closer friends enabling them to
play as a better unit. for the graduating
players it's tough saying good-bye. It's like
saying good-bye to your family.

-Anne Simons

More and more players tried out for the baseball
team this year. Under Coach, Mr. P. Todaro, the team,
consisting of twenty-five players, looked great with
many new and returning players. The season started
off well with Bay Shore winning two of its first three
games. Mr. Todaro felt that this year's squad had a
great deal of potential because ot its strong defense.
The team also had a lot of "stick" potential at homeplate. The pitching squad was dynamite with four of
the six pitchers who are upperclassmen. According to
sophomore Paul Ramos, " We have the potential to
beat East Islip and Smithtown East, our biggest rivals,
if we put our heads together."
The JV team under, Coach Mr. V. Agoglia, was also
looking forward to another outstanding season.

-Anne Simons
(first row)Andrew Sennes, Chris Siegel, Eric Dieckman, Ken Milton,
George Raynor, Jason Szewczyk (second row)Coach Mr. V. Agoglia,
Chris Losito, Thomas Terzakos, Eric Fesefeldt, Ray Fifield, Nick Bradley,
Greg Sassone, Steve Wolfort, Brian Dieumegard, John Stafford

(left)Varsity
captains Jerry
Dambra and Jim
Schneid man.
(below)Steve
Wolfort hit one
way out.

"Even though this year's team Is
very young, we are still competitive with the other teams. , -Shella

cauoway

(right) Mary Persson winds up for yet
another strike.
(below)Jen Hulse scoops up a grounder
at third base.

Varsity Captains Laura
Sweeney and Mary Persson

(first row)VARSITY TEAM: Jenn Hulse, Mary Persson, Laura Sweeney, Allyson
Johnson, Diane French, Liza Fernandez (second row)Stephanie Pirano, Kerri
Harris, Karen Dromerhauser, Ellie Gendes, Shelia Calloway, Allison Troise, April
Carhart Coach Mr. J. McGowan

s
"The Miracle of Fifth Avenue" continues on. The Bay Shore girls
softball team has maintained a winning tradition for over a decade.
Just check out the shirts they wear; or the jackets, hats, and other
apparel. Better yet ask the girls themselves. Each one will tell you
that with a spot on the softball team comes a tremendous amount of
pride in the school, in the team, and in themselves. With past
seasons culminating in undefeated records and league championships, Coach Mr. J. McGowan once again had high expectations
for his team. This season also marked Mr. McGowan's 200th win in
his ten year coaching career. Captains Laura Sweeney and Mary
Persson kept team spirit high through every practice and game.
Softball is not an easy sport; the practices are long and hard with
each player being expected to put forth total energy and dedication
to the sport and team. Returning players and new members alike will
say that the work is definitely worth it.

-

Mary l"ersson

(above left)Aurora Rivera waits the arrival of the
rolling ball.
(left) Karen Walker catches the ball and saves the
day.

(above)JV captains: Megan
Mahoney and Aurora Rivera.
(right)Llza 'Fernandez is ready
for the next batter.

row)JV TEAM: Melinda Greiner, Tara Hoffman, Megan Mahoney, Aurora
Monica Skala, Patti Owen, Karen Walker, Erin Phelan (second row)
Mr. F. PittellL Kerri Dibble, Michelle Bruno, Hyun-Ah Park, Octavia Brown,
I U~~bb,ie Torres, Jennifer Chenug, Laura Mulroy, Helen Barrett, Dawn Lewis.

(top)Mary Persson, Bobby Hawkins, and Chris Siegel huddle together
before parading down Main Street
(bottom)A friend helped Melissa Barcia out by holding the ladder while
she hung streamers for the dance.

(top)A hungry Jonas Tucker was thrilled at the sight of spaghetti and
meatballs.
(bottom)Aian Adkinson, Matt Siben, Marty Golden, and Chris Hansen
stand ready to save a damsel in distress.

SCHOOL LIFE
or many students the things that
made our lives at Bay Shore f1igh
School truly memorable were the ex·
tra·curricula activities. Students eagerly looked for·
ward to the end of the day when they could spend
some free time with their friends in the myriad of
activities and clubs that are offered to all. In addition
to the athletic program, these clubs and activities
provided students a chance to develop their interests
and skills and even to work on community projects.
While many vacated the building at exactly 1:45 each
day, others remained to participate and get involved.
Many have enjoyed the camaraderie they have

(below) Kelly Mcintyre, Jonnie Lynne zammetti, and Jeanine
Lowery hang outside the gym lobby before they went to class.

shared with their peers and teachers. These activities
helped students get through the day and gave them
somthing to look forward to after their classes were
over. Together these students have shared their
laughter, excitement, and school spirit. For many the
best part of extra-curricular activities was definitely
the memories that were formed and the friendships
that were made. The work that went into these ac·
tivites became fun for all. The people and faces in this
section made things happen for themselves "Once
Upon Our Time".
-Kelly Gmelch

(below)Couples gathered on the dance floor for a slow number during the
Senior Banquet.
(bottom)The crowd watched intently as the opposition scored the first
touchdown at the Homecoming game.

School Life

(right)Parents assisted In serving spaghet-

ti.

Everyone enjoys a plate of a steaming spaghetti and
meatballs, and the annual Spaghetti Dinner sponsored by the
senior class was an event well worth the waiting for. Normally
held in December, the Annual Spaghetti Dinner was again held
in March this year, and instead of cooking the spaghetti in the
school cafeteria, the food was prepared by a local caterer. The
repast, consisting of spaghetti, meatballs, salad, Italian bread,
and dessert, was enjoyed by all who attended. Parents, teach·
ers, and students had a chance to sit down and "break bread"
together. As the last strains of the Italian music faded into the
distance, all agreed that this would be a night to remember
once upon our time.
-Jeff Bunge and Jaime Forlano

(above) Bill Leyrer, Archana Barot. Kiet Luong_ and Kuldeep Barot enjoyed the
Italian food and ambiance in the school's cafeteria.

Spaghetti Dinner

(top}Katie Moynihan and Jennifer Kelly took the orders
from Brian Belford, John Anitra, and Mark Graham.
(bottom) Rob Sinram and Michael Cole could not figure out
what Kane Thornberg was laughing about.

(left)Senlors crowded the dance
floor for the last dance of the
evening.
(below)Jason Boreman and
Stacey Harper had a great
evening.

Begun last year for the first time, the Senior Banquet
has become a popular addition to the festivities
celebrating the final year of high school. With its casual
"party" atmosphere, the senior dinner brought the
seniors together to enjoy each other's company. The
pressures of having a date and getting dressed in formal
attire were removed from this activity so that more
students could attend just to have a good time. There
was food, music, and dancing which provided a pleas·
ant break from the normal school routines and pressures of applying for colleges. Students mingled around
the room, stopping at tables for a quick chat and an
occasional dance. It was a perfect night!
-Kelly Cimelch
(above left)Melissa Suarez. Jessica Amodeo, Kelly Falconer. and Michelle
Dieumegard had a chance to get caught up ~~<ith each other.
(left)The guys at this all-male table were pondering whom they were going to ask to
dance.

Senior Banquet

~

While other school districts were performing
"South Pacific" and "A Chorus Line," the directors in
Bay Shore were looking for an unusual musical for
this year's production. After looking at many different
scores and scripts, the directors unanimously chose
the popular Broadway hit "Me and My Girl." Although its music and choreography were very challenging, the directors felt that the talented musicians
and performers could rise to meet their level of expectations. Thespians jumped at the opportunity to
play the funny roles and sing the lively melodies. The
story of the cockney lad who was transformed into an
English gentleman was filled with funny scenes and
sub-plots. Todd Casale, playing Bill Snibson, kept the
audiences laughing with his zany antics and wide·
eyed reactions. Johanna Brown as Lady Jacqueline
played the seductive temptress to perfection. Senior,
Rosemary Lombardo as the Duchess, brought a
sense of dignity and royalty to the role that paralleled
the character on Broadway. Other outstanding per·

formances were turned in by Don Swenson, Anthony
DiMatteo, Dave Balsamo, and freshman Jessica Parker. This was the first time in quite a while that a
freshman played a leading role in a musical. Jessica
looked great as Sally and danced her way right into
the hearts of the audience. When the portraits came
to life, the audience roared with laughter. The characters were hysterically funny and entertaining.
Each year audience members return to the High
School to see what new heights the productions will
reach. This year's was just another in a long list of
successes. All who left the theater on Friday and
Saturday evenings were singing the refrains to "The
Lambeth Walk" and a few were even tap dancing their
way up the aisle. The cast and crew had done it again!
Everything from the costuming, scenery, singing, and
dancing was a huge success, enjoyed by all.

-Anthony DiMatteo

An " ejercated" Sally, played
by Jessica Parker, meets the
Duchess, Rosemary
Lombardo, upon her return to
Hareford Hall.

Todd Casale. as Bill, really enjoyed rehearsing the scene where Johanna Brown. Lady Jacquie, tried
to seduce him.

Musical

(left)Wearlng their show shirts,
chorus members, Noelle Broschart,
Melissa Mountain, Barbara Barcia,
and Jen Maroney, rehearsed on the
risers before taking the stage.
(top)Bill Snibson, Todd Casale, was
introduced to Lady Battersby,
Kristine Swenson.
(above) Dave Balsamo and Johanna
Brown led the chorus as they sang
"The Sun Has Got His Hat On" to
open the second act.
(far left)Judith DiMatteo, Virat
Shukla, and Matt Maas painted the
details on one of the kitchen walls.
(left)Members of the crew worked
wherever they could find a little
space.

Musical

~

(right)Mike
Dolny
watched over as Stephanie Pickett and Raphaela Nikas reached a sentimental moment during
the Awareness Weekend
activities.
(below)Mrs. Saravis
talked with Audra Falco
during a break in the
schedule.

(above)Students signed their name to the banner to
mark their weekend.

(above) Members of Awareness Weekend gathered to hear the finalized plans and schedule.

Awareness Weekend

Victory
in our Time
With the sun brightly shining the Marauder
Marching Band led the annual Homecoming
Parade through downtown Bay Shore and up
to the High School. Flags flew, and the air was
filled with the pulsing music and cheers of the
representatives from each class. The Grand
Marshall, former senior class advisor Mr. D.
Jones, was pulled through the streets in the
handsome surrey from last year's musical
production. Behind him came the floats and
marchers from each class. It was once around
the field for the marchers, and then on came
the football team. The Marauders were victorious over the Huntington Blue Devils .30-0.
It was a beautiful day and a homecoming to
be remembered as the best of our time.
(top left) The Senior class marches en masse down Main
Street.
(middle left)The fans went wild as Bay Shore won the
Homecoming game.
(bottom left)Displaying true team unity, the Marauders
take the field .
(below)The cheerleading squad displays its awardwinning form .

Andrea Mercado

Justine Keegan

Nicole Caradona

Fashions of our 'Gime
Once upon our time ladies and gentlemen dressed in a variety of wearing
apparel. For each occasion and type of activity, there was a different set of
clothing. The fashions of our day were dazzling whether on the ski slopes, the
beach , or the dance floor. The Annual Senior Fashion Show was a highlight of
the year's activities and had a true fairy tale atmosphere with its picturesque
setting.

Matt Siben and Andrea McCormick

Jennifer Kelly

Steve Clock and Marisoi Carrillo

Parade
Highlights
(ri~ht)The band struts up Third Avenue.
(below right) The Jumor noat displays the theme of ethinic
diversity.
(bottom right)The Sophomore noat showed a pair of black
and white hands holding the Earth .
(bottom left)The Freshmen noat has a football player sitting
on top of the world.
(below)The Senior Class's noat bore the theme " United we
stand. "

AWAREIYES

WEEKEND

At 5:00 p.m. on Friday afternoon, students
entered the gym lobby equipped with their
pillows and sleeping bag in hand. A feeling of
anxiety and anticipation filled the area as
most didn't know too much about what lay
ahead. It was the start of the bi-annual Awareness Weekend, and students scanned the
crowd for familiar faces. By the end of the
weekend most of these students will have
made some new friends and acquaintances
whom they had not known in the past. It was
also time for them to become more knowledgeable about drugs and other problems
facing teens in our society. From the check instation the students reported to a classroom
to meet their new "families." These family
units consisted of an adult chaperone and
other peers who were either Student Athletes,
part of Peer Support Help, or just other interested students who were concerned about
their classmates and their feelings. The rest of
the weekend included small group discussions, presentations by guest speakers, and
role playing activities. The weekend provided
students with the opportunity to open up
about personal problems and concerns that
have been on their minds and also to examine their roles in society today. Many of the
students shared their personal thoughts and
experiences because they knew they felt comfortable in the atmosphere created by the
leaders.
Each year more and more students sign up
for the weekend, and no one ever leaves disappointed.
-Jaime .Forlano

(top left)Danielle Weissert. Jen Walters. and Michelle
Dieumegard have a nutritious supper that was prepared for
them.
(middle)AJlison Johnson, Jen Hulse, Marcie Gorsline, Brett
Lewis, Rafaela Nikas. Jen Lowden, and Stephanie Pickett
take a break from the action to take a picture.
(bottom) Mary Persson. Jose Infante, Chris Hansen, Doug
Rosener and Jen Owen are caught up by the action of the
night.

Awareness Weekend

A

Coming back to Bay Shore High School is an annual tradition for those who have graduated. Colorful
floats, cheering marchers, and a magnificent marching band revived the spirit of all who observed and
participated in the 1991 Homecoming Festivities.
The pep rally's spectators were aroused by the
marching band and cheerleaders who performed a
routine from the song "Get on Your Feet." As the
teams from the fall sports came up on stage, the
applause from the audience rose to a crescendo.
Following the pep rally, the high-spirited fans attended a dance in the small cafeteria which was
decorated with balloons, flags, and streamers. The
dance floor was encircled with different flags from
countries around the world. The color and spirit truly
emphasized the homecoming theme of "It's a Small
World." Around 9:30 everyone paused from dancing
to hear the winner of King and Queen of Homecoming '91. This prestigious honor was bestowed
upon Katie Moynihan and Chris Hansen. Each one
was thrilled with the honor. Katie stated,
"Homecoming '91 was the best. Thanks for all the
special memories. You guys are great." Chris added,
"I am honored to have been chosen Homecoming
King, and I thank you all for the memories."
The following day, at 2:00P.M. the Bay Shore football team, ran out onto the field, with a huge crowd of
alumni and students cheering them on to victory. The
Bay Shore Marauders played a superb game over the
Huntington Blue Devils and won 30-0. John Anitra led
Bay Shore to victory by scoring three touchdowns. In
years to come, the members of the senior class will
be telling their children that Homecoming is one of
those special events that happened once upon our
time.

-

Maureen Flliberto

(top)King Chris Hansen and Queen Katie Moynihan enjoy the ride down
Main Street.
(above)Colorguard members show off their spirit at the pep rail}.

Homecoming

(right)Junior class noat.
(below) Football team charging out onto the
field.

(above)Grand Marshal
Mr. David Jones shows
his pride for Bay Shore
as he rides down Main
Street in a surrey.

(left)Freshmen girls
display their noat to the
crowd.

Homecoming~

The members of the backstage
club thought that they were being
asked to do the impossible, to complete a task which no other high
school could ever accomplish. Under the direction of Mrs. C. Jones,
they built a set which could easily
be mistaken for one seen on Broadway. The students in this particular
club leave with a sense of dignity
and pride in their work. When the
sets are first previewed by the student body, the students do not realize or appreciate the hard work
and dedication that go into making
these beautiful sets. The set took
hours of painstaking work on a ladder and a scaffold to achieve such
realism and detail. For this particular production of "Inherit the
Wind" it took this group of individuals approximately nine weeks
to create the feeling of being a part
of the town of Hillsboro where the
story takes place. A simultaneous
setting was selected in keeping with
the original drawings from the
Broadway show. The town and
courtroom had to remain totally
visible to the audience at all times.
One of its most loyal members, Allison Stack, has been working in
the backstage club for the past five
shows and has learned the meaning of the word teamwork and that
a club cannot survive without it.
-

(right)Bertram Cates played by Anthony DiMatteo
talks to his attorney Henry Drummond played by
Marc Johnson.
(below)AIIison Stack and Judith DiMatteo find out
how hard it is to cut cardboard with such a small
knife.

Maureen Filiberto

(above)The Backstage Club members include: Jen Maroney, Jessica Meyer, Enc
Wilson, Jean Amodeo, Matt Maas, Deborah Carr, Ann Najdek, Tojuan Hawkins,
Frances Sorrentino, and Judith DiMatteo.

Backstage Club

Everyone had a chance to get into the act for " lnherited the Wind " which
boasted a large cast and crew.

When discussing possibilities for this year's annual drama
production, the members of the Thespian Troupe voted
unanimously to do a serious courtroom drama which reenacted the famous Scopes Monkey Trial. "It was fun doing
the research on a role of a real figure in history. I enjoyed
playing the role of Bertram Cates and especially finding out
what happened to him after the triaL" said Anthony DiMatteo. Getting the spectators to react to the defense attorney's remarks was no easy task for director, Mr. J.
D' AntonL but once the cast members took their places in the
set designed by Mrs. C. Jones the task became easier for all
concerned.
The roles of lawyers, Matthew Harrison Brady and Henry
Drummond, were expertly played by David Balsamo and
Marc Johnson who prepared for their roles by watching the
movie version of the play and by speaking to social studies
teacher and Mock Trial advisor. Mr. R. Richardson. Becky
Bonanno added a great deal of emotion to the plot as Bert
Cates's girlfriend, tom between her father and the man she
loved. Todd Casale and Rosemary Lombardo rounded out
the cast as the judge and Mrs. Brady. Kate Clark's portrayal
of the cynical E. K. Hornbeck brought a new dimension to the
character, and Don Swenson's interpretation of Reverend
Brown reflected the character of a true Methodist preacher.
Kudos went to the entire cast and crew for another outstanding high school proauction.
-Anthony DiMatteo

(top)Matthew Brady, portrayed by David Balsamo, interrogates
Howard , played by Christopher Torge.
(bottom) Becky Bonanno. playing the minister's daughter. brings
a change of clothes to the accused Anthony DiMatteo.

FUTURE BUSIJVE S
LEADERS OF AMEHICA

The chapter of FBLA at Bay Shore High School has been together
for three years. Bay Shore's first year of existence was an exciting
one, winning the best new chapter in New York with President Jamie
Kowalski. The group had a struggling year, last year. But, plans are
under way for rebuilding a new and exciting chapter.
This years chapter consists of eighteen members, including eight
officers, this is the largest group Bay Shore has ever had. President
Steven Clock and Co-President Dave Agoglia plan on having a big
year this year, with many fundraising activities, community services
and social activities. Advisor Mrs. Maloney is pleased with this years
turnout. She has planned to rebuild the group after last years
breakdown.
The Bay Shore chapter plans on competing in a winter competition
at Suffolk Community College. The members compete in written and
oral tests. During April the group will travel to Rochester where they
will compete in a state wide competition.
Being a member of FBLA for three years and being President for
two, I have grown tremendously as a person. I have strengthened my
leadership ability, my business knowledge and I have grown to
respect and appreciate the business environment.
-Stephen Clock

(above)Jeanine Romain and Candice Filangeri rang the
bell to raise money for The Salvation Army.

(above)Sandii Pittman, Jeanine Romain,
Jenny Niberg. Mike Tresci, Candice
Filangeri, and Cindy Hu eagerly waited
for their train at Penn Station.

(above)Members of the FBLA: Dave Agoglla, Anthony DiMatteo, Brian LePrell, Tom Argondizza,
Jason Brann, Sandii Pittman, Jesse Cooper, Jennifer Stange, Stacy LaOoy, Steven Clock, Jen
Aldrich, Candice Filangeri and Cindy Hu.

FBLA

JYATIOIVAL IIOIYOR
S CIETY
In the words of its President, Jesse D'Elia, the goal of the National Honor Society is " to do work to benefit the
community in hopes of paying it back for all that it has given them. " As its name implies the Honor Society is a national
organization that recognizes excellence in character, leadership, service, and scholarship. This year the Bay Shore
chapter had thirty-eight members, all of whom were willing to
donate their time and energy in service to others.
Among the activities that the organization participated in were
the traditional organization of the holiday food drives, chaperoning S.E.P.T.A. outings, and lending a hand in school activities.
This year's National Honor Society, also led by Vice-President
Doug Rosener, Secretary Kelly Falconer, and Treasurer Gregg
Macey, added many new activities surely bound to become traditions. These activities included a " free" fund raising car wash,
its involvement with the hospice of the South Shore, and its work
with the Bay Shore food pantry.
The group also conducted a Saturday morning outing to do yard
work for a woman suffering from cancer. Mrs. Orobona and Mrs.
Ponzi were proud to advise an organization eager to help others,
an organization which made great strides towards meeting its
goals.
-

KeUg Falconer

(top)The Honor Society's, Greg Macey, Danielle
Weissert Greg Vozzo, Jesse D'Eiia, Kelly Falconer,
Andrea Mercado, and Doug Rosener, planned the year's
activities.
(above) Mrs. S. Orobona, Greg Vozzo, Lisa Sanchez and
Mrs. P. Ponzi watched as Jason Bernstein prepared his
schedule for the day's events.
(above)Meml>ers of the atlonal Honor Soclety: Greg Vozzo. Matt Maas. Michael Lyons. Brendan Hand, Brian
Kearney, Doug Rosener. Robert Gagliano. David Reiss. Tara Bonomo. Danlelle Weissert. Janice 5abol , Kelly
Falconer. Jon Greaker. Jon Jemison, Mark Graham. Matt Slben, Charles Glels. Rob Slnram. Jesse D'Eiia . Greg
Macey. Maya Smith. Lisa Sanchez. Kate Clark. Jen Stallone. Marc Berger. Matt Pheffer. Paul Vozzo. Mike
Gagliano, Trlda Cummings. Melissa Siegel. Andrea Mercado, and Mei·Lynn Destouche.

National Honor Society

THE MARAUDER

Publishing a yearbook like '92 Marauder is not
as easy as it may look. There are many hours of
long hard work involved before the publication can
be put to bed. The process starts in April when the
official photographer is selected to take the senior
portraits. The entire junior class must have its
senior portraits scheduled before the end of that
school year so that the staff will have the pictures
available for the first color deadline in Septmeber.
Taylor Publisher issues a set of deadlines which
must be strictly adhered to if the book is going to
be ready for distribution by the beginning of June.
If so much as one of those deadlines is missed,
then the book's delivery date is pushed into the
summer vacation which means that seniors will
not have their books before graduation. Scheduling sports photographs, sifting through mountains of pictures, writing articles for every activity in
the building, and creating captions for every picture are among the many other tasks performed by

(above)Jaime Forlano and Alison Roth worked intensely to get
their pictures and articles completed for their deadline.
(right)Maureen filiberto and Dina Shaw worked together to
enter an article on the computer.

the yearbook staff. Each section has a carefully
chosen layout design which must follow the
theme of the overall book.
This year's staff set out to change the a~
pearance and format of the book. There are
more creative stories in the book as well as a
four-color cover for the first time in the book's
history. After all of the work is done, seeing the
finished product and the happy faces of the
students and staff in the building make the
hours of work all seem worthwhile. And for
those who worked so diligently, they have the
satisfaction of knowing this is what they did
once upon a time. In addition to Riviera Studios
and the staff photgraphers, we would also like to
thank Mrs. A. Schwartz and Mr. C. Roye for helping us take pictures.
-Maureen Filiberto
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When one thinks back upon his time in high school, one of the main highlights each year will always be the Battle
of the Classes. Marauders from each grade level gathered in the large gymnasium to fight it out to determine the
superior classs. Through such tests of strength and endurance as lzzy Dizzy, Crab Ball, and the Tug-of War,
warriors from their respective classes met their challengers. Bay Shore's answer to the hit TV program, " American
Gladiators, " was enjoyed by all of the participants and spectators who cheered on their representatives. The
Seniors once again took first place in the games, but a noble fight was fought and a good time was had by all in
attendance.
-Kelly Omelch

(above) Senior Class advisor, Mr. W. Hoffman , referees the
Crab Ball game as the contestants keep their eyes on the
ball.

(bottom right)Gritting their teeth under the strain , the
Juniors put up a good fight in the Tug-of War.

(bottom lefl:)Waiting at the starting line are Danielle
Morello, Kathy Hubert, Wayne Ramistella, Marc Berger, and
Jennifer Stallone.

Battle of the Classes

(left) Marc Berger gets himself really dizzy when it's his tum up at bat.
(below) It was a good night for friends to get together and show their
support for their classmates and friends.

(above)Paul Galvin takes his mark
for the start of the relay race.

(left)The Freshmen put up a good
battle to beat the Juniors in the tugof war competition.

Battle of the Classes~

OJVME!VTAL
CLUB

Once upon a time mother nature absorbed without consequence all the pollution and waste mankind was capable of producing. Today man's waste and pollution cannot be completely
absorbed by the environment that sustains our lives. Although
this statement is not debatable, the causes behind our environmental problems are. The blame for our problems falls on
technology, ignorance, poverty, wealthy, greed, and overpopulation. The Bay Shore High School Environmental Club's
goal is to help preserve the environment by educating those
people who cared enough to listen. Alerting the public to the
dangers and hazards of abusing the environment was the primary
goal of the club. Once ignorance concerning the problem is
erased, hopefully the public will be more willing to invest additional time and energy to finding cures for these problems.
-MattSI.ben

(top right)Tlm Hurt and Lori Stack helped by recydlng their old
batteries.
(above)Members of the r:nvlronmental Club lndude: Natalie
Schultz, DeVon Rosen . Eric Faggart. Billy Leyrer. Lena Mercado.
Andrea Mercado, Saeeda Rahaman, Tara Hltlln. Matt Slben, MelLynn Destouche, Jessica LaMantia, Lori Stack, and Carla Della
Vedova .
(tight)Andrea Mercado made calls to organiZations to help save
the environment.

~ Environmental Club

By now most people know the meaning of the initials S.A.D.D. This
organization serves the student population by keeping them aware
of the dangers of driving while under the influence of alcohol. The
members, along with advisor Mrs. A. Stabler, distribute leaflets to the
students before the prom, helped the M.A.D.D. volunteers on redribbon day, and man the telephones on prom night. The fact that one
person is killed approximately every 15 minutes is a statistic that
keeps this group focused on its objective.

-Maureen Filiberto
{left)Katle Fortunato and Katie Dennis perform one of their many duties as a
member of S.A.D.D. by answering the phones.

(above)Members ofS.A.D.D.: Peggy Dolan,
Katie Dennis, Jessica Loudon, Lauren Knuth,
Michelle Dieumegard, Michelle Cappiello,
Jamie Bauer, and Katie Fortunato.

(above)Katle Dennis, Katie Fortunato, Stephanie Pickett and Jessica Loudon stand
outside Waldbaums collecting food for their drive.

SADD~

IJYTERACT

Throughout the year the students at the high school heard
announcements about the activities of the Interact Club. One of
Bay Shore's newest clubs, the Interact Club has grown in size and
structure in the past few years. Under the direction of Mrs. M.
Fagan and Mrs. M. Petralia, the club held a Bingo night for senior
citizens and a holiday crafts sale. The sale was a huge success as
evidenced by the string of cars that lined Perkal Street and Third
Avenue. Interact also was responsible for another successful
"Paris Ball." Senior Citizens danced the night away and felt very
priviledged to be treated so specially by the high school students.
-Maureen Filiberto

(right) Laura DellaVedoa and Colleen Close watch
attentively as Jill Gwinn colors a poster for the
annual fair.
(below)Colleen Close assisted the ladies in a
game of bingo.

(above)At an Interact work session: Colleen Close, Barbara Barcia, Jeanine
Romain, Noelle Broshart, Jenny Wilson. Robin Kahl. Mrs. M. Fagan and Mrs.
M. Pertralia.

Interact

ACTIIVG CLA

No, these students were not practicing to be stand up comedians.
They were part of an acting class activity demonstrating Greek theater
and the use of masks by the early Greek performers. Understanding the
roots of theater is a primary goal of the Introduction to Acting course,
taught by Mr. J. D' Antoni. Theater officially started with the Greeks who
wore high platform boots to be seen on the outdoor stages. In order to
project their voices these early thespians used masks that amplified
their voices. These masks had eye and mouth holes cut into them
which restricted the use of facial expression.
These students decorated their bag masks and found this to be a
good learning experience, for once the bag was on, the performer had
to rely soley on his voice and body movements to communicate with
the audience. This was just one of the many "hands~on" types of
activities that are part of the acting class.

-Maureen Fillberto

(top)Lizette Geigel showed off her creative mask.
(above)Jenn Maroney and Noelle Broschart used the
mask to show how they can act without using facial
expressions.
(above rlght)Lizette Geigel, Noelle Broschart and Rose
Micarl displayed their acting talents for the class.

Acting Class

~

Music teacher, Mr. C. Morrow, introduced a new challenge to his
choir students this year. He took several of his choir students and
formed the Musical Drama Group. The goal of the group is to
study and stage scenes from various Broadway musicals. The
participants must not only learn difficult musical scores, but they
must also perfect blocking and dialogue. Their first challenge was
the popular play " Into the Woods," which they staged with a cast
often students. Using the characters from several of Grimm's fairy
tales such as "Cinderella, " " Jack and the Beanstalk," and
" Rapunzel," the play captures the charm of the original fairy tales
but changes the traditional endings, for example Cinderella and
the Prince's marriage ends in divorce.The students worked long
and hard to capture the charm and humor of the original show
and then traveled to Pilgrim State Hospital to perform for some of
the patients.
The group has plans for doing another show for the spring
concert. This gives music and voice students another opportunity
to develop their stage skills.

-Dina Shaw

(above right)Jessica Parker rehearses
her part as the baker·s wife .
(above)Joanna Brown and Melissa
Mountain study their music before they
can add the movements of their
characters.

The Musical Drama Group includes Melissa Mountain . Jessica Parker_ Deanna Eccleston,
Joe Bianca . Jessica Behrer, Joanna Brown . Marc Johnson . Ana Sevey. Dave Balsamo,
Damicn Rivera, Shona Wireman , and Mr. C Morrow.

Musical Drama Group

Josh King. Marybeth Epplg. Jenny
Wilson, Erika Murray, Marguerita Vega,
and Cerise Quintyne rehearse the music
for " Miss Sigon."

(top}Sonia Harper, Angela Madison, LaTonya Purvis,
Monica Skala, Colleen McNulty, Melissa Mountain, Phaeryn
Phillips, Sara Nock, Jessica Parker, and Victoria Stack
warmed up their voices before beginning the day' s work.
(bottom) Mr. C. Morrow took a break to remind the alto
section of their part.

What better way to spend a free period than developing
your vocal technique as part of the Concert Choir? After
warm-up exercises are completed each day, the choir
began its regime of songs in preparation for an upcoming
concert or visit to another school or local hospital. With
selections from "Miss Saigon," "Into the Woods," and
"camelot," they continued to impress their audiences.
Many teachers on the third floor left their classroom doors
open to enjoy to the Christmas songs that were being
practiced around the holiday season. Under the direction
of Mr. C. Morrow, the choir has grown in size and stature.
The students are well-respected by their peers for the
sounds that they are able to generate and the intricate
music which they are able to master.
In the fall of 1.991. fund raising was done in the form of
product sales and a car wash. The money raised is going
towards a trip to Hershey, Pennsylvania where the choir
will perform in Hershey Park. Choir members were looking
foward to this trip as the culmination of a year's activities.

Concert Choir

~

The Marauder Marching Band was on the move quite a
bit this year. Traveling to Manhattan, the Band performed
in the Columbus Day Parade for the march up Fifth Avenue. Another exciting trip was to Queens and Shea Stadium where the Band had the fans rocking with their
upbeat rendition of "Get On Your Feet!'' Later on in the
school year, the Band visited Hempstead for the annual
Hofstra University Marching Band Festival. It had been four
years since the band last appeared at Hofstra. "This season has been the most productive and exciting season
that I have ever done with the Marching Band," commented Mr. T. Scalzo. Conductor Danielle Weissert, one of
the drum majors also had a few words to say, "I was
disappointed that we did not compete but I feel we had an
enjoyable season. The show was more entertaining because there was less competition." Under the direction of
Danielle, Lori Kowalski, and Kelly Durant the High School
Marching Band showed that Bay Shore students can really
achieve something once they put their minds to it!
-Kelly Qmelch

I

(above right)Greg Giarratano pounds the bass drum to keep the beat.
(above)John Jemison. Anthony Coughlin, and Eric Diekman wait for the
majorette to start the next song.
(right)Through the hot summer, the flute line practiced endlessly on the
thirty yard line.

~Marching Band

Continuing its tradition of excellence, the
Concert Band once again impressed audiences
with the quality of its performances. Many peo·
pie commented that Bay Shore's music program
is one of the best on Long Island. Under the
direction of Mr. T. Scalzo the band continues to
reach new heights and to provide students with
both an enjoyable and educational experience.
The band gave a winter concert at Fifth Avenue
School and totally astounded all of the children.
Audiences cheered for more at the annual Pops
Concert when selections from the Broadway
play, "Miss Saigon" and the hit movie, "Robin
Hood; Prince of Thieves" were played.
Mr. Scalzo was especially proud of the band
members who were selected for Ail-county. This
year's list included: Kristine Swenson, Tim Hurt,
Anne Cassara, Danielle Weissert, Jon Jemison,
and Greg Giarratano. Greg also received the
distinction of making All·County Percussion En·
semble.
-Kelly Umelch

(top)Seniors, Dave Padden and Tom Comerford led the younger members of
the trombone section to perfection.
(bottom)Trumpet players like Craig Scharf and Lou De Virgilio were the
backbone of the Concert Band.

(top)Karen McGregor's flute added a softer,
sweeter sound of the band.

Concert Band

~

0

Walking through the third floor during fourth period, all
can hear the melodious sounds of the orchestra practicing
for one of its many concerts performed during the year.
The various sections of the orchestra, including strings,
horns, percussion, and woodwind, work together to create
the dazzling sound that has continued to amaze and entertain their audiences. With their renditions of "The Hallejuah," "A Duke Ellington Medley," and music from the
movie, "Back to the Future," the orchestra students once
again proved their expertise and talent.
Under the direction of the talented Mr. R. Bums the
Orchestra has continued to set new standards of excellence for performing groups on a high school level.
Mr. Bums said that Jessica Meyer, Tanika Davis, Anne
Simons, Gregg Macey, and Danielle Weissert were named
to the All-County Orchestra. Mike Vannoni, Jessica Meyer,
Tanika Davis, and Julia Kim were selected for the Long
Island String Festival. Jessica and Mike were further distinguished by being placed in the first seat for their divisions. All-State recipients included Tanika Davis and
Jessica Meyer. All of the Orchestra members shared in the
accomplishments earned by their peers.
-Kelly Cimelch

(top)Michelle Bruno displayed her talent by playing her cello.
(above)You have to be really tail in order to play the bass, just ask
Gregg Lewis and Philip Winkle.

(above) Mike Vannoni, Georgia Poumaras, and Simone Richards
relaxed before a long performance.

Orchestra

-

(left)Julle Kim awaited her entrance cue.
(above)Karen rfalzgraf, Frances Sorrentino, Jessica Fernandez, and
Gregg Macey chat while they waited for the concert to begin.

(left)Patti Eichhorn and Edeiiz
Sotomayor concentrated on the
music for a perfect entrance.
(above)Some members of the
String Ensemble perform.

String Ensemble

OJYECHO

Keeping the student body informed and up--to-date is the main function
of the school newspaper under the direction Mr. C. Litwin. The awardwinning high school newspaper was published seven times throughout
the year and distributed throughout the school and the district. Coverage
varied from school topics, local issues, concerns, sports and entertainment articles. Most students eagerly awaited the distribution of the
newspaper in homerooms to catch up on school activities. Senior editors
Gregg Macey, Paul Vozzo, and Johanna Brown worked hard all year to
maintain the standards of excellence that the paper has come to be
known for.
One of the highlights of this year's format was the inclusion of a section
entitled "Express Yourself' which contained student comments on current issues in the news. With features such as this, the newspaper has
kept up with the latest trends in journalism and has served as a record of
the events that happened once upon our time.
-

Jocelynn O'Brien

(top right)carrie
Sansone and Devon
Rosen proofread an
article before it went
into the computer.
(right)Gina calia
prepared to enter her
story into the
computer.

(top)Gregg Macey and Johanna Brown looked on as Paul
Vozzo performed delicate computer techniques.
(above)Staff members: Mr. C. Litwin, Devon Rosen, carrie
Sansone, Paul Vozzo, Gregg Macey, Johanna Brown, Michael
Tashbook, and Gina calia.

MAROON ECHO

STATU.

(bottom)Robin Kahl gave an answer

to the child' s question.

(top)Colleen Close instructs the children in a math
activity to enrich their skills in arithmetic.
(above) Members of STATUS: Colleen Close, Barbara
Barcia, Jill Gwynn, Robin Kahl, Noelle Broschart, and
Melissa Barcia.

One organization that receives little attention in the building is STATUS. The members of this organization travel to
Mary G. Clarkson or Gardiner Manor every Wednesday af·
temoon to serve as tutors to elementary students. Under the
supervision of Mrs. C. Thomsett these high school students
work to alleviate learning problems. This takes a great deal
of dedication, perseverence and patience. Mrs. Thomsett is
proud of her volunteers and the service they provide to the
community.

-Maureen Fillberto

STATUS

MOCKTIUAL

Understanding the legal system of this
country has always intrigued students
and concerned citizens. The Mock Trial
Team, under the guidance of Mr. Ray
Richardson, gets a chance to study the
law and develop a better understanding
of how it works. Preparing and performing a case has earned the team a long·
standing reputation for excellence. The
competition allows interested students
to put their knowledge of New York State
law into practice in an actual courtroom setting. Trying a
different case each year, students work extensively with

the materials before appearing in front
of an actual attorney or distict court
judge, who determines the outcome of
the case. The current case involving
child-snatching has been an interesting
and challenging one. This year's team
has high hopes for a successful season,
with seven of the twelve members returning veterans. The Bay Shore mock
trial team is one that truly does accomplish its goal of teaching students the
intricacies of the law.

-Becky Bonanno

Lauren Costello and Marc Berger
checked the law books for a specific
piece of information.

Mock Trial members: Gregg Macey, Rene Pickett, Jennifer Stallone, Kate Clark, Bryan Mahoney,
Becky Bonanno, Marc Berger, Lauren Costello, Kami Ward, David Reiss, Chris McCollum, and Mike
Mahoney.

Mock Trial

MOOTCOU T

Moot Court is an underclassmen mock trial team that performs
real cases already decided in court. The first week students receive a
manual instructing them how to prepare and perform a case. Then
groups of three or four people are formed, in which cases and
matchups are decided. Students have about three weeks to prepare
their case, writing questions and preparing witnesses. On the day
their case is to be presented, students work to the best of their
ability, acting as if they are lawyers defending or prosecuting a case.
When the case is finished, the judge awards points to each team and
the jury makes its decision. Moot Court advisor Mr. R. Richardson is
proud of his team's work amd hopes they will continue to perform
well in the future. Most of the moot court members go on to becorning part of the Mock Trial Team.

-Kristin Sarrapede

(top)Kate Huck, Laura Jemison and Liz Herring check the law books on their case.
(above)Members of the Moot Court Include: Harriett Gardner, Liz Heering, Kimberly
Macey, Kelly Heeralow, Kristin Sarrapede, Laura Jemison, Denise D'Aiessandro. Kelly
Gmelch. Katie Holmes. Kristina Nifora, Phareyn Phillips, and Katie Hucke.

(top)Denise D'Aiessandro questioned Phaeryn
Phillips as the Judge Kristin Sarrapede looks on.
(above) Kelly Heeralow, Kristina Nifora. and
Harriett Gardner reviewed past cases for future
use.

CLUB

(below) Leah Basclano and Liz Peters colored an
informational pamphlet.

One of the most popular hobbies of young and old alike is
making those attractive and creative crafts that one sees at
Crafts fairs and local stores. Members of the Crafts Club
enjoyed making gifts and decorations for themselves and
others. They took pride in their work and satisfaction in
knowing that their crafts will be on display in other people's
homes. Everyone appreciated a gift that was made or bought
especially for them. Whether it is something to eat wear or
hang, crafts are eqjoyed by all.

-Maureen Filiberto

(above)Juan Lopez waited for the
next instruction to finish his design.

(above)Some of the members of the Crafts Club include Tonya Hammonds,
Toni Torres, Leah Basciano, Liz Peters, Henry Rivera, Juan Lopez, Rory Byers,
with coordinator Mrs. C. DiPane.

Crafts Club

Alumnus, Bill Forster, checked out the work being done by art club members, Allison
Stack, Erick Wilson, Carla DellaVedova, Laurie Stack, Virat Shukla, and Mr. P. Palumbo.

(above)Allson Stack worked on a pattern drawing
using a fine paint brush and water colors.
(left) Erick Wilson tried on the latest in headgear
which he had just finished.

The Art Club, under the direction of Mr. P. Palumbo, pro~
vided students with a perfect means of developing their
creative ideas. Known for his interest in his students, Mr.
Palumbo is able to encourage his students to express them~
selves through their sculpting, painting, and drawings. The
students were encouraged to use their imaginations to their
fullest to come up with new and better ideas. Many of the
students used the time to continue working on required
projects for their art classes. The students enjoyed the re~
laxed atmosphere and the extra help from Mr. Palumbo.
Even alumni were always welcomed to stop in for a visit and
chat. Art Club was fun and productive.
-Dina Shaw and KeUy Gmelch

ART CLUB
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Your success and
happiness lk in you.
Extema( conditions
are the
accidents of Cife.''
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-Hefen KeCfer

Mrs. Arfene.
Schwartz

(top)Jim Schneidman
(bottom)Jill Fifield

~ Senior Directory

Mr. John
Okufslti

Marisol Carrillo and Ruth Rivera
(top of page 177)Jerry Dambra and Dasha Williams
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DIRECTORY

Adkison. Allan E.dward:
" People try to put us down.
Just because we get
around . Things they do
look awful cold. Hope I die
before 1 get old . Talking
'bout my generation."-The
Who. CBAA get nutryl 1.352
Pine Acres Boulevard, Bay
Shore.

Agoglla, David: 1365 Potter
Boulevard, Bay Shore.

Aldrich. Jennifer: Hey Guys,
we ' re Out! To my sister
Jen- thanks for being there.
Joanie- you ' re a sweetheart. And to everyone
else - have a ball after
school! 1436 Brentwood
Road, Bay Shore.

Alleyne. Christopher: " Good

ti m es we had good times
w e los t."- Rasta Bob
Marley. I' ll miss you BAY
SHOR E. 2 th e 4 pack :
Pea c e. Thank you , Mom
and Dad . And thank you my
other Moms and Dads .
SDOP 55 Millay Lane, Bay
Shore.

The missions , library
names, pledge, PC-pool.
VB bus. We deliver peace to
RED EYE, E.C .. THE GREAT
WHITES, AND B.K. PEACE!
Jimmy " THE TURTLE "
CROCKER! 126 Mohawk
Drive, Bay Shore.

Amodio. Jessica A.: " Into the
Alvarez. Silvia E.merald:
Don 't be dismayed at goodbyes; a farewell is necessary before you can meet
again. And meeting again,
after moments or lifetimes,
is certain for those who are
friends . To my homegirls
S.D. and D.W. you ' re true. I
love you ! Peace out! 1174
East Third Avenue . Bay
Shore.

distance, a ribbon of black,
stretched to the point no
turning back, A night of fancy on a wind swept field ,
standing alone my senses
reeled , A fatal attraction
holding me fast. How can I
escape this irresistible
grasp?"- Pink Floyd . To all
my friends, thanks for the
memories. 104 Chenango
Drive, Bay Shore.

Amodeo. James: " Triple Slip-

Anastasi. Michael: ' 'I'm

per. " " If you don' t want to
be forgotten when you ' re
dead and rotten, then write
something worth the read ing or do something worth
the writing".-Ben Franklin . I
just didn 't understand it.

worse at what I do best and
for this gift I feel blessed . I
found it hard, it was hard to
find , oh well , whatever,
nevermind. " -Nirvana .
Thanks to Bells, J .K .. Bren,
Spam , and anyone else

who might have helped me
mess up through the
years ll " Do the justice
'92 ." 74 Seventh Street Bay
Shore.

Anitra. John: To the cicle
tribe: It's been a hell of a
year. Thank God it's over.
" SEE YA " in the real world.
Your pal, Hollywood. 1315
Potters Boulevard , Bay
Shore.

Antunes. Christian: 10 Cambridge Avenue, Bay Shore.

Arenillas. E.velyn: Well , it' s
finally over. But I'll remember the fun times I had with
my friends . I hope the
whole class of '92 succeeds
in the future . 11 Joseph
Street. Bay Shore.

Argondizza. Thomas G.: 143
N. Penataquit Avenue, Bay
Shore.

Avila. Hlppolito: 46 Chapman
Place. Bay Shore.

Senior Directory ~

CONGRATULATIONS, DAMIEN
If I had a sorcerer's magic,
To change what I am for a day,
I would soar with the wind in my feathers.
On an eagle's wings I'd fly away.
Damien Rivera - 1986

It's your time to soar, Damien
Enjoy it!

You have always been
a source of great pride
for us. We love you so
very much.
Mom, Dad,
Kathryn & Aurora
GOOD LUCK TO THE
CLASS OF '92

~ Senior Directory

died. 446 Brooklyn Boulevard , Brightwaters.

Bailey. Belinda: 8 Santam
Court, Bay Shore.
Baker. Jennifer Michele:
Good luck to the class of
'92 . Thanks to all my family, friends , and all my
teachers for making my
high school years the best
of my life. 1356 Ackerson
Boulevard , Bay Shore.
Barela. Melissa Ann: SincereThanks for helping me
grow and mature. I plan to
attend college. High School
is the best years of your
life. Live it and enjoy it. 1
will miss you all but 1 will
never forget the 4 years 1
spent at Bay Shore High .
Good Luck Class of '92 .
1359 Brooklyn Boulevard,
Bay Shore.
Barot. Kuldeep: 1344 Illinois
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Belford. Brian A.: 307 Woodland Drive, Brightwaters.

Blanca. Joseph: DeAnna- No
matter what anyone says
about high school, I think it
was the best time of my life;
it's where I met you . And I
intend to stay with you forever. I love you forever! Will
you marry me?! Moo is the
way! We ' ll never know
what ' s next, until we ' re
there. 291 Lombardy Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Boland. Steve: Hasta Ia vista !
We are finally outta here.
Good luck to the class of
'92 and squeeze it easy!
Later fellasl And kisses to
all you honeys! 466 Pine
Drive, Brightwaters.
Bonomo. Tara A.: " Destiny is
not a matter of chance; it is
a matter of choice; it is a
thing to be waited for; it is a
thing to be achieved ."- William Jennings Bryan. To
the class of '92- thanks for
making my high school
years a time I'll never forget. 6 Brookdale Drive, Bay
Shore.

Berger. Marc Peter: " How
can you have any pudding
if you don ' t eat your
meat?" -Pink Floyd. Bear
down Posse Le Dock, get
out of Pfeff-land, " excuse
me " you too hole, No
James she's not looking at
you . Thanks for the great
times ;
high
school
wouldn ' t have been the
same without all of you.
909 Gardiner Drive, Bay
Shore.

Borromeo. John: Thank you
for the wonderful years,
Bay Shore. I'll never forget
this school and good luck
to the class of 'S2 . 43 Third
Avenue, Bay Shore.

Beringer. James Anthony:
All four years in one quote
is impossible! To all my
friends and the Le Dock
Posse : You guys made
these years! If you don ' t
keep in Louch, I'll find you
all and hunt you down.
"And they all lived happily
ever after ... " Tom Petty. 6
Costello Avenue, Bay
Shore.

Brann. Jason H.: 1456 Richland Boulavard, Bay Shore.

Berka, Katie Anne: " Never
before have we had so little
time in which to do so
much ." -F.O .R. All T .M.P .
members-thanks for everything!! I love you guys! To
J .K. -who loves you babe?
Best of luck class of '92 . 90
Bay Way Avenue , Brightwaters.
Bernstein. Jason Cole: The
mind is not a vessel to be
tilled ... but a tire to be kin-

Boreman. Jason: 13 West
Perkal Street. Bay Shore.

Bowes. Rebecca: " You are a
child of the universe no
less than the trees and the
stars; you have a right to be
here. " -The Desiderata of
Happiness by Max Ehrmann . 62 Ocean Avenue,
Bay Shore.

Breton. Collette Anne: 8
Park Avenue, Bay Shore.
Britt. Melodee Louise: To all
my friends: I want you to
remember that I will always
think of you, and if you believe in yourself hard
enough , everything that
you wish for shall be yours
'cause only you can make it
happen. I love you all as
though you are my own
children. To my mother:
Thank you for your teachings. Though I have been
hard-headed, I have
learned many valuable les-

sons to help me through out life because if it weren 't
for you and God, I wouldn 't
be here. 1 love you. a rembrooke Court, Bay Shore.
Brothers. Scott R.: 503
Asharoken Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Brown. Leroy Ill.: 7 Second
Place, Bay Shore.
Brownstein. David: 457 Spur
Drive North, Bay Shore.
Buksa. Krlstyo: I brought you
a crate of papayas , because " Polly lived in a
tree. " To the TM Posse I'll
always be here to mix you
the perfect TM special! And
to Pat and Colleen, I love
youll 941 Gardiner Drive,
Bay Shore.
Burkhart. Cynthia: " Flying so
high trying to remember
how many cigarettes did 1
bring along. When 1 get
down , I'll jump in a taxicab
driving through London town to cry you a song."Jethro Tull . To Sara , Tracy,
Jen , Yvonne, Justicethanks. Val , you smell. A.A
and C.B- dreamland ecstactic- get fluffy . 461 Potter
Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Bustamante. Michael A.: 106
Chenango Drive, Bay
Shore.
Byrne. Kelly R.: It's time for
me to say goodbye, to all
my friends at Bay Shore
High . Mom, Dad, Keith and
Gram thanks for all your
support. Kenny, " you ' re
my inspiration. " (Chicago)
I Luv You Mario. 1350 Lombardy Boulevard , Bay
Shore

Cappiello. Dominick:
" Nymphomaniac. " -Future
manager of Taco Bell in
Dorrisville. Missouri. " I
know you believe you understand what you think I
said, but I am not sure you
realize that what you heard
is not what I meant.''-Chief
Hagemt Frogs. l am all over
that. To the non-fake people good luck! 15 Abrew
Street. Bay Shore.
caradona. Nicole: " Whoever
fights monsters should see
to it that in the process he

does not become a monster. And when you look
into an abyss. the abyss
also looks into you ."Friedrich Nietzsche. To
J.S., K.C. , T.B., P.O., K.M.,
J .K .• L.S., M.C. , Thanks for
making these years at Bay
Shore memorable. I will always remember you guys!
350 Lakeview Avenue East.
Brightwaters.
Carballo. Bernadette: 1309
North Windsor Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Carrillo. Marlsol: To all my
friends: thanks for being
there and for all the good
times . To my Spanish
class , you guys are the
best. John , without you
things wouldn ' t be the
same. I'll always be there
for you . Eve, whenever you
want to dance , just
caii(Ha !) Gracias Por todo
Mami y Papi. 354 washington Avenue, Brentwood .
Carroll. Steve: Everybody
should believe in something; I believe I'll have another drink. So shoot the aball because you can ' t
steal second while keeping
one foot on first.. . Nevertheless, I got by with a little
help from my friends . D.R.,
J . O .. S.C .. J .G ., B-A -B ,
TR . S .,
B . K .,
D .R.·
" CROCKER" · Smooth the
Barber. 21 Lanier Lane,
Bay Shore.
Casale. Todd P .: ChristineThanks for everything .
Grooviness always! It's that
little souvenir, from a horrible year, that makes my
eye grow soft, " and we are
all followers of chaos, out
of controi "·REM. Thanks
for all the memories, its
been extra evil, Tony Montana lives. Special thanks
to all my friends and " 0 ".
408 Ackerson Boulevard,
Brightwaters.
Castillo. Jose A.: 45 Oakridge
Drive, Bay Shore.
Caswell. Susan Lynn: To my
best friends-Colleen ,
Regan, Norman. Michelle,
Kelly. Julie, Danielle, and
Stacy. I love you guys.
There is in each of us the
strength to fly, the love to
support us and the dream
to make us try . Mr.
McGowan , you ' re great; 1
couldn 't have done it without you . 1352 Potter Bou-
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Love,
ffiom, 'Dad and Keri
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Consratulations and
the best of luck as
tJOU follow Hour dreams
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tevard, Bay Shore.
Catanzaro, Salvatore: 1.3.36
Manatuc k Boulevard , Bay
Shore.
Chichester. David: 517 Pine
A c res
Boulevard ,
Brightwaters.
Chopra. Deepak: " When I
speak out loud, you say I'm
crazy . When I'm feeling
proud, you say I' m lazy. I
took around and see the
true reality ... Good luck to
the class of '92 . Thanks for
all the memories, Especial·
ly CJDKIMDGMT . 1.371
Richland Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Clesluk. Peter: 1408 Peters
Boulevard , Bay Shore.
Clark. Kate: " A dream is a
wish your heart makes, so
have faith in your dreams
and someday your rainbow
will
c ome
shining
through! " We are the fu·
ture, so let's make it great
but remember to cherish
the memories! Thanks to
my family , friends , and
tea chers for making high
school the BEST! 10 Law·
renee Lane, Bay Shore.
Clock. Stephen: 58 Center
Avenue, Bay Shore.
C o e. Thomas: 117 South
Penataquit Avenue , Bay
Shore.
Co l b urn, Darlene: 16 Joseph
Street, Bay Shore.
C o merford. Thomas J.:
" Standing on the shoul·
ders of giants leaves me
cold. "· R. E . M . All my
friends are evil long-necked
chickens, and if they don 't
stay that way, they should
all die a hundred deaths.
105 Hiawatha Drive ,
Brightwaters.
Conklin. Sara: The end has
come at last. Four years in
BSHS have been great but
hard. Thanks to my teach·
ers for passing me; I owe
you. Love and Thanks to
T.G., C.B. , J.l., A.A. , Y.M ..
J .S. I'll never forget my
years at BSHS. They were
Hot Blooded, and also like
" Dreamland Ecstatic" 915
Hiawatha
Drive ,
Brightwaters.
Connolly. l'l lcha el : To the
Mosquitoes, you 've invent·

ed weapons capable of de·
stroying every fonn of wild
animals and vegetation. I
am not sure what cond ition
the world we are inheriting
is really in. I just have a fear
of smoke stacks , and I
don 't trust the men who
feed their names.· P. Farrell .
Later, class of '92 . 1.385 Un·
ion Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Constante. Luis: 1 Third Av·
enue, Bay Shore.
Contacessa. Cynthia: Ken
Coughlin, ' Til be right here
waiting for you ... Don't for·
get me in the Air Force. I
love you and always will.
Mom, thanks for always be·
ing there for me when I
needed you . I love you. Ms.
Faulkner, remember me
and Bagel Boss will not for·
get you . I am outta here.
See yal 22 Roosevelt
Street, Bay Shore.
Cooper. Jesse P.: 1451 Lorn·
bardy Boulevard , Bay
Shore.
Corozza. Jennifer: " Unique"
Hey Boo! I'll see you all in
the next life ! My future
plans include: indecision ,
confusion, and in general,
screwed up behavior. Big
Joke! P.S. I love MTV and
the Eagle, Right Melon i 59
Greenwood Road , Bay
Shore.
Cotto. Arlene: .35 Smith
Street, Bay Shore.
Cotto. !'l o rman: .35 Smith
Street, Bay Shore.
Cramer. William: " To sleep
late, have fun , get wild ,
drink whiskey, and drive
fast with nothing in mind
except falling in love and
not getting arrested ... " ·
Hunter Thompson . " The
girl of my love opens doors
to my mind that nothing or
no one else ever could ... ·
Anonymous . .32 Tudor
Lane, Bay Shore.
Cumming s. Tricla A.: 4 Aztec
Drive, Bay Shore.

Dally. Rahmon : I'm glad to
have spent my high school
years in Bay Shore. This
place is filled with all the

right people, I ' m gonna
miss everyone; don't forget
m e in twenty years! Bonne
chance to all. 10 Princeton
Street, Bay Shore.
Dambra , Gerald J.: 128
Junard Drive, Bay Shore.
Da Silva. John Z.: " If you
need something to believe
in .... believe in me .".
Morrisey. Thanks for all the
good times at Bay Shore
High ! Class of '92 do your
best! Best of luck in the fu·
ture. IU .T. 22.3 Lakeview
Avenue West, Brightwaters.
Davies. Kristen l'llchelle: To
Frankie· I love ya, Hon. Stay
out of trouble. To the rest
of the Class of '92 . Try not
to let the door hit you on
the way out! Blonde is bet·
terl .32 Tillie Street, Bay
Shore.
Davis. l'llchelle 1'1.: 1490 East
Third Avenue, Bay Shore.
Dawson, Terrance: 5.3B Sec·
ond Avenue, Bay Shore.
Day. Jennifer: 18 Dowsing Av·
enue, Bay Shore
Day. Sean: Thanks to the
Class of " 92" for all the
good times you have given
me. Congratulations to all .
Good luck! The world is
ours to conquer . Let ' s
make the best of it. 18
Dowsing Avenue , Bay
Shore.
DeCaro. Sandra: Good luck
to the class of '92. Thanks
for always being there for
me, Dasha Williams and
S.A. . Peace to all the broth·
ersl 105-05 Howells Road,
Bay Shore.
Delga do , !'lara : Don ' t be
afraid of your freedom!!
'Cuz I'm free to love whom·
ever I want, and I love the
class of '92 and especially ·
Brown . 2.3 Pembrooke
Court, Bay Shore.
D'Ella. Jesse : " The lunatic is
in my head. You raise the
blade , you make the
change, you re-arrange me
till I'm sane. You lock the
door and throw away the
key; there's someone in my
head, but it's not me ... ·Pink
Floyd . 876 Hampshire
Road, Bay Shore.
D el'!atalle. Brett: " A child is
innuenced by the make be·

lieve. To take advantage of
this truth is cold·hearted
sin. So I say to youth right
now don 't give way to the
unjust no matter what they
say, Never give in, Never
give in ."' · The Immortal
Bad Brains. 509 Richland
Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Dennis. Brian: Hey, don 't look
at it as the ending of your
high school years; look at it
as the beginning of a ca·
reer. To all my friends, it
has been a real adventure,
and I wish you all the best
of luck. 1.3.34 Richland Bou·
levard, Bay Shore.
Destouche. !'lei-Lynn: To
love another person is to
see the face of God " ·
Herbert Kretzmer, Les Mis·
~- Hey, I love all you
guys! Now that we' re at the
end, I wish it was the be·
ginning .. . Farewell. 4.31
Brook Avenue, Bay Shore.
DeVlrglllo. Louis V.: 1078
Carll Drive, Bay Shore.
Dleumegard, l'llchelle: 5
Meier Place, Bay Shore.
Dl l'latteo. Anthony Peter:
First of all special thanks to
Mr. D. and Mrs. Jones. To
all
my
friends
" CHEEZCAKE ." Mooism
reigns supreme. Lastly two
bits of advice. " Hope is not
foolish; it is the dream of a
waking man ." ·Dean R.
Koontz. " When the .... hits
the fan, don 't be standing
in the breeze ... ·Special T.
28 West Drive, Bay Shore.
Do lan. Peggy Eileen: There
have been some hard
times , and some good
times are yet to come! I
love all you guys , J .K. ,
K.M., M.G. , L.S., N.C. You
made these years so spe·
cial. Remember we ' ll al·
ways have each other, and
we ' ll always " be wasting
away in Margaritaville" ·
Jimmy Buffet. 482 Peters
Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Domingos. VIctor R.: 67 East
Main Street, Bay Shore.
Donofrio. l'llche le: 57 Califor·
nia Avenue, Bay Shore.
Dowden. Willie : To all who
will be coming to the high
school, let me say never do
less than your best. Strive
to be the best because this
high school is your biggest
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CONGRATULATIONS, MARC
You continue to 6e an
etuffess source o pride
and pCeasure or us
Mucfi Cove)
Mom) D~

Karin and GayCe

A sp_ecia( tlianks to the teachers and
staff of the Bay Shore Schoo( District.
A 6etter education could not 6e had ...

WE SALUTE YOU!
GOOD LUCK AND SUCCESS
TO THE CLASS OF '92
The Berger F ami£y

and ever-present friend and
wing of protection ..:n
Princeton Street, Bay
Shore.

Eccleston, DeAnna J.: " Life
is like a play, make it your
best performance. To all of
my friends and The Class of
'92: Best Wishes for a prosperous future . Joey, I love
you more than words can
say! I' ll always remember
" Cats! " Jadene, you 'll always be the " Wind Beneath
My Wings." 24 Penataquit
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Espada, Paul: 151 A , East
Main Street Bay Shore.

Fabrizio, Joyce Lynn: To my
family and real friends ,
thanx for being there ;
you ' re the best. 1428
Brooklyn Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Faggert, Erich "Spike":
Messenger of offbeat philosophy and idiotic humor.
The future is a convenient
place for dreams. " I hope
my schoolmates have the
chance to fufill their
dreams . Peace to the
hoods of the B. S.M . and to
Mellow B , I.L.Y .. Peace to
the Drama Club and all the
punks
and
· · s k a t eboarders ". 608 Spur Drive
North, Bay Shore.
Falconer, Kelly Ann: "In the
long run men hit only what
they aim at. Therefore ,
though they should fail immediately, they had better
aim at something high. " H . D. Thoreau. To my
dearest friends: I wanted to
write something to thank
you for sharing in my life,
something to tell you that I
love you, but I couldn 't find
the words. Mom: Thank
you for "caring for me. I
know how hard it was. Yet it
was made easier by one
word- love " -Sophocles.
195 Texas Avenue , Bay
Shore.
Feren, Allison: To all my
friends now and then, good

luck, and I hope you all get
what you deserve, which is
more for some and less for
others. But anyway good
luck to the whole class of
" 92 ". 1.372 Lombardy Boulevard, Bay Shore.

Gagliano, Michael S.: 1.'329
Manatuck Boulavard , Bay
Shore.

Fernandez, Alberto: Thanks
to my parents for their love
and their support. The real
key is to remember that it
is your determination and
how hard you work that will
enable you to develop as
you wish. Bodybuilder '91.
1.'325 Brooklyn Boulevard,
Bay Shore.

Gallagher, Sean L.: " Two
roads diverged in a yellow
wood, and sorry I could not
travel both, I took the one
less traveled by. "- " The
Road Not Taken "- Robert
Frost. Don ' t choose the
one you will regret; take the
one you will do well in . 59
Belford Avenue, Bay Shore.

Fernandez, Allan Ill.: 9 Chapman Place, Bay Shore.

Galvin, Paul: J -PAC, it's finally
here; I've only been waiting
1.3 years! Well, it 's been
fun. Guy whaat? Gudnitel
I'm out-a-here! " Pearl. "
1452 Lombardy Boulevard,
Bay Shore.

Ferreira, Fernando C.: 44 Lanier Lane, Bay Shore.
Fiala, Katherina Lee: Good
luck to all my friends in the
future . Thanks to my family
and friends for making this
a good four years. Missy,
do you want to go to the
prom? I need a tissue?
Melodee, don ' t forget all
the bus trips in Marching
Band . Jessica, stay cool.
Have fun . Life' s too short
not to. 74 Belford Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Flllberto, Maureen: As my
four years at Bay Shore
come to a close, I look
back on the great times I
had and at all the friends
that I have made. Those
friendships will last a lifetime. I will never forget the
class of 1992 . You are all
the Greatestlll-399 Penataquit Avenue, Bay Shore.
Flaherty, Danielle E.: " I
awoke this morning with
devout thanks giving my
friends , the old and the
new ... High thanks I owe
you who carry out the world
for me to new and noble
depths, and enlarge the
meaning of all my
thoughts ." -Ralph Waldo
Emerson. 4.31 Manatuck
Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Fortuna, Frank: 20 Burnett
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Foster, Nla lllalika: 1.310 Illinois Avenue, Bay Shore.

Gagliano, Robert A.: 1.329
Manatuck Boulevard, Bay
Shore.

Garcia, Felix: .38 Pinebrook
Place, Bay Shore.
Garcia, Steven: 54 Redmond
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Gleis, Charles J.: 48 Shore
Lane, Bay Shore.
Glenn, Daniel: 102 Smith
Street Bay Shore.
Golden, Martin: Death and
dying, who is to determine
the outcome of our
achievements or defeats?
Not the ones who have
been trying to mold and
shape us for the last four
years. It's not the friends
who come and go. It's in
your own hands. Your fate
that is.Ciass of ' 92 Talk
hard! 517 Peters Boulevard, Brightwaters.

claim a moment of life beyond what fate has predestined ."- Napoleon I. 16 Sylvan Street, Bay Shore.
Graham, Tracy: This is not the
end; its a new beginning of
our lives. Cherish all the
memories and live with
them forever. To C.B .. J.S. ,
Y.M .. and J .l. : I'll remember
all the fun times. To S.C.,
you 're a true best friend .
Thanks for everything .
Reach for your goals class
of '92 . 1.'31.'3 Potters Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Greaker, Jonathan: " School
days, I believe are the unhappiest in the whole span
of human existence. They
are full of dull, unintelligible tasks, new and unpleasant ordinances, brutal violations of common sense
and common decency."
H.C Mencken. I'm only kidding, this isn 't true, I had a
great time. Good luck, and
to all my friends: don' t trust
the chickens. 4 Mackenzie
Court, Bay Shore.
Green Jr .. Michael T .: 1.3
Dartmouth Drive, Bay
Shore.
Gregory, John: 64 Smith Avenue, Bay Shore.
Gunn, Danielle Ann: I'm finally out of here. I'll never forget all the great times in the
S.D. years. They were the
best nights of my life. Good
luck to the class of '92 . Lee
& Dan - Best of friends.
1458 Brooklyn Boulevard,
Bay Shore.

Golder, Jonathan: 92 Sunset
Road, Bay Shore.
Goldman, Maria: .355 Woodland Drive, Brightwaters.

Hairston, Sheila: 6 Santam
Court, Bay Shore.

Gordon, Matthew: " If life ain 't
'Good Enough ', ·on Top of
the World ', you might as
well 'Jump.'-Van Halen ...
Flake keep the ALTOS in
line. I'll never get a Haircut!!! To my friends remember the Big Toy and the
times. 875 Aberdeen Road ,
Bay Shore.

Hand, Brendan: " Those who
don 't fight fair, you 'd best
beware. Fight to be yourself. Do unto others as
you 'd have done to you .''BIOHAZARD. Good luck
class of ' 92, make your
junk successful. 50 Wohseepee Drive, Brightwaters.

Gortakowski. Dennis: 1.387
Lombardy Boulevard, Bay
Shore.

Hansen, Alan David: 949
Thompson Drive , Bay
Shore.

Graham, Mark: " One hour is
marked, and no one can

Hansen, Christopher J.:
"Man strives for glory, hon-
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Congratufations
DeAnna.

uDJ."
We. are. so very protu! of you for a!! your
fum! work. aru! speciaC tafe.nts
May your c!rea.ms come. true. as you lia.ve.
rruu!e. ours ... We. fove. you,
Mom + Richie.
Best of Lud CCass of ' 92
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CONGRATULATIONS LAURA
and THE CLASS OF '92

Caring for each other with friendship
makes you a very special class
The Sweeney Family
Co119ratufations, Carrie
We are proucf

of you.
Love,
Dacf, Mom,
DavuC Denise
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Dear Laura,
We are so proud of
the person you are. May
your future be filled with
happiness and success.
Love,
Mom,
Christopher, Michael + John

or, fame . That all the world
ma y know his name .
Am asses wea lth by brain
and hand; Becomes a power in th e land . But wh en he
nea rs the end of life and
looks back o 'er th e years of
strife. he find s that happiness d epends on none of
th ese. but love of friend s. " Anon y mous . 455 North
Wind s or
Avenu e.
Brightwaters.
Harper. Stacey 1.: More than
words, the things I hold
most dear are the friendships I've made through
the years. To K-Log and all
my cheerleading buds. you
guys are tick, tick , tick
BOOM DYNAMITE !! B. P.
you 're so stupid! Sgt. McCormick-Couch Bed . Seniors-we' re outta here! 1364
Gardiner Drive, Bay Shore.
Henderson. Bobby: 8 Millay
Lane, Bay Shore.
Henry. Alida: 1436 East Third
Avenue. Bay Shore.
Henry. Anthony: 1436 East
Third Avenue, Bay Shore.
Hernandez. Jose E.: 79 Fifth
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Heu skln, Paul 1'1.: " Heuwe"To all in Service Road ,
those boring nights. but always found fun. Brett and
Ken five years went quick,
with great times. " We start
with nothing, we end with
nothing and all we have is
our spiritual soul. Anything
in between is our morals
and needs." 397 Windsor
Avenue,Brightwaters.
Hines, Nico le K: It's been fun
but I gotta run . Today is the
last day of me being in
school. Tomorrow starts a
new life and beginning for
me. No more deans saying
detention. detention. now
you have in school suspen sion. 1451 East Third Avenue, Bay Shore.
Hodges. Au drey: 421 East
Main Street. Apt. V4, Bay
Shore.
Hu. Qui Ching "Cindy": To
all my friends: Thanks for
all the good times during
my four years here in
BSHS. They will never be
forgotten . As we move on
to the future, I want to wish
you all the best of luck in
the world. Class of ' 92

rules! 398 Spur Drive, Bay
Shore.
Hubert. Kathryn R.: To the
c lass: " Gi ve t h em lo v e ,
give it righ t. the b est love to
have is love of life"-Jimi
Hendrix . To Mi c hael :
" Those crazy nights. I do
remember of my youth, I
do recall these are the best
times most of aii' '-Joumey.
I Love You Michael. Good
luck to the class of '92 .
1389 Peters Boulevard , Bay
Shore.

Johnson. l'larc E.: " What is a
man? What has he got? If
not himself. then he has
not. To say the things he
truly feels and not the
words of one who kneels
·cause I did it my way. I
faced it all , and I stood tall
and did it my way."- Sinatra . Thanks to my parents.
Noney, friends. and Mr. D.
These past four years have
truly been the best. I love
you all! 470 Ackerson Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Johnson. l'lonlque: 41 2 Spur
Drive South , Bay Shore.

Imhoff, Jennifer Ann: To my
best friend Michelle: thanks
for always being there for
me through good and bad
times . We always stayed
togther and we always will.
To my other dearest
friends : Lara , Cindy ,
Yvonne. Tracy, and Justine, you guys are the best.
Let's stay friends forever.
True friends are hard to
find and I'm glad I found
you guys. 203 Asharoken
Boulevard . Brightwaters.

Jones. Kenneth: Pulled from
a headless shell. that
blinked on and off
" HOTEL". Now the nameless dwell. They hold your
key and tum your knob. I'll
bet... Our beloved xiola,
our little group, it's always
been and always will until
the end . I found it so hard
to find . Oh well, whatever,
never mind . 1028 South
Thompson Drive , Bay
Shore.
Jones. Ronald: 3 Lakewood
Street, Bay Shore.
Jordan. Sean: 120 South
Windsor
Avenue ,
Brightwaters.

is already a dream . and tomorrow is only a vision. but
today; Well lived makes
every yesterday a dream of
happiness and every tomorrow a vision of hope."
To Brian : Thank you for all
the great memories. I'll always remember you and
" US". I love you ! To Carrie:
We ' ll always be slick, right?
Get it? My best to you always. 25 Burchell Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Kelly. Jennifer: To the class
of ' 92 : " Hold fast to
dreams, for when dreams
go. life is a barren field , frozen with snow."-Langston
Hughes. Guys-stay strong;
keep your head up high .
The tough part is now
about to begin . To all my
friends , especially P. O ..
K.M. , L.S., N.C. , M.A. , and
M.C .. thanks for all the
great memories. I' ll cherish
them in my heart forever!
1404 Potters Boulevard .
Bay Shore.
Key. J'latthew: 17 Dartmouth
Drive. Bay Shore.
Klmpson. Dawn: 25 William
Street. Bay Shore.
Kirchner. Jessica: 19 Community Road, Bay Shore.
Kirwan. Jennifer: 988 Gardiner Drive. Bay Shore.

Jawo rowski. Kerry: " You
may say I' m a dreamer, but
I'm not the only one. I hope
someday you will join us
and the world will live as
ONE ."- Johr. Lennon .
Thanks everyone! Theresa.
I love you! To all the guys,
you know who you are. I
love you and thank you .
PEACE. 553 Brooklyn Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Jemis o n. Jonathan S.:
" Time keeps on slipping.
slipping, slipping .. .into the
future." -The Steve Miller
Band. Live every moment
to the fullest. because you
can 't go back in time. To all
my friends. I'll always remember the times we 've
had. The NJSSAN will live
forever : same dirt.same
smell,same music. Best of
luck to the class of '92 . 300
Lakeview Avenue E .,
Brightwaters.
J ohnson. Jeanette: P.O. Box
712, Copaigue.

Kearney. B rian: Class of '92,
thanks for all! Keep smelling the flowers and remember .. . the clouds are now!
To friends: Thanks for the
good times (brada Brad
Kayeel) . To Lost friends:
Sorry we grew apart. Dear
Justine, thank you for the
wonderful memories! I love
you! 159 Baywoods Lane.
Bay Shore.
K earo n, H eather B .: " Me, I'm
a part of your circle of
friends ." -Eddie Brickell.
And to those friends, I'm
going to miss you. And to
the 4 " Puddy Lips", O.K ..
R.H., C.V ., S.M., I'm going
to miss you SCHWARTZESII
Knick Knack have a blast.
senior year buddy! BEST
OF LUCK to " BAY SHORE
11706." Love, HBK. 528
Richland Boulevard ,
Brightwaters.
Keegan. Justine: " Yesterday

Kro ger. Kristen 1'1.: J .S.. C.A ..
K.K .. H.B.K. , D.M., D.W.Forever friends is what we
will be; the memories we
have shared will never be
forgotten . S.M. , C.V.. R.H.•
O.K.- You guys mean so
much to me. I love all of
you . There will always be a
special place in my heart
for all of you . 49 Lawrence
Lane, Bay Shore.

LaOo y. Stacy Ann: To all my
friends ... its been great. You
guys are the best. I'm glad I
got to share my high
school years with such
wonderful people. Keep in
touch! 1402 Peters Boulevard , Bay Shore.
La ndol fi. A l fre d : " Schizophrenic." We saw shadows
of the morning light. the
shadows of the evening sun
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Jesse and the Class of '92
"WHY ... ANYBODY CAN
HAVE A BRAIN.
THAT'S A VERY
MEDIOCRE COMMODITY.
EVERY PUSILLANIMOUS
CREATURE THAT CRAWLS ON
THE EARTH OR SLINKS
THROUGH THE SLIMY
SEAS, HAS A BRAIN.
BACK WHERE I COME FROM
WE HAVE UNIVERSITIES GREAT CENTERS OF LEARNING
WHERE MEN GO TO BECOME
GREAT THINKERS -AND WHEN
THEY COME OUT THEY THINK
DEEP THOUGHTS.
THEY HAVE NO MORE
BRAINS THAN YOU HAVE
BUT THEY HAVE ONE THING
THAT YOU HAVEN'T GOT- A DIPLOMA!"
OZ -

TO THE SCARECROW

CONGRATULATIONS
NOW YOU HAVE A DIPLOMA!
Best of Luck! - The D'Elia family
Mom, Dad, Jason, Ryan and Matt
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evening sun till the shad ows and the lights were
one .". P. Farrell. Have a
great time whatever you do
with yourselves . ( M.C ..
D.C., E.C. , V.C.. B.D., and
B.B.) 102 North Center Avenue, Bay Shore.
Lawlor. lltatthew: 8 Brookdale
Drive, Bay Shore.
Lawrence. Colleen: To all my
best friends -Sue , Regan ,
Stacy, Norman , Michelle.
Julie, Kelly. Collette, Mike,
Mom, and Kerry-1 love you
all , and thanks for being
there for mel To my family,
thanks for sticking by my
side thru these years!
Thanks to you , Mr .
McGowan. for helping me
out all the time! Mike, I love
you always! 1358 Ackerson
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
LePrell. Brian: The day has
finally come . Remember,
don 't drink the milk. 440
Pine Drive, Brightwaters.
Leyrer. William C.: " There
are occasions that try our
souls out here . But the
great thing about them is,
you can laugh at them
about four hours after they
happen. That's the secret
to everything like that.
Tragedies very often become comedies. '' ·Jimmy
Buffet. Thanx for all the
great times. class and Marauder Marching Band . 52
Maple Avenue. Bay Shore.
Loachamin. Ramiro: 1339
Manor Lane, Bay Shore.
Lombardi. Joseph: 1 Huron
Drive. Bay Shore.
Lombardo. Rosemary: 1335
Manor Lane. Bay Shore.
Lopez. Juan: 491 Manatuck
Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Lopez. Leticia: 491 Manatuck
Boulevard , Brightwaters.
Lowery. Jeannine: Jen. Diana , Jeana. Kim, Lisa, and
all my great friends, thanks
for the good times and
helping me through the
hard times. Jen, always remember P.G .• P.L .. and the
ducks. I love you guys. J.L.
and L.J . B/ F/ F/ E. " Never
say goodbye. " -Bon Jovi.
Good luck class of 1992.
L.S.A .G. D.B.K. rules . 27
California Avenue, Bay
Shore.

Luong. Kiet: 77 Greenwood
Road, Bay Shore.
Lyons. lltlchael Geoffery: To
all my friends, I gave this
quote a lot of thought. 1
changed it many times. I
could write about some of
the things we have done,
offend some bad teachers.
or write some stupid comment that nobody will understand . So after a lot of
thought, I decided I have
nothing to say. 51 Johnson
Lane, Bay Shore.

Melissa 's looking good."D. Reiss. Crimson and Clover, over and over. Hey!
Chump . NOGAW E C!N
NAES! Missions, party, concert in the park, Port, Pam!
" What I spent I have, what I
kept I lost what I gave I
have."·H.W. Bucher. Good
luck, stay cool , have fun ,
bye, and all that. GO FIGURE! 475 Peters Boulevard ,
Brightwaters.
lltalave. Faith Angela: 12
Shore Lane , Apt. l, Bay
Shore.
lltalone. Steven: Good luck
class of1992!1! 5 Woodbine
Avenue, Bay Shore.

lltaas. Matthew L.: " Whoso
would be a man must be a
nonconformist. · '- Ralph
Waldo Emerson. To everyone who helped me
through -Drew. Tony, Don ,
Debi, J .P.• Laurie, and all
fellow mooists -THANX.
Maybe we ' ll figure out what
it all means someday. 39
Rhodes Avenue . Bay
Shore.
lltacey. Gregg: " We 've been
long together; Through
pleasant and through
cloudy weather.; 'Tis hard
to part when friends are
dear:/ Perhaps 'twill cost a
sigh. a tear.; Then steal
away. give little warning./
Choose thine own time.;
Say not good night but in
some brighter clime.; Bid
me good morning."- Anna
Barbauld . You can do it
class of ' 921 To all my
friends : Hang in there! Remember : " Life is real. life
is earnest; And the grave is
not its goai. "-Longfellow.
1045 South Thompson
Drive. Bay Shore.
Madison. Angela: The past
four years have been the
greatest! The class of '92
has exceeded all limitations. May we continue to
be the best and the brightest. Good luck and God
bless. Peace '92 . 23 Dartmouth Drive. Bay Shore.
lltahoney. Bryan J.: " Even
though the names have
been extinguished, the
ashes will still remain. "
H.M.W.H.C. 14. Remember.
475 Peters Boulevard .
Brightwaters.
lltahoney. lltlchael C.: " Hey,

lltarin-Parra. lltichael A.: 128
Junard Drive, Bay Shore.
lltaroldi. lltelanie: Being yourself. not someone you want
to be is the most important
thing in life. Achieving your
highest point to success by
working as hard as you can
to appreciate what you
have worked for. Christine.
I'll never forget you . Mrs. T.
you ' re the greatest! 2053
Union Boulevard Apt.2c,
Bay Shore.
lltartin. Jennifer: 9 Cypress
Avenue. Bay Shore.
Martinez. Anthony W.: 63 Millay Lane. Bay Shore.
Martinez. William A.: 63 Millay Lane. Bay Shore.
lltauro, Jennie: 1018 Thompson Drive, Bay Shore.
lltcCollum. Christopher lit.:
Oh no! School is just about
through; I'm going to miss
having run of the school.
the college parties. and all
that fun . Here's my chance
to be #1! I' ll miss you guys.
and I'm writing this stuff to
say you ' re the best and it's
going to be tough! Good
Luck '92! 1469 Richland
Boulevard. Bay Shore.
lltcCormlck. Andrea: " In this
great future you can ' t forget your past. " -Bob Marley.
Cheerleading was the best
T.E.A.M.• Together Everyone Achieves Miracles! Yo
check it out- all right. all
right. Andrea is playing the
new game! Four Pack
A.M. ,T.W.. D.F.,C.A.! I love
you Sgt. Harper and Movello . 550 Pine Drive .
Brightwaters.

McGregor. Karen: "Up from
the catacombs. I ran into
the angel again; he took
the high road; 1 took the
low road ; we both wore
dirty faces. " -Perry Farrell .
To the class of '92 good
luck in the " Real World ".
And to all my friends. GYA
at the party! 422 Asharoken
Boulevard. Bay Shore
lltclntyre. Kelly: To Julie,
Regan. Sue, Colleen , orman , and Danielle: you ' re
the best friends anybody
could ever have. The trips
from '90 are over, and the
ones from '91 are slowly
fading. but the trips from
'92 will be in our memories
forever. To Julie, thanx for
being my best friend for the
past seven years. To Rob,
I'll love you always! 134 7
Lombardy Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
McKenney. Yvonne lit.: Memories are the most precious
gifts you will always hold in
your heart. To my best
friend Danielle: thanks for
giving me all those special
times. I Jove you and
thanks for being like a sister all these years. To my
closest and best friends ,
Norm, Justine, Jen . Sara .
Tracy and Cindy: I love all
of you , and no matter what
you will never be forgotten .
Song: " That's what friends
are for. " 97 Greenwood
Road , Bay Shore.
llteallng. Tonya: Class of
" 93": " I don 't wannabe ya '
but see ya '!" 321 Brook Avenue. Apartment 2A, Bay
Shore.
lltegas. Hariklla: 1359 Pine
Drive. Bay Shore.
lltercado. Andrea: Life is
cake, both stale and sweet.
Be sure to eat all the icing
you can . Share the peace,
babes. Watch out for my
byline. New York Times ,
here I come! Ms. Wolff and
her significant other. you
will get the first autographed copy . " Remember, wherever you go, there
you are." B-52 's. Bill Bear, I
love you . 1502 E. 3rd Avenue, Bay Shore.
llteyer.
Jessica:
" La
musicienne. " " 10 is really
good ." - SSSQ . To the
group: " Booga! " Never forget the parties, pool tournaments. and the laughter.
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CongratuLations, Davicf
You have aLways rruufe
us proud! May you have

much happiness ami success
in the future.
Love,

Mom, Dad, Amy, Reiss + Ossi

SUNSET DRUGS
34 West Main St., Corner Ocean Ave.
Bay Shore, NY 11706
665-0790
Prescriptions • Vitamins • Cosmetics
Baby Needs • Greeting Cards
Ample Parking in Rear of Building

~'

·~'Ghe
~:-.1 music
Sponsors
1r n1
\.I.J
~~

of the 'BaH Shore Schools

Congratulations Class of 1992

The Sophomore
Class of '94
wish the

Congratulations
and
'Best of Luck
to the

Best of Luck

Class of '92

to the
Class of '92

from the

Senior Directory

Juniors ...

Class of '93

Mr. Bums, Uncle Ted, Mr.
D ., Kathy . and all my
friends: I would never be
where I am today without
you- you ' re the BEST! Bay
Shore is truly the best! 27
Oswego Drive, Bay Shore.
Mlcker. Dawn: 1407 Lombardy Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Miles. Danlelle J.: To my best
friends Yvonne , Norman
and Stacy: thanks for always being there for me
through the good and bad
times. We have memories
that will stay in my heart
forever and to Steve, Sue,
Colleen and Theresa: I love
you guys. You 'll never be
forgotten and to my family,
I appreciate all your support through the years. 115
Junard Drive, Bay Shore.
Mlms. Randolph M.: 8 Cambridge Street, Bay Shore.
Mitchell. Thomas: To the TM
posse, Sam. and all of my
truly great friends; your're
the best. " And did you
know, your' re stairway lies
on the whispering wind. " Led Zeppelin. 2.3 Tern
Court. Bay Shore.
Mollo. Keith: 79 Community
Road, Bay Shore.
Molina. Ignacio: 1142 East
Third Avenue, Bay Shore.
Monsen, Theresa A.: 45 Colorado Avenue, Bay Shore.
Monsen Jr•• Norman J.: To
my best friends: Danielle,
Colleen. Yvonne, Sue ,
Regan and Stacey and all
my other friends: May the
hinges of our friendship
never rust. Thanks for being there when I needed
you. And also thanks to my
family , especially Mom.
Stay strong. I wouldn ' t
have made it throught without all of you. I love all of
you. " Go for the goals in
life and believe in yourself!" Don't forget the
memories!45 Colorado Avenue. Bay Shore.
Montano. Juan Francisco:
491 Manatuck Boulevard,
Brightwaters.
Morales. Miguel A.: 11 Howells Road , Bay Shore.
Morales. Sabin Mauricio:
Peeaaccee T.H.M. fellas
and ladies live strong,

' cause I'm out with my
baby. Love you Michelle" Forever Amor." My name
is not Miguel. Thanks Mom
and Dad and others who
believed in me . 1458
Manatuck Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Moran, Brlgld Elizabeth: To
the class of '92: may you all
achieve your goals and
keep on dreaming . To
crusH love ya you cheese.
J, don't forget, WATERMEL·
ON . And, Ducks, its been
real guys! C Yal 275 Woodland Drive, Brightwaters.
Morello. Danlelle: K.K., D.W.,
H.B.K .... I love you guys,
and I'll always remember
the good times we 've had.
Thanks for always being
there for me.Seargent McCormick and Seargent
Harper.. . I' ll never forget it.
To the 4 Putty lips.. . may
the Schwartz be with you.
To the track studs (K.K.,
J.W., L.T., M.J.) may wealways be as awesome as we
are. 71 Maple Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Mortak, Allee: 297 Lakeview
Avenue East, Brightwaters.
Moynihan. Kathryn: To J.K .•
P.D., L.S .• and friends, the
memories will always remain, just like our friendship. " No need for desperation, No need for sweet
revenge. Try to remember
the door is always there.
Don't you walk on by, All
you want to do is kick it in.
All you got to do is walk
right in" INXS. Just remember guys I'm always there
when you need mel Good
luck ' 92. 50 Lawrence
Lane, Bay Shore.
Mulqueen. Andrew: 1.376
Thompson Drive. Bay
Shore.

Nelson. Kerl·Lynn: Take two
hits and call me in the
morning. Everything will be
fine; trust me. Thanx, Jenn.
Thanx, Christine. You
mean everything to mel It's
been real. See ya. P.S. I
have a card to explain my
illness! 1.32.3 Lombardy
Boulevad, Bay Shore.

Nguyen. Klet: 77 Greenwood
Road, Bay Shore.
Niebling. Patrick: 27 Meier
Place, Bay Shore.

O'ConnelL Regan: 28
Brentwood Road , Bay
Shore.
O'Grady. Mlcbelle: To the
class of '92, " These are the
times to remember for they
will not last forever" -Billy
Joel. Thanks for being
there S.H., C.S., A.M., J.A.,
J . P., M . M . Hey cheerleaders! " You ' re so
stooopidl " Long live
Brooklyn Pointer! Maurice" Forever Amor " Little
things you say and do. 111
North Park Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Ohrablo. Joseph: Remember
the good 'ol REDRUM times
may they shine on everyone. May the Jack Torrence
come out in all of us . .3.32
Atlantic Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Orlando. Stacey: -Impatient.
Thanks to everyone for
welcoming me to Bay
Shore. Christine, you've
been my best friend since
pre-school it will never end.
Vito we have a decade of
love and friendship to remember always. Rob you
have made the beginning
of my senior year the best.
Dad, Mom, Casey. Tracy,
and droopie I love you
guys! 146.3 Manatuck Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Owen. Jennifer Marie: Memories last forever, thoughts
never end ... One can't go
through life without a
friend. Doug you ' re the
best. Thanks for making
my junior and senior year
great. I love you. Thanks to
my family, teachers, and
friends. S.C., J.J., M.A.,
D.R., J.A., B.K., M.M., go
bug-a-boo lets get busy.
Good luck everyone. 25
Oakland Avenue, Bay
Shore.

Padden. David v.: " LIVE
CLEAN, SURF MEAN! " live
by the words of Matt Archibald. Drugs are totally unnecessary for athletes .
Long live the Grizzwald .
Play LAX as hard as humanly possible. I hope we
all move on to bigger and
better things. WORD UPII
48 South Bay Avenue ,
Brightwaters.
Palacio. Miguel A.: Tough
times don ' t last, tough
guys dol Thanks for the
good times, Class of '921
562 Spur Drive North, Bay
Shore.
Paul. David: " Friendly. "
Thanks for all the memories and good luck in the
future. J.A., P.O. , A.P., J.S.,
C.S .• J . W .• Thanks for
everything. Long Live The
Circle Tribe . 609 Pine
Drive, Bay Shore.
Perez. Johanna "Shorty":
To the class of '92. Good
luck in everything you do. I
will never forget you, or Bay
Shore High School. 446
Washington Avenue ,
Brentwood.
Peters. Elizabeth: 1077
Thompson Drive, Bay
Shore.
Pfeffer, Mat: Carrie Anne/Annthere's not enough room to
thank you. " As you wish " I
just hope that 20 years
from now, when you dust
off this book, I'll be there
with you. No vacancy at
Thornberg Hotel (Oh Boo)
86 Sinram and Berger. See
ya at the Saddle-dome
"1940" Guy La Pfeff. .3 West
Drive, Bay Shore.
Planelll. Anthony: To J.3-Pac,
I looove itll " Spin that
wheel! " Well it's been
great! Thank God it's over!
To Clem I love Flap Jacks!
" Tony P" 1.325 Richland
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Piazza. Theresa: Julie,
thanks for everything;
you're the best. My friends,
the trick of life is taking the
cards you're dealt and winning with them anyway. Effort is 99% of success;
don't ever settle.- J. Turk
'91. My family, especially
Billy, thanx for believing in
me. I love you. Rest in
peace: Randy Rhoads
1956-1982, Dave Pritchard
1962-1990, and Steve
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Tfie. Bay Sfi.ore Educationa!
Secretaries Association

extends

Co119ratuCations
and
Best Wishes
to the
Cfass of '92
... and especla((y to
tfiree of 11 OUT Cliifd:ren' 1
David A9ogfia;, Don Swenson,
Ralimon Dai!y

Congratulations
Class of '92
We're so very
proud of you because
we've known you for
such a long time.

South Shore
Outdoor Store, Inc.
Plaques + Trophies
Athletic Equipment
Team Uniforms
62 W. Main Street
Bay Shore, N.Y. (516) 665-4806

GOOD LUCK
CLASS OF 1992

Tuxedos

r.,

Sales & Rentals

•

SERVING BAY SHORE HIGH SCHOOL

•

AND THE BAY SHORE COMMUNITY

:i ·

FOR OVER 30 YEARS

160 WEST MAIN STREET - BAY SHORE
TEL. 665-7700
PARKING IN OUR OWN PRIVATE LOT
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R~il]{ormal Wear

BSCA
BAY SHORE CLASSROOM TEACHERS ASSOCIATIO , I C.
28 Park Avenue • Bay Shore, ew York 11706 • (516) 968-9122

The Representatives
of the Professional Staff
Extend
Congratulations
and
Best Wishes
to the
Class of 1992
Affiliated with New York
State United Teachers
and the American Federation
of Teachers, AFL-CIO
"Human history becomes more and more a
race between education and catastrophe."
-H.G. Wells
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TERRY AND GIBSON, INC.
INSURANCE
69 West Main St.

125 W. Broadway

Bay Shore, New York

Port ]efferson, New York

665-5700

331-8155

Co119ratufations
ancf Best Wisfies
to the
Cfass of 1992

Peter Pan
DINER- RESTAURANT
Bay Shore Rd. & Sunrise Hwy.

Tfie Bay SFwre Hi:gfi Scfwo[
Parent-FacuLty Association

~ Senior Directory

Brightwaters, N.Y., 11706
(516) 665-1788

Clark 1960-1991. 148
Junard Drive, Bay Shore.
Pittman. Sandra Marla: To
all my friends : Thanks for
all the good times; I'll miss
you alii Cindy, you 'll always
be my friend! Mom, Dad ,
and B.J. , thanks for supporting me. I love ya! BSHS,
thanks for the great three
years . NC , I'm coming
home. To the rest of BSHS,
good luck in whatever you
do. Class of '92 rules!! And
that 's Sandii. 12 Rescue
Road , Babylon.
Pizarro. Robert: 4 7 Chapman
Place, Bay Shore.
Purvis. Latonya: 55 Jefferson
Avenue, Bay Shore.

Quagllo. Jeanine: 1407 Ackerson Boulevard, Bay
Shore.

Ramlstella, Wayne: 1600 Un·
ion Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Ramos. Rafael: 1401 East
Third Avenue, Bay Shore.
Ramsey. Tameeka: 556
Manatuck Boulevard,
Brightwaters.
Randazzo. VIto: Class of '92,
" We made it!" Good luck to
all! Thanks for everything,
Rob, Keith, Scott, Dave,
Stacey, Casey, and a special thanks to Tracy. 1401
Thompson Drive, Bay
Shore.
Reiss. David A.: -Caring-" You
can try to make the world
either united or untied , it
all depends on what you do
with the i, yourself. " Dear
class of '92- graduating
high school is only the first
milestone on a long road.
Have a good trip. 50 Lawrence Drive, Brightwaters.
KJdeout. Christine: The trips
have made these years fun .
Thank you, Keri and Jen for
being there and keeping
me sane. And to Jarred I
LOVE YOU! Peace . P.S.
NOPE NOT THIS ONE! 48

Park Avenue, Bay Shore.
KJso. Bryan: Safe-Safety says
" Strap the Bozak! " You
don 't need no crazy illness
when you get old and deteriorated so " Strap it,then
slap it! " I plan to be
smooth like a baby's ... use
your imagination . Class of
'92, stay chill. Good luck in
the future and spend your
money wisely. 23 Ridgeway
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
KJvera. Adellno: It has been
something else being here.
I am just glad that I am going to make it this year,
since I am already two
years behind. And for those
who thought I wouldn ' t
make it the jokes on you
Jack. Peace! 68 Second Av·
enue, Bay Shore.
Rivera. Damlen: " Gutsy "
Jump, shake your booty,
wildcat! No one will forget
you. Easy with the easy
guy, Meat Maas! To all my
teachers: You 've enhanced
my life. I will never forget
you, especially W. Hofmann, D. Kaplar, P. Morrison, C. Campbell, P. Ponzi,
and J. Guzas. Thank you to
all the cheerleaders for ac·
cepting me as a part of your
family. I love you all. 1065
Courtland Drive , Bay
Shore.
Rivera.
Ruth:
1351
Brentwood Road, Bay
Shore.
Rodgers. Tenlsha A.: 66
Oakridge Drive. Bay Shore.
Rodriguez. Aida: 275 Woodland Drive, Brightwaters.
Rodriguez. Ann Jlfarle: 10507 Howells Road, Apart·
ment 3G, Bay Shore.
Rogers. Eleanor: 121 East
Third Avenue, Bay Shore.
Rojas. Eric 1"'1.: 56 Park Avenue, Bay Shore.
Rosado. Llza Jlf.: P.O. Box
1122 M, Bay Shore.
Rosado. Raymond: 2 Harri·
son Place, Bay Shore.
Rosener. Douglas Adam:
There is an immense ocean
over which the mind can
sail, upon which the vessel
of thought has not yet
launched. Good luck to
everyone in the class of '92.

J .O., I love ya . S.C. and D.R.
#2 thanks for the memories. 38 Sunset Road , Bay
Shore.
Rulvo, Anthony J.: Well , it has
been a long hard road to
the end, but we 've made it.
Congratulations and good
luck to the class of 92 . 44
Lakeview Avenue , Bay
Shore.
Rulvo. Jlflchael: 44 Lakeview
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Russell. Tanessa: Moody· the
thing I will miss the most
about Bay Shore High is the
fun I had with my friends.
" Trust yourself when oth·
ers doubt you. " 33 Center
Avenue, Bay Shore.

Sabol. Janice Ellen: " We ' re
flying high, we 're watching
the world pass us by. Never
want to come down, never
want to put my feet back
down on the ground. " ·
Depeche Mode. To all my
buddies and Tiner, I love
you guys and let the fun go
on... " like a blister in the
sun. "- T.M. Posse. 162 Missouri Avenue, Bay Shore.
Sanchez. Lisa Jlfarle: Like in·
dividual snowflakes we
came together in a drift we
called Bay Shore High
School, yet the winds of
time have blown and sent
us on a new journey. "You
can check out whenever
you like, but you can never
leave. " ·The Eagles. Thanx
for the good times! J.L.,
J.S., V.R., I love you all especially Mike. 154 Clinton
Ave., Bay Shore.
Sansone. Carrie Anne: Life is
like a roller coaster, it takes
someone with a strong gut
to handle it. Mathew, 1 will
always want you to spoil
me, and I will always want
to be known as Pfeff's girl!
To C.T. Never forget S+M·
0-N-E. To J.K.·Thanks for
always being there! 36
Burchell Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Santiago. Jlfarla: 7 Ross Av·
enue, Bay Shore.
Santos. Tracy L.: " We ' ve
come a long way and

achieved so much , and
now we ' ll have tomorrow to
make better of what we
have today. " Best of luck to
the " Class of92 ." 92 Monroe Avenue, Bay Shore.
Sapienza. Gluclnto: " Jason"
To the " Tribe": Hey, how
are you! The sun is high
enough to start the day. It's
been an absolute kind of
year! 1080 Thompson
Drive, Bay Shore.
Scherer, Jlfichael J.: "Get
up ... Stand up ... Stand up
for your right. "· Robert
Marley. High School was a
blast but now it's over. Just
remember one thing, don 't
let the real world push you
around . Oh, yeah, I almost
forgot! There 's an orange
chicken above my waist. 20
Bay Way Avenue, Brightwaters.
Schneldman. James D.:
Class of '92 : " Go placidly
amid the noise and haste,
and remember what peace
there may be in silence. "
Carrie, always remember
H. R. and Whoops! HBK
you ' re the best ever. To the
rest of you guys " Good
night God bless, and kiss
goodbye to the Earth ."·
Elvis Costello . 22 South
Penataquit Lane , Bay
Shore.
Schoen. Seth: .349 Brook Avenue, Bay Shore.
Sclammarella. Lisa A.: 1102
Manor Lane, Bay Shore.
Sconzo. Dawn: 5 Zoe Court,
Bay Shore.
Sears. Jason Jlf.: 61 Center
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Sepu~eda.

John Robert:
Life is like a page in a history book, only the next
line is for you to write. We
make our own futures.
Class of '92 Rules. Peace,
I'm out of here! 1362 Richland Boulevard, Bay Shore.

Serino, Jlflchael: 42 Louisi·
ana Avenue, Bay Shore.
Seymore. Kendrick: 119
Smith Street, Bay Shore.
Slben. Matthew P.: Fame is a
vapor, popularity happens
by chance , and money
comes and goes. The only
thing that endures is character. 170 S. Penataquit Av-
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Best of Luck to the Cfass of '92

from
Riviera Photographers
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Doug Brehm
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enue, Bay Shore.
Siegel. Melissa A. " Mouse":
''I've been t rying to get
down to the heart of the
matter, but my will gets
weak . and my thoughts
seem to scatter. but I think
it's about FORGIVENESS" Don Henley . Kathy -" We
need Roger! " " Do you want
to go to the prom? (Sniff) I
need a tissue!" To all my
friends (you know who you
are)-Thanks for all of the
great times. Mr. Campell.
what would I do without
you? Best wishes to the
CLASS of '921 1 Beaulieu
Court, Bay Shore.
Slmeona, Helen: 189 Second
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Simons, Chris: J 3 PAC, what
a long strange trip it ' s
been ." Great God will come
down from the sky and
make everybody feel high"B.Marley. J-MAN , there ' s
never a bad day to drink.Ciem . The midget lives on II
Good Luck '92 . Billie is the
parked car bandit. 1079
Courtland Drive , Bay
Shore.
Sinram, Robert: 543 Ackerson Boulevard , Brightwaters.
Skala, Justine K.: To Y.M ..
S.C .. J .l. , T.G., C.B. Good
luck in the future - I love
you guys. You mean a lot
to me. There are so many
memories and I know we 'll
have more to come .
Thanks for all the times 1
needed someone. To the
class of '92 , Congratula tions. We finally made it.
The beginning has just
started. 22 Beldon Lane.
Bay Shore.
Slater, Vallna: " Congratulations " Class of92 . We final ly did it. Good luck in your
future goals. Peace out and
stay chill. 10 Santam Court,
Bay Shore.
Smith, Maya D.: " The gift of
life was not meant to be
wasted. " To scarlet baby
and the rest of the crewremember the Eagle! 24
Dartmouth Drive , Bay
Shore.
Sotomayor, Anthony: 224
Adams Avenue. Bay Shore.
Sparling, Richard: 60 Redmond Avenue, Bay Shore.

Stack., Allison: " There are
places I'll remember all my
life . Though some ha v e
changed , some forever not
for better. Some have gone
and some remain. All these
places had their moments
with lovers and friends , I
still can recaii "-Lennon and
McCartney. Remember the
Spam , Cheez c ak , and
Oklagomer. To Carrie ,
Dave, and all my friendsTh.anks for the memories!
11 Kenneth Lane , Bay
Shore.
Stack., VIctoria: 30 Lakeview
Avenue, Apartment D, Bay
Shore.
Stallone, Jennifer Christine: You ' ll never grow old
if you stay young at heartyou just might get a little
ugly. Smart people know
that laughing is not only
fun , but essential to a life
outside of Pilgrim State (or
inside-depending on preference ) And last but not
least, an ode to love and
respect to those I'd call my
friends- " Fools make feasts
and wise men eat them."
288 Lakeview Avenue East,
Brightwaters.
Stark., Dawn: 1061 Gardiner
Drive. Bay Shore.
Stefko, Tammy: I will always
remember all of my years
at Bay Shore High. I know
my gym teachers will remember me too. Good luck
to the underclassmen ;
you ' ll need it. Mike-n Tammy 1-12-90. I love you!
I' m outta herel 21 Farragut
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Stephenson, Regan: I am
gonna say goodbye to my
real friends and to the perpetrators, see ya later. Special thanks to Mom, Dad.
B.B .. Amina , Jakima, and
Christine thanks for being
there. 5 Dartmouth Drive,
Bay Shore.
Stewart, Cassandra: 13 Dartmouth Drive, Bay Shore.
Stringer, Thomas John:
Mike , Money B. , Lyons ,
Dennis and Sean , whata
ridel The party. The Hey
Song, Hockey, Strine ,
signs, Sting, garbage cans,
The wagons, $100 Isles
Rule and the missions. We
came here as boys, grew
up to become friends, and
now we leave as men .

Here's to good luc k in all
future endeavors. Na Na Na
Na Hey Hey Hey Goodbye. 1
Oconee Walk, Bay Shore.
Stubbman, Gregory G.: 1423
North Windsor Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Stumpf, Matthew: 12 Kenneth Lane, Bay Shore.
Suarez, Melissa Olivia: To
the Class of '92 : It's important for us to remember
our years together at Bay
Shore High so that we can
recollect them in years to
come . Special love and
thanks to my family. Dad,
Mom, Robert, and Grandma who have always supported and cared for me. Y
a Luis Miguel. todo mi
amor. 7 Jaro Court. Bay
Shore.
Suess, Shelly: " Love your enemies in case your friends
tum out to be - - " R.A.
Dickinson . To the class of
'92, the easy part is over;
the hard part is just about
to begin. To Karen and the
rest of my friends thanks
for all the memories. I will
miss you guys . Mike-nShelly 4 -12 - 91. 1386
Manatuck Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Sweeney, Laura A.: " The
hardest years. the wildest
years, the desperate and
divided years, we will remember these should not
be forgotten years ." Midnight Oil. To all my
" REAL" friends, J.S., K.C..
P.D. , N.C. , J .K .. and good
times. These memories will
last a lifetime. One last reminder from Billy: "only
the good die young." 11
Circle Lane, Bay Shore.
Swenson, Donald M.: " When
you 've seen beyond yourself- then you may find a
peace of mind is waiting
there. The time will come
when you will see we 're all
one,and life flows on within
you and without you. " George Harrison. Hey
Guys, scusidoveilbar, and
may the sun never set.
1098 Carll Drive , Bay
Shore.
Swiatkowski, Piotr Pete: 988
Gardiner Drive, Bay Shore.

Tangulllg, Carrie Anne:
" The doors in my life aren 't
exits but entrances. and I
begin at last to be brave. to
slowly one by one step
through."- M.E. Cooper. Ally- we will always be Best
Friends! Chezecak lives forever! Anthony- together forever August 8, 1990. I love
you always and forever! 44
Brook Avenue. Bay Shore.
Taylor, Colette D.: 15 rembrooke Court. Bay Shore.
Terzak.os, Ted M.: 5 Slade
Place, Bay Shore.
Thomas, Mareena: 19 Brandt
Court, Bay Shore.
Thomas, Ronald: 8 Seafield
Lane. Bay Shore.
Thornberg, Kane: School is a
contradiction , identity ,
then conformity. freedom
then detention, peace we
preach versus the circle
around a fight. Carpe
diem? Not! Everyday the
same 40 minutes with the
same puppeteer yanking
our strings. Was I crazy? Or
was I living life the best I
could with what I was given .
Box 332 Ocean Beach ,
11770.
Thoubburon, Robert: P.O .
Box 371 M, Bay Shore.
Tiemann, Catherine: 520
Manatuck Boulevard ,
Brightwaters.
Tomnney, Tracy: " These are
the times to remember
·cause they will not last forever; these are the days to
hold onto 'cause we won ' t
although we ' ll want to "Billy Joel. To the class of
' 92- Thanks for all the
memories. 556 Lombardy
Boulevard. Brightwaters.
Troise, Brad: Jen- the times
we had were great. You
were a very important part
of my senior year. Best of
luck, Lotsoflove.J.T .. P.V..
G.V. , C.W. , P.H. , M.M. , C.F.,
H.M.. R.T., F.F .. and C.T.
Friends Forever. Party! Stay
cool! 930 Manor Lane, Bay
Shore.
Tucker, Gilbert 8.: P.O. Box
284, Brentwood.
Tucker, Jonas: 922 Manor
Lane, Bay Shore.
Tunstall, William: 31 Prince-
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CARNEY
ELECTRIC
BAY SHORE,
N.Y.
John Carney, Pres.
516-665-8972

75 HOWELLS RD. BAY SHORE N.Y.

(516) 666-2229

'Best Wishes to
the Class of '92 ...
and to our
special emploBee Lisa Sanchez

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS 0 F 1992
LAW OFFICES
SIBEN & FARBER
Gary L. Siben (Class of '66)
TEL. (516) 234-2222
FAX. (516) 234-2460
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STALLER OFFICE PARK
1455 VETERANS MEMORIAL
HIGHWAY
HAUPPAUGE, NEW YORK 11788

stand. Goodbye, Good
luck, Good riddance! We ' re
outta here . 59 Sunset
Road, Bay Shore.

ton Avenue, Bay Shore.
Turner, Jennifer: Best wishes
to the class of 92 . And
thanks for being there for
me, Christine and Keri. Especially Cory. I Love You,
Nice One. 9 Sylvan Street
Bay Shore.

Van Schalck, Peter: 1055
Thompson Drive , Bay
Shore.
Vega, Richard: I want to thank
my mom and friends for the
love and support they have
given me. Without these
people I wouldn ' t have
made it. The following people have made me proud to
attend Bay Shore High:
Michelle H .. Evelyn , Maurice, Maria , Alex, and the
T.H.M. 220 Gunther Avenue, Bay Shore.
Venters. Melissa Robin: My
sweetest love-Ahmad-You
are everything to me. I'm
so lucky to have found
someone so special-youI'LL LOVE YOU-ALWAYSIII
We belong together sideby-side Forever in Love .
Never forget how much 1
care, let there always be
room for " ONE MORE
TRY " Congratulations
class of '92. 168 North Clinton Avenue, Bay Shore.
VIllanueva, Evelyn: Good
luck to all my friends, you
know who you are. I' ll never forget all the good times.
Always remember me and
my baby Tito , keep in
touch you know where 1am
at. Good luck to the class of
'921 4.3 Smith Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Vozzo. Gregory: 426 North
Windsor
Avenue ,
Brightwaters.
Vozzo, Paul a.: I can only say
that with all the memories
I've gained and all those
I've left behind to others, I
think it was a fair trade. 1
will never forget those who
helped make my high
school years so wonderful.
426 North Windsor Avenue,
Brightwaters.

Walker. Edward: What's up
Psycho Possel Just kiddingl
Peace to the B.S.M. and
The A.K ... Great Pumpkin
Foreverl See ya in 10! 404
North Windsor Avenue ,
Brightwaters.
Walters. Jennifer: " One ' s
philosophy is not best expressed in words; it is expressed in the choices one
makes ... in the long run , we
shape our lives and we
shape ourselves. The process never ends until we
die. And the choices we
make are ultimately our responsibility. " -Eleanor Roosevelt. 881 Gardiner Drive,
Bay Shore.
Ward, Christopher: .31 Girard
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Watson. Christine: " Recall it
as often as you wish, a hapPY memory never wears
out"- Libbie Fudim . Todd,
you 're really groovy. Laura
and DeAnna, you guys are
the greatest.-thanks for
everything, I love you alii
To my friends, thanks for
the good times, I will never
forget them. Best of luck
class of ' 92. 948 Manor
Lane, Bay Shore.
Weissert, Danielle Nancy:
" Close your eyes and surrender to your darkest
dreams! Purge your
thoughts of the life you
knew before! Close your
eyes, let your spirit start to
soar! And you ' ll live as
you 've never lived before ...
-Phantom of the Opera. To
my family , Peter , and
friends , especially J.A.,
M.B. , and K.f. , thank you
for sharing these four years
with me and making them
special. I will cherish the
memories forever. Best of
luck, Class of ' 92. 1.307
Gardiner Drive, Bay Shore.
Wernersbacb, Danielle: 1 always knew that looking
back on my crying would
make me laugh, but I never
thought that looking back
on my laughter would
make me cry. To the best of
the best; D.M., H.K., and
K. K .. thanks for all the
laughs. I love you guys. To
the class of '92; united we

Whitaker, Julie: To my family, thanks for putting up
with me, I love you. Ben,
you changed my life. I'll
love you always . To my
friends, thanks for making
my teenage years something I' ll cherish forever.
Kelly , you are the best
friend anyone could ask
for. Regan, Theresa, Sue
and Colleen, you guys are
the greatest. Thanks for the
memories. fall '90 and '91,
but remember no thumping. 1075 Courtland Drive,
Bay Shore.
Williams, Christine I'll.: 1 am
made from the dust of stars
and the ocean flows
through my veins. Thanks,
Mom and Dad, for giving
me my life. And to my family and Gene: I love you.
Mrs. T. and Mel and Stacey,
I'll always remember you in
my heart. I love you, too.
16 Oswego Drive , Bay
Shore.
Williams. Dasha: To the class
of '92 Good Luck to all the
phony people --I To my best
friends , Sandy and Sylvia,
thanks for being there. To
all the brothers, peace! 8
first Avenue, Bay Shore.

Win~nt, Thomas R.:
IS the art of living

Maturity
in peace
with what we cannot
change; the courage to
change what we know
should be changed, and
the wisdom to know the difference. Good luck class of
'92- #10 . .38 Sunset Road,
Bay Shore.

Winkle, Phillip: Alright, last
time. What does the U.S.
Enterprise and Charmin
have in common? Eeek,
they both circle Uranus to
wipe out the Klingonsl Remember we're not a freak
show! Party at Dean 's! Long
live ACME REMOVAL! Mikeput on the Bee Gees, keep
in touch, channel 14. Oh
no! B.V.P. RUN! .32.3 Pine
Drive, Bay Shore.
Witherspoon. Christopher:
19 Wilbur Street. Bay
Shore.
Wright, John: J.3-PAC-Circle
Tribe lives on- That's KAKA- $14.99 to fix a Oatthat's Eddie- he kills me. 1
love parked cars- the BANDIT. These are some
quotes from B.B.B. Good
luck class of '92 . .316 Brook
Avenue, Bay Shore.

Williams. Michael D.: 525
Richland Boulevard ,
Brightwaters.
Wilson, Erick I'll.: " Life is a
short, warm moment, and
death is a long, cold rest.
You get your chance to try,
in the twinkling of an eye,
80 years with luck or even
less. " - Roger Waters from
"Obscured Clouds ". P.S.
" Spam ," " Cheesecake,"
" Ok.lagomer," and no one
expects the Spanish Inquisition. E.M.W. , aka " The
Lobster Farm." 1.318
Thompson Drive, Bay
Shore.
Wilson, Janet R.: 42 Tudor
Lane, Bay Shore.
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BOOSTERS
My wish is fteaftft. aruC fwppiness
aLways. You. made. me. very prow!.
Mom, Casey, Tracy + Steven

To Stacy -

Congratulations
and
Best Wishes
to the
Class of 1992

Conputulations Keffy aruC the Cfass of ' 92. We're
very protu! of you.. Success aruC Happiness aLways.
Love, Mom, Caroo/n + Ridian!
To our Keffy 9~
No one cou!!! 6e more prow!. You. went 6eyotu! a[[ of
our ~ecwtions.
Love, Mom, Druf, Gnuu!ma.
aruC Keith

From the High School
Guidance Staff

Cfass of '92: May your a.spimtions ju.st ~your
~ so you. wiCC continua1Iy strive for ~na.
Jocefynn O'Brim - Cfass '95

Mrs. Barbara Brown

To our woMerfuL GrtUUfatJ9fiter - Tam. We wish
you. the 6est of everytfting in. your future entfw.vors.
Love, Gnuu!ma. & Gnuu!ma. Cooperman

Mrs. Victoria Mahr

Prouder we cou!!! never 6e - to Cearn. a horse cou!£!
cfim6 a tree. Detennination''
Love, Druf, Mom+ Jetmifer
11

Mr. John Hessel
Mr. Jess Markin
Mrs. Marina Petralia
Mr. David Phillips
Mr. Frank Pittelli

Deer Park Gymnastics wishes the class of '92 a
perfect 1110.0" for the future! 242-7145 for a free

triaL class
11

Ha.sta. fa. Vista, Ba.&ies" Conputufations to the
Seniors from the Cfass of ' 9 5
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Mrs. Judy Resnick
Mrs. Marie Sconzo
Mrs. Alice Stabler

Jbu ... Our Children and
Suffolk Transportation Service, Inc.
Suffolk Transportation Service, Inc.
10 Moffitt Blvd.
Bay Shore, NY 11706
(516) 665 .. 3245
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Once Upon Our Time.

[11

nee upon our time we were all students
at Bay Shore High School striving to
learn, grow individually, and prepare for
the future. Our school day was composed of various academic classes that
we needed to improve our skills and prepare us for
careers so that we could take our place in society. In
addition, a large part of our school life relied on the
many activities that we were involved in that helped
us to release our tensions and develop our creative
and athletic prowess. Our school years pass very
quickly and the aim of the '92 MARAUDER staff has
been to help preserve the memories of what we did
once upon a time long ago. The photographs and
articles found in this book have captured this important year in our maturation process. They will
J

I

• •

serve to remind us of our successes, our endeavors,
and our good times. Years from now our own children will look back on these pages and say, " So
that's how you looked and that's what you did when
you were our ages."
The staff of the '92 MARAUDER through its dedication and perseverance has worked throughout the
school year to preserve these memories of the significant events of this past school year. We hope that
all will enjoy the fruits of our labor now and in years to
come. We are confident that you will smile at the
thought that this is what you did " Once Upon A
Time. "
-

The

~992

Marauder Staff

Colophon
The 1992 MARAUDER was printed by Taylor Publishing Company of Dallas, Texas under the supervision of Mr. Neil
Sanders, our Taylor representative. Photographers Doug Brehm and Dave Lamb, from Riviera Studios in Bay Shore
took all of the official photographs and senior portraits while 0 & B Studios in Deer Park did the underclassmen
pictures. The cover is printed on cream parchment lithocote in four colors with black lettering and tan parchment
endsheets with maroon foil mascot. 525 copies of the 204-page book which includes two color signatures and one
four-page full-color tipin on #80 matte stock were printed. A student supplement will be added to the book to cover the
closing activities of the 1991-1992 school year. The standard type was Nouveau, which was submitted on diskette by
utilizing Taylor's Type Vision and Directory Vision Software Programs. This is a student publication under the direction
and supervision of Mr. Joseph B. D'Antoni and Mrs. Carol A. Jones.
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